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Abstract
Establishing a nationwide Electronic Health Record system has become a primary objective for many countries around the world, including Australia, in order to improve
the quality of healthcare while at the same time decreasing its cost. Doing so will require federating the large number of patient data repositories currently in use throughout the country. However, implementation of EHR systems is being hindered by several obstacles, among them concerns about data privacy and trustworthiness. Current
IT solutions fail to satisfy patients’ privacy desires and do not provide a trustworthiness
measure for medical data.
This thesis starts with the observation that existing EHR system proposals suffer
from six serious shortcomings that affect patients’ privacy and safety, and medical
practitioners’ trust in EHR data: accuracy and privacy concerns over linking patients’
existing medical records; the inability of patients to have control over who accesses
their private data; the inability to protect against inferences about patients’ sensitive
data; the lack of a mechanism for evaluating the trustworthiness of medical data; and
the failure of current healthcare workflow processes to capture and enforce patient’s
privacy desires.
Following an action research method, this thesis addresses the above shortcomings
by firstly proposing an architecture for linking electronic medical records in an accurate and private way where patients are given control over what information can be
revealed about them. This is accomplished by extending the structure and protocols
introduced in federated identity management to link a patient’s EHR to his existing
medical records by using pseudonym identifiers. Secondly, a privacy-aware access
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control model is developed to satisfy patients’ privacy requirements. The model is
developed by integrating three standard access control models in a way that gives patients access control over their private data and ensures that legitimate uses of EHRs are
not hindered. Thirdly, a probabilistic approach for detecting and restricting inference
channels resulting from publicly-available medical data is developed to guard against
indirect accesses to a patient’s private data. This approach is based upon a Bayesian
network and the causal probabilistic relations that exist between medical data fields.
The resulting definitions and algorithms show how an inference channel can be detected and restricted to satisfy patients’ expressed privacy goals. Fourthly, a medical
data trustworthiness assessment model is developed to evaluate the quality of medical data by assessing the trustworthiness of its sources (e.g. a healthcare provider or
medical practitioner). In this model, Beta and Dirichlet reputation systems are used to
collect reputation scores about medical data sources and these are used to compute the
trustworthiness of medical data via subjective logic. Finally, an extension is made to
healthcare workflow management processes to capture and enforce patients’ privacy
policies. This is accomplished by developing a conceptual model that introduces new
workflow notions to make the workflow management system aware of a patient’s privacy requirements. These extensions are then implemented in the YAWL workflow
management system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Electronic Health Records are a new evolution in e-health. EHRs provide numerous
benefits to patients, the public health system, and governments. EHR projects are being undertaken in many countries including Australia. However, the implementation of
these EHR projects is being hindered by several obstacles, especially concerns about
privacy and trustworthiness. Current IT solutions fail to maintain patients’ privacy
desires and to provide a trustworthiness measure for medical data. This PhD project
discusses these two requirements and addresses six research problems currently being faced by national EHR projects. Several research papers have been published as
a result of this project (Appendix A).

1.1

Electronic Health Records

Evolving trends among stakeholders in healthcare are pressuring providers to make
dramatic changes in healthcare delivery. These developing trends mandate the introduction of new models of healthcare delivery. The evolution of Information and Communication Technology has shaped healthcare delivery models through the use of ehealth, an emerging field at the intersection of medical informatics, public health, and
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business. It refers to health services and information delivered or enhanced through
the Internet and related technologies. Various systems are introduced in e-health to
increase efficiency in healthcare. Among these, an Electronic Health Record system is
considered a vital resource as it stores the patient’s previous medical events and makes
them available to medical practitioners at the point of care, to assist them in their medical tasks (e.g. medical diagnosis). The strong desire for an EHR system stems from
various factors [163], for example:
• Healthcare consumers commonly rely on several healthcare providers, depending on their particular needs (e.g. general practitioners, specialists, and physiotherapists). As a result, patients will often have more than one medical record.
• Medical services are provided at disparate locations (e.g. out-patient clinics, hospitals), so patients’ medical records become distributed.
• National healthcare reforms promote improved patient care through the exchange
of each patient’s information among all participating healthcare providers.
• Government and healthcare boards are demanding greater accountability in medical practice.
• Patients have a desire to be involved in their healthcare decisions.
• Patients are becoming more mobile, visiting healthcare providers based on their
current locations.

1.1.1

EHR and EMR Definitions

The ISO Committee Draft Technical Recommendation 20514, EHR Definition, Scope
and Context [84] gives a broad definition of an EHR as “a repository of information
regarding the health status of a subject of care in computer processable form, stored
and transmitted securely, and accessible by multiple authorised users”. This broad
definition does not capture the specific characteristics of an EHR as it considers any ehealth system that manipulates the subject of care’s data (e.g. a Picture Archiving and
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Communication System) as an EHR system. Gartner [129] refines the EHR definition
as “an aggregation of patient-centric health data that originates in the patient record
system of multiple independent healthcare organisations for the purpose of facilitating
care across organisations [. . . ] it is a long-term record for a patient, transcending his
or her involvement with individual healthcare organisation and episodes of care”.
For the thesis’s purpose, it is appropriate to clarify the difference between an Electronic Health Record and an Electronic Medical Record because, in the literature,
EMRs and EHRs are often confused. An EMR system is a computerised health information system used by a particular healthcare provider to record detailed encounter
information [69] such as patient demographics, encounter summaries, etc. By contrast,
an EHR’s data is a consolidation of the patient’s various medical records, including
multiple EMRs created by different healthcare providers.

1.1.2

Benefits of EHRs

It has been widely suggested that Electronic Health Records are conducive to providing comprehensive patient care compared to traditional paper-based record systems or
locally stored EMRs [42, 73]. Access to the patient’s comprehensive record facilitates
the creation of more complete and/or more accurate medical diagnoses. An EHR provides easy access to the patient’s complete medical history from a single point of care.
Heard et al. [76] claim that an EHR saves the healthcare provider’s time and effort,
and reduces the feeling of frustration when using cumbersome manual tracking and
transferal of existing fractional records. Furthermore, since an EHR is a merging of
records, it enables better coordination of care, eliminates unnecessary duplication of
diagnostic tests and minimises the potential for medical misadventure.
EHRs provide consistency and flexibility through standardised and manipulable
data [62]. These benefits liberate the healthcare provider from interpreting nonstandardised notes from fractional records. Flexibility of manipulable patient data
means that data related to the patient’s current condition can be retrieved easily and
searching through unrelated medical data is minimised. Moreover, EHRs improve in-
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formation flow between healthcare providers and make their healthcare processes more
efficient. In addition, patients’ access to their EHRs empowers them to exercise greater
control over their own health and can promote communication between patients and
their healthcare providers, e.g. allowing patients to participate more in discussing treatment options [47].

1.1.3

EHR Challenges

Challenges to the adoption of EHRs range over technical, financial, social, ethical, and
legal issues. The major technical obstacle is data interoperability [62]. Currently, patients’ medical information is maintained by several healthcare providers and stored in
different kinds of proprietary formats in a multitude of medical information systems
available on the market. These formats include relational database tables, structured
document-based storage in various formats, and unstructured document storage such
as digitised hard copies maintained in a classic document management system. To
solve the resulting interoperability problem, there are several standards currently under development such as the Health Level 7 (HL7) Clinical Document Architecture
(CDA) [12], CEN EN 13606 EHRcom [41], and openEHR [21]. In addition, secure
data communication cannot always be satisfied because many healthcare providers are
not supported by an adequate secure network infrastructure [55].
The financial cost for implementing an EHR system is hard to estimate. In Australia, the proposed national EHR implementation cost has risen from an estimated
AU$500M in 2000 to AU$2B in 2006. In the UK, the implementation costs have risen
from an estimated £2.6B in 2002 to at least £15B in 2006. In the USA, the working
estimate for a national EHR system runs between $100B and $150B in implementation
costs with $50B per year in operating costs [44].
Engaging in the EHR system and actively updating EHR information are two important requirements for a successful EHR implementation. Medical practitioners and
patients are worried about security protection of EHRs [165], and more precisely they
have privacy and trust concerns over using EHRs. Failure to satisfy these concerns
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would result in losing the EHR stakeholders’ confidence in using the system. In the
worst-case, patients may not disclose valuable information needed for a correct diagnosis and accurate treatment or they may falsify data to preserve their privacy, and
doctors may ignore data of unknown provenance [111].

1.2

Electronic Health Record Privacy and Trust

The security of the Electronic Health Record’s content is a crucial requirement that
must be addressed in national EHR projects. Information security is commonly defined
as “the preservation of confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information” [85].
Confidentiality is the property that information is not made available or disclosed to
unauthorised individuals, entities, or processes. Integrity is the property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of information. Availability is the property that
refers to the ability to use the information or resources desired when needed. These
security properties, which we call hard security properties, are set by the legal authority that owns and administers the EHR system to satisfy its own security policies.
Unfortunately, the EHR system’s users’, including patients and medical practitioners,
privacy and trust requirements are not addressed by these policies.

1.2.1

EHR Privacy

Privacy is a crucial security requirement that concerns patients participating in e-health
processes. In response to this concern, governments have set privacy laws, e.g. the
U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [142]. According to Alan
Westin [161], “Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine
for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated
to others”. However, there is a popular misconception that data confidentiality already
covers data privacy requirements. Traditional data confidentiality mechanisms aim to
give the owner of the data control over its accessibility, whereas privacy means giving
the subject of the data control over who accesses it. In an EHR system, the subjects of
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the data are the patients who demand further security to preserve their privacy. Concern
over EHR privacy is raised because an EHR consolidates all of a patient’s medical
information which could include sensitive medical data that was previously kept by
an individual healthcare provider only. The process of aggregating previously separate
medical records makes an EHR a privacy-critical resource because it contains both the
information required to identify the subject and potentially embarrassing medical data.
It is important to note that in the digital environment, disclosed private information
cannot be recovered and will last indefinitely. For this reason, patients are cautious
over using EHRs. Chhanabhai et al. [45] have shown in their EHR usability survey
that 73.3% of participants were highly concerned about the security and privacy of their
health records. The study indicated that consumers are ready to accept the transition
to EHR systems, but only as long as they can be assured of their privacy. Sen. Patrick
Leahy in a U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee hearing highlighted the importance of
EHR privacy by saying “If the EHR system does not have adequate safeguards to protect privacy, many Americans are not going to seek medical treatment [. . . ] Healthcare
providers who think there is a privacy risk [. . . ] are going to see that as inconsistent
with their professional obligations, and they would not want to participate” [72]. In
addition, not giving patients control over their private data might result in patients
withholding or trying to delete sensitive medical information from their EHRs in order to preserve their privacy. As an example, a woman secretly removed information
from her medical record showing that she was at risk of Huntington’s disease, a fatal
genetic disorder. Fearing the consequences of the disclosure of the information, she
deleted this information from her file to protect the ability of her children to obtain
health insurance [102].

1.2.2

EHR Trust

The Electronic Health Record system’s users, including medical practitioners, are exposed to historical medical data that originated from different healthcare providers.
This data is used by medical practitioners to make or build their diagnoses accurately.
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In medical practice, medical data is usually assumed trustworthy a priori, and all data
will be valued and treated equally; however, this should not be the case. The EHR’s
medical data might have originated from a healthcare provider that does not satisfy
patient safety requirements, e.g. one who is known to habitually enter inaccurate or
incomplete data, or be entered by a medical practitioner who fails to satisfy medical
safety practices, e.g. one who has been shown to violate mandated medical procedures.
As a consequence, the EHR’s medical data are not always trustworthy [106]. Furthermore, the age of medical data has a significant impact on its usefulness. Blood pressure
readings taken from a patient twenty years ago cannot be trusted for making a medical
diagnosis today. Current EHR system design does not provide a means to evaluate the
trustworthiness of the aggregated medical data, either at the time the data was recorded
or when it is retrieved.

1.3

National EHR Initiatives

Many countries (e.g. Australia, Canada, and the USA) are working towards improving
their healthcare services by introducing Electronic Health Records. The tremendous
foreseen benefits that EHRs will introduce to patients and public health are motivating
governments to invest large sums of money in these projects. However, the implementation of EHR systems is hindered by several technical, social, and legal obstacles. It
is important to understand that addressing the technical issues alone would not provide a functional system which will be used by its intended users. Therefore, an EHR
project must investigate both technical and non-technical factors. Quinn [125] addresses the importance of user adoption of the healthcare system and characterises it
as the key factor to successful implementation of a national health information system.
User acceptability and adoption of EHRs relies on the healthcare consumers’ willingness to overcome the fear of privacy invasion and untrustworthy data in relation to their
health information. Therefore, governments have struggled to encourage public acceptance and adoption of healthcare related-technologies that are very apparently privacy-
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invasive [49]. In the following sections, we show how some current EHR projects are
addressing the privacy and trustworthiness of EHRs, and discuss their shortcomings.

1.3.1

Australia

The National E-Health Transition Authority1 is a non-profit organisation that has been
introduced by the Australian government to identify and foster the development of the
right technology necessary to deliver the best e-health system. An Individual Electronic Health Record (IEHR) is the main focus of NEHTA’s goal to develop a secure
electronic record of an individual’s medical history, stored and shared in a network of
connected ICT systems. In response to privacy concerns, NEHTA has published its
Privacy Blueprint for the Individual Electronic Health Record [115] to elicit feedback
from the public on privacy and to help draw the road-map for the appropriate privacy
implementation. NEHTA’s privacy analysis is based on the following National Privacy
Principles [150]:
Collection of information: NEHTA determines two ways in which a patient’s information can be collected: by getting the patient’s consent or by having a lawful
reason to collect the information without the patient’s consent.
Use and disclosure of information: ‘Use’ refers to how information is used within
an organisation, and ‘disclosure’ refers to the passing on of an individual’s information to an outsider organisation. NEHTA states that uses of an IEHR should
comply with the main purpose of an IEHR which is to support the delivery of
safer and higher quality clinical care to individuals. Therefore, any secondary
usages that stem from the main purpose do not necessarily require getting the
patients’ consent. Regarding the disclosure part, NEHTA claims that there are
a range of existing disclosures of information supported by legislation for purposes such as law enforcement or those authorised by subpoena or search warrant
that can govern health information disclosure.
1

www.nehta.gov.au
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Data quality: Under this principle, NEHTA stresses the importance of having accurate and complete health data. Healthcare providers should, according to this
principle, ensure that their submitted data is free from errors and is up-to-date to
provide safe information to be used by medical practitioners in their work.
Data security: NEHTA mandates that patients’ personal information, which includes their identified health information, should be protected from misuse, loss
and unauthorised access, modification and disclosure and be destroyed or deidentified when it is no longer needed.
Openness: NEHTA says that management of patients’ personal information should
be expressed in policies that are accessible by the patients.
Access and correction: Patients, according to NEHTA, are allowed to access their
IEHRs and to make change or correction requests to their IEHR data.
Identifiers: Healthcare providers, under this principle, should not use or pass to outsider organisations patients’ identifiers that have been issued by other providers.
NEHTA has developed the requirements for a national Unique Health Identifier program that introduces a unique Individual Health Identifier for each patient [117].
Anonymity: Patients have the right, whenever it is lawful and practicable, to not
identify themselves when entering some contexts (e.g. drug addiction clinics).
Transborder data flow: Transferring of patients’ information to an external territory
is governed by patients’ consent, the law, and the purpose of the transfer. NEHTA proposes that all collection and handling of personal health information
associated with an IEHR will be undertaken in Australia. Only Australian registered healthcare provider organisations will be eligible to participate in the IEHR
system and there will not be offshore processing of data.
In order to provide patients with control over the accessibility of certain fields in
their EHRs, the National E-Health Transition Authority has proposed “sensitivity la-
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bels” that come in two types, clinical care and privileged care. Clinical care labels will
be given to clinical information that may be accessed by all participating healthcare
provider organisations nominated by the patient, whereas privileged care labels will
be assigned to clinical information sensitive to the patient, that may only be accessed
by healthcare providers specifically authorised by the individual as being allowed to
access this information.
In NEHTA’s unique identifiers for patients proposal, the unique identifiers will be
used by all healthcare provider organisations in order to ease the record linkage process and to ensure that patient’s Electronic Health Record aggregated data is accurate.
However, introducing a single identifier to be used by multiple organisations increases
the security and privacy impact that will result from identity theft [104].
The patients’ privacy desire and the medical practitioners’ “need-to-know” requirement create a complex context where access control management must be tailored
carefully. Satisfying the use and disclosure privacy principle and applying the sensitivity labels create a demand for an access control model that must be able to satisfy the
users’ privacy requirement and allow legitimate uses. In general, NEHTA’s access control proposal is meant to defend against direct accesses, however security guards are
needed to defend against not only direct access but also against indirect accesses. For
instance, hiding sensitive medical data from the patient’s EHR may not protect against
inferring that information by using available public medical data from the patient’s
EHR. NEHTA’s proposals do not consider data inference [115, 116].
The accuracy of medical data is affected by several factors and one of these is the
trustworthiness of the data. Failure to provide a trust evaluation scheme for medical
data would affect EHR data quality as has been recognised by the Australian Privacy
Foundation [13]. NEHTA’s current proposals do not cover data trustworthiness.
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Canada

Canada Health Infoway2 is an independent, non-profit corporation established in 2001.
Infoway is tasked by the government to put in place the basic elements of a Canadawide system of interoperable electronic health records for 50% of Canadians by the
end of 2010. In order to achieve this goal, Infoway supports the development of
provincial and territorial EHR infostructures (EHRi) because they will enable healthcare providers to access integrated, patient-centric clinical information from beyond
the walls of any one healthcare organisation or physician’s office. An EHRi is set to
enable increased coordination of care, improve patient safety and facilitate identification of health risks. It will also provide decision makers and health managers with the
comprehensive data they need to plan and allocate health care resources appropriately
and efficiently.
Similar to NEHTA, Infoway is addressing the importance of privacy and has
defined 110 privacy and security requirements in their published Electronic Health
Record Privacy and Security Requirements document [8]. In the privacy requirements
analysis, Infoway used ten privacy principles from the Canadian Standards Association’s Model Code of Personal Information (CAN/CSA-Q830-96) [38].
Accountability of personal health information: Organisations that collect, use, or
disclose personal health information are responsible for the information in their
custody as well as the information that has been transferred to third parties.
Identifying the purpose for collection, use, and disclosure of personal health information: Under this requirement, identifying the reason for using an EHR
should be expressed before collecting, using, or disclosing a patient’s information.
Consent: Except where inappropriate (e.g. specifically exempted by law or a professional code of practice), organisations connecting to the EHRi should obtain
2

www.infoway.ca
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the consent of each patient/person for the collection, use or disclosure of the
patient’s health information.
Limiting collection of personal health information: Organisations should not collect health information that is not related to their main purpose.
Limiting use, disclosure, and retention of personal health information: Organisations must only use or disclose personal health information for purposes
consistent with those for which it was collected, except with the consent of the
patient/person or as permitted by law.
Accuracy of health information: This privacy requirement is similar to the Australian Accuracy privacy principle where organisations must ensure that personal
health information is as accurate, complete, and up-to-date as is necessary for the
purpose for which it is to be used.
Safeguards for the protection of personal health information: Organisations should apply appropriate security safeguards against loss or theft, as well as unauthorised access, disclosure, copying, use, or modification of personal health information.
Openness about practices concerning the management of personal health information: Organisations participating in an EHRi must make readily available
to the public specific information about their policies and practices relating to
the management of EHRs.
Individual access to personal health information: Patients should be allowed to
make their EHRs where such access is not prohibited by legislation, and also
patients should be able to request corrections to their EHRs.
Challenging compliance: Patients shall be able to address a challenge concerning
compliance with the above requirements to the designated individual or individuals accountable for the organisation’s compliance.
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A further privacy impact analysis was conducted by consultancy firms Anzen Consulting Inc. and Sextant [37] where they addressed some interesting privacy concerns.
Under the requirement for limiting use, disclosure, and retention of personal health
information, they investigated the privacy impact of record linkages. The current setup
of an EHR locator service fails to provide privacy guards over record linkages because patient’s healthcare providers’ names will be known. Disclosing the patient’s
healthcare providers’ names reveals the treatment type the patient was taking there,
e.g. knowing that a patient visits a mental illness clinic infers that he might suffer from
a mental disease.
Patients’ consent, as per the consent requirement, is the key to accessing their
health information. Patients can mask some sensitive health information from certain users. According to Anzen Consulting Inc. and Sextant, enforcing this masking
mechanism through traditional access control models requires further modification to
the models. Also, they mentioned the problem of inferring the masked (protected)
health data from other data. For example, masking of a diagnosis of chronic depression would not be effectual if it could be inferred from laboratory information related
to serum lithium levels directly available through the lab data.
With respect to the accuracy requirement, we observe that, data trustworthiness
has an important effect on data accuracy, however this is not addressed in the Canadian
proposals.

1.3.3

United States of America

The USA government has so far reserved $20B for health-related IT projects. Currently, however, there is no clear plan for a nationwide EHR project. Nevertheless,
the importance of satisfying privacy requirements has been addressed clearly by the
government. At present, the USA maintains the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) that was issued in 1996. This act specifies privacy, security,
and electronic standards with regard to patient information for all healthcare providers.
HIPAA encompasses two main sections: “Healthcare access, portability, and renewa-
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bility” and “Administrative simplification”. The administrative simplification section
addresses security and privacy issues for sensitive healthcare information and contains five rules: the privacy rule, the transaction and code set rule, the security rule,
the unique identifier rule, and the enforcement rule. The privacy rule applies to personal health information in all forms, including oral, written, and electronic. It gives
patients rights to request privacy protection for protected health information (Privacy
rule-Section 164.522) [152]. This requirement is also addressed in the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International standard for confidentiality, privacy, access, and data security principles for health information including electronic
health records (ASTM-E1869-04) Section 7 [15]. These requirements mandate the
need to allow patients to express their privacy policies over their EHRs and to ensure
that the EHR system will satisfy their privacy desires by protecting private data.
Connecting for Health is a public-private collaborative with representatives from
more than 100 organisations across the spectrum of US healthcare stakeholders. Its
purpose is to catalyse the widespread changes necessary to realise the full benefits of
health information technology, while protecting patient privacy and the security of personal health information. Connecting for Health has produced a Common Framework
that puts forth a model of health information exchange that protects patient privacy.
The Connecting for Health recognises the importance of correctly matching patients
with their records and outlines the privacy risk and clinical risk that will result from
false positive matching incidents [51].

1.4

Problem Statement

During our research, we have identified six key problem areas that have a high impact on Electronic Health Record privacy and trustworthiness that define our research
scope. These problems are generic and are not linked specifically to any of the countryspecific EHR proposals cited in the previous section. Each problem is related to a particular research domain, as explained below.
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Linking Existing Medical Records

Medical data about patients are stored in various data repositories and in different formats [62]. In order to gain the aforementioned benefits of an EHR system, each patient’s EHR must be assembled from the patient’s separate existing medical records.
This process requires establishing accurate linkages between the composite EHR and
its component Electronic Medical Records. A trustworthy record matching approach
is needed to establish these links [100]. It must use whatever unique information exists
in all of the patient’s current medical records, where the relevant records are identified
by the patient’s demographic information [101].
In practice, however, a patient’s demographic data might not be consistent throughout the patient’s medical records due to data entry errors, such as spelling mistakes, or
incomplete data, such as unfilled or illegible fields, or outdated data, such as changes
of names or address, so there is an accuracy concern over linking the patient’s medical
records [46, 124].
Furthermore, a proposal to have a unique patient identifier for each patient’s medical records in order to have an accurate record linkage creates a privacy concern. For
instance, knowing the unique identifier of a patient allows an attacker to search for the
patient’s private medical data in other healthcare providers’ databases (e.g. abortion or
drug addiction clinics). Moreover, the impact of identity theft becomes higher as the
unique identifier is used by more healthcare providers [48, 93, 105].
An accurate and private record linkage mechanism is therefore required to ensure
that each EHR is constructed from the right EMRs. This mechanism must provide
accurate linkage, allowing patients to link their medical records to their EHRs. In
addition, the mechanism should not reveal the source healthcare provider’s identity for
sensitive medical data, to preserve the patient’s privacy and to encourage patients to
link sensitive medical records to their EHRs.
We address this problem in Chapter 2 through the use of indirect patient identifiers.
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1.4.2

Determining Trustworthiness of Medical Data

In Section 1.2.2, we highlighted the fact that medical data is not always current or trustworthy. Although data integrity constraints (‘sanity checks’) can validate the data’s
semantics and ensure that it fits within its expected domain type, this approach does
not provide a trustworthiness assessment measure for medical data [26, 110].
A medical data trustworthiness assessment model must be available to the EHR
system to quantify data trustworthiness and alert users to possibly obsolete or untrustworthy (low quality) data.
In Chapter 3 we do this by introducing a reputation-like trustworthiness measure
for medical data that takes the time of data entry into account.

1.4.3

Giving Patients Control Over Medical Data Accessibility

Information confidentiality is enforced through access control models. These models
are designed with consideration to the security policy of the data’s owner but do not
usually consider the data’s subject’s privacy requirements. Therefore, patients’ (i.e.
the subjects of EHRs) privacy policies are not used or even considered when building access control models. Discretionary Access Control, Mandatory Access Control,
and Role-Based Access Control are traditional passive access control models that are
widely used in industry [79].
Access control in DAC is assigned to the resource who creates the data object [7].
The MAC model takes control away from resources and allocates it to a central authority [136]. In the RBAC model the relations between resources, roles, and permissions
are set by an administrator [134]. However, the subject of the data does not play a role
in any of these models, so it is difficult to enforce patients’ privacy requirements using
them.
Thus, an access control model that captures patients’ privacy policies is required to
satisfy the privacy requirements of EHRs. In addition, this model must allow medical
practitioners to restrict patients’ access to some medical information if revealing this
information might harm the patients. Finally, the model should allow medical practi-
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tioners to override the patient’s privacy wishes and access private medical information
in emergencies.
In Chapter 4 we show how a judicious combination of existing access control mechanisms can meet these needs for EHRs.

1.4.4

Preventing Privacy-Violating Inferences From Medical Data

Patients want to have access control over their EHRs to hide potentially embarrassing
or compromising medical facts from others. However, even though traditional access
control mechanisms can help patients protect their private data from explicit direct
accesses, they may fail to stop other EHR system users from inferring private data
about a patient from publicly-available medical data [65,177]. For example, hiding the
fact that a patient has been diagnosed with a particular Sexually Transmitted Disease
is not enough if it is revealed that the patient exhibits symptoms of the disease or takes
medications used to treat the disease. Malicious users can employ such an ‘inference
channel’ to calculate the probability that the hidden data is indeed an STD diagnosis.
An inference channel detection mechanism is therefore required to detect data that
can be used to infer private information. Also, a channel restriction mechanism is
required to reduce the size of the inference channel to a level where the probability of
inferring the protected private data is acceptably low.
In Chapter 5 we show how a Bayesian network can be used to quantify the size of,
and subsequently restrict, EHR-related inference channels.

1.4.5

Respecting Patients’ Privacy Preferences in Healthcare Staff
Assignment

In Workflow Management Systems, an organisational process is separated into a set of
well defined activities, called tasks. A task contains data objects that can be accessed
by a resource. Therefore, the resource who executes a task is authorised implicitly to
access the data objects contained within the task. Hospitals routinely use workflow
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processes to help manage processes such as perioperative care.
A resource allocation mechanism is responsible for distributing the task to authorised resources such as surgeons and nurses. The authorisation policy that is employed
by a WfMS is set by the organisation [158,167]. However, current WfMSs do not capture the workflow subject’s privacy requirements, i.e. the patient in a hospital’s workflow processes, and hence fail to satisfy patients’ privacy desires. Therefore, a healthcare provider’s WfMS may ignore their patients’ privacy policies when granting access
to patients’ EHRs.
Therefore, the healthcare WfMSs’ authorisation mechanism must be extended to
treat the privacy requirements of patients as a first-class concept and consider it in its
work allocation process.
In Chapter 6 we do this by extending the resource attributes in workflow models
with the notion of the workflow’s subject.

1.4.6

Respecting Patients’ Privacy Preferences in Medical Data
Presentation

Another privacy shortcoming in WfMSs used for healthcare processes is related to
their enforcement mechanisms. Data that is related to a task is rendered on the computer screen in a form template to allow medical staff to interact with it. However,
if, for example, one of these data fields is labelled as private or protected data, then
the interactive workflow engine should be able to, firstly, understand that the data is
private and, secondly, be able to manipulate the data displayed to maintain patient privacy. Current workflow engines do not recognise data privacy requirements or take
appropriate action to preserve data privacy. As a result, healthcare WfMSs may fail to
enforce patients’ privacy requirements while displaying the patients’ medical data.
Therefore, a healthcare WfMSs should be able to assess the privacy state of workflow data before displaying it, and appropriately hide protected private data.
In Chapter 6 we do this by extending a workflow engine to recognise the subject of
a given workflow, i.e. the patient, and display data in a way that respects privacy, e.g.
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by hiding or disguising private data, when permissable.

1.5

Research Objectives and Approach

In light of the aforementioned problems, the core objectives of this research are to
design mechanisms that give patients control over their private health data and medical
practitioners access to accurate and trustworthy medical information. To do this, we
present a novel technical solution for each of the aforementioned problems.
Privacy-Preserving Electronic Health Records: We present an extended federated
identity management structure to allow patients to link their local EMR identities
to their EHRs. In order to define this extension, we use message protocols to
depict the identity linkage messages that must be received and sent by EHR and
EMR systems. To validate the protocols, we simulate their behaviour by using
Uppaal, a protocol simulation tool.
A Medical Data Trustworthiness Model: We present a mathematical model which
can evaluate the trustworthiness of a medical data entry based on its sources.
Reputation systems are used by the model to receive ratings about agents. These
ratings are processed statistically using Subjective logic to calculate the medical entry’s trustworthiness. To validate the functionality and feasibility of our
approach, we implemented a prototype application.
A Privacy-Aware Access Control Model: We integrate Discretionary Access Control, Mandatory Access Control, and Role-Based Access Control models to support patient privacy. We use a message protocol to demonstrate how the privacyrespecting authorisation process is performed. We present the data structures
needed to support this protocol using Object Role Modelling notation.
Probabilistic Inference Channel Detection and Restriction: We present a probabilistic approach to detect and restrict potentially harmful inference channels
in a patient’s EHR. Our solution is based on Bayesian networks and uses the
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probabilistic relations among medical data, i.e. diseases, symptoms, and medications, to detect the harmful inference channels. To validate the functionality
and feasibility of our inference algorithms, we implemented a prototype application.
A Privacy-Aware Workflow Management System We present privacy extensions
to Workflow Management Systems by introducing the notion of a data item’s
subject. These extensions are captured by a conceptual data model expressed
in the Object Role Modelling notation. To validate the functionality and feasibility of our workflow extensions, we implemented these extensions in the
YAWL workflow management system and tested its privacy-awareness by executing a healthcare workflow case.
These solutions are generic and are not linked to a specific EHR system. However,
in our research we did not have access to real medical data to test in our prototypes
due to the privacy concerns surrounding this data, so synthetic data was used instead
to show the functionality of our solutions.

Chapter 2

Privacy-Preserving Electronic Health
Record Linkage
Accurate and reliable information sharing is essential in the healthcare domain. Currently, however, information about individual patients is held in isolated medical
records maintained by numerous separate healthcare providers. Accurately linking
this information is necessary for planned nationwide Electronic Health Record systems, but this must be done in a way that not only satisfies traditional data confidentiality requirements, but also meets patients’ personal privacy needs. In this chapter,
we are interested in finding a solution that allows patients to link their EMRs to their
EHRs in a private and accurate way. However, the actual integration of the EMRs’
medical data is not covered in this chapter as we assume that the EHR system will
have a mechanism for doing it. Also, we assume that a medical authority will provide
a set of standardised medical roles that will be assigned to medical practitioners by the
EHR and EMR systems.
In this chapter, we present an architecture and communication protocols for linking
Electronic Medical Records in a way that gives patients control over what information
is revealed about them. This is done through the use of indirect pseudonym identifiers.
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We then explain how this architecture can be implemented using existing technologies.
A case scenario is used to show how our architecture satisfies data accuracy needs and
patients’ privacy requirements. Also, we confirm the functionality of our protocols
using the Uppaal simulation tool.

2.1

Privacy and Accuracy Requirements in EHR Linkage

Information is a valuable asset in any business domain, but this is especially so in
healthcare where there is a wealth of medical data that is essential to patients’ medical diagnoses and can benefit medical research. Unfortunately, medical information
about a particular individual is currently maintained by numerous different healthcare
providers, and is stored in isolated databases in various incompatible formats [62].
There is thus a strong political imperative in many countries to link this data to create
nationwide Electronic Health Record systems [73].
There are three data transaction models, ‘push’, ‘pull’, and ‘push & pull’, that
an EHR system can use for acquiring and aggregating patients’ medical data from different healthcare providers’ Electronic Medical Record systems [73,139]. In the ‘push’
model, a healthcare provider’s EMR system sends updates to the central EHR system
whenever it captures a new medical data about a patient. Australia’s EHR proposal uses
the ‘push’ model to send patient event summaries to the EHR system [73]. By contrast,
the healthcare providers’ EMR systems in the ‘pull’ model do not send updates, but
instead they respond to medical data requests that come from the EHR system. These
two models are used together in ‘push & pull’ model to allow healthcare providers to
update the patient’s EHR and allow the EHR system to request additional information
from a healthcare provider.
However, aggregating data in this way raises significant security concerns, since
it links information that was previously kept separate and thus creates single points
of failure for access control. In addition, the highly personal nature of medical in-
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formation means that we must pay particular attention to patient privacy. Whereas
traditional data confidentiality mechanisms aim to give the owner of information control over its accessibility, privacy means giving the subject of information control over
who accesses it. Thus, even though Electronic Health Records will be administered and
maintained by government authorities, the patients who are the subject of the records
must have (at least partial) control over who may see them [60].
In particular, establishing an Electronic Health Record system introduces the problem of linking existing information already accumulated about each patient, and possibly their relatives, in isolated EMR systems. This information may go back several
decades, may be dispersed across a wide geographic area, and may be hosted by numerous different medical providers [124]. Typically these isolated medical records
will lack a common unique identifier, sometimes even making it difficult to tell if they
belong to the same individual [137].
This situation means that the creation and maintenance of Electronic Health Record
systems is hindered by three distinct privacy issues:
• The need to link only those records belonging to the same patient. Since legacy
medical records lack a common identifier it will often be necessary to link them
via other identifying data, such as name, date of birth, gender, and address. However, even this may not be sufficient because this data may be incomplete, out
of date, or inaccurate due to data entry errors [46, 124]. Moreover, offering patients the ability to inspect existing health records, to help decide whether they
should be linked or not, introduces additional privacy concerns by allowing, for
instance, a patient to see a medical record belonging to another patient with the
same name.
• The need to allow patients to keep certain linkages private. Personal privacy
concerns may introduce a desire on a patient’s part not to link certain records to
their EHR. For example, a patient might not be willing to reveal the existence
of certain medical records at specific healthcare providers (e.g. abortion or drug
addiction clinics). In order for a patient to successfully hide the fact that he has
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attended a certain medical institution in the past, his identifier used within that
institution must not be revealed. (Not allowing patients to hide information is not
an acceptable solution, because patients will resort to falsifying data to preserve
their privacy, thus affecting the integrity of the medical records.)
• The need to override privacy rules in special circumstances. Regardless of the
patients’ privacy wishes, there are situations where access must be granted to all
of a patient’s medical data, typically in life-threatening emergency cases.
It is considered poor security practice to use the same user identifier for several
digital services due to the high impact that compromising this identifier will have upon
the associated services [48,93,105]. Therefore, having a single patient identifier for all
healthcare providers may not be acceptable due to the security risks it poses. In particular, having a unique identifier may violate patients’ privacy wishes because patients
often see advantages in maintaining several distinct identities [54]. (Despite these
problems, Australia’s healthcare authorities are pressing ahead with a single-identifier
system, simply because it is the easiest technical solution [58, 117].)
Therefore, we need a way to access and aggregate the patient’s distributed Electronic Medical Records while at the same time ensuring that the patient’s privacy concerns are satisfied. In order to have a successful EMR linking process, we need to
consider the following requirements [46]:
1. The patient’s Electronic Health Record must be constructed in a secure and
an accurate way. For instance, the records of two different ‘John Smiths’ should
not be accidentally merged.
2. Patients’ local EMR identities (within each healthcare provider) should not be
disclosed to any external party.
3. Patients should be the only individuals who know about the location of their
EMRs.
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Related Work

Electronic Medical Records represent observations of patients taken by particular
healthcare units [69]. The records contain some attributes identifying the patient, such
as name, address, age, and gender. Each EMR is indexed by a unique identifier within
a healthcare unit system. To link these records, research has been done on matching
algorithms that do a syntactic analysis of records for the sake of determining whether
they are related or not. The result of this matching process is one of the following
possible results:
• Full match,
• Partial match, or
• Non-match.
As a result of typographical data-entry variations (e.g. ‘Collin’ versus ‘Colin’), we
might not be able to get a full match for two records that belong to the same patient,
and instead get a result of ‘partial match’. Although, this process might be acceptable
in statistical health research where the level of accuracy required is not strong, it would
not be acceptable in medical diagnosis and treatment. To improve matching accuracy
for individual patient healthcare, several methods have been proposed:
String comparison: Jaro [86] introduced a string comparator that accounts for insertions, deletions, and transposition. The basic steps of this algorithm include
computing the string lengths and finding the number of common characters in
the two strings and the number of transpositions. Jaro’s definition of “common”
is that agreeing characters must be within half of the length of the shorter string,
and his definition for “transposition” is that the character from one string is out
of order with the corresponding common character from the other string.
N-gram distance: The n-grams comparison function [157] forms the set of all substrings of length n for each string A and B. Then, a similarity score is computed
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as follows, where ngram(A) denotes the set of n-grams derived from string A
and |S | denotes the size of set S :

T
 ngram(A) ngram(B)
n-gram similarity score = 2 × 
ngram(A) + ngram(B)





Edit-distance: This method uses edit distance to compare two strings [88]. Edit distance is the minimum number of edit operations of single characters required to
transform from one string to another, i.e. to make two strings equal.
Adaptive comparator function: This method learns the parameters of the comparator function using training examples [50]. Zhu and Ungar [178] use a genetic
algorithm to learn the edit operator costs for a string-edit comparator function.
A potential data integrity problem with these matching algorithms, though, is that
we might witness accidental linking of two records that actually belong to two different individuals with similar identifying characteristics. This risk becomes especially
strong if the individual records are incomplete and contain complementary data, thus
making it impossible to cross-check their similarities. In the healthcare domain the
integrity of a patient’s health record is an important issue, so we don’t want to risk affecting the combined record’s integrity even if the occurrence rate of such mismatches
is very low. Failure to find and link records concerning a patient’s allergies could be life
threatening, but linking non-matching records could be just as dangerous, and might
result in creating false information that could also lead to medication errors, e.g. by
stating that a patient had already been exposed to or immunised against a contagious
disease as a child when in fact the patient had not.
In addition, all of the above-mentioned matching methods assumed the matching
process used a clear text representation of the patient’s identification data which reveals the patient’s personal information and the source of the medical data. To overcome this problem, a new matching method has been proposed using cryptographic
solutions [46]. Patients’ identification information is encrypted before sending it to the
matching module. However, once the information is encrypted, the matching process
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becomes more difficult because a small character change in the clear text could result
in a big change in the encrypted version.
Overall, therefore, we concluded that record matching approaches are not sufficient to provide accurate linkage between an EHR and its component EMRs and the
linkage process itself may have privacy drawbacks. Instead, it is preferable that the
patient should play a major role in the EMR linking process, since patients are (at least
partially) aware of their own medical history, previous places of residence, etc.
Existing Federated Identity Management (FIM) techniques [93, 112] define how to
allow users to make a link between local identities by creating a federated pseudonym
identifier. The FIM architecture [103, 104] determines a set of interactions between
an Identity Provider (IdP) and a Service Provider (SP) to facilitate several services
such as single sign-on, attribute exchange, and account linking. An Identity Provider
is an entity that authenticates users and produces authentication and attribute assertions
in accordance with the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) Assertion and
Protocol specification [5]. A Service Provider is an entity that provides web-based
services to users. An entity can play the role of either an IdP, SP, or both. In our
application, a healthcare provider typically plays both roles, an IdP to provide authentication for the users of the Electronic Medical Record system and a SP in providing
access to the patients’ EMRs.
Using this approach, patients could link their local identities at different healthcare
providers in an accurate and secure way, as long as these healthcare providers are in
a trust agreement [140]. The result of this linking process would be a new link between
the patient’s Electronic Medical Records. The identity linking process could be accomplished by using a federated pseudonym identifier which is associated with each local
identity. This pseudonym identifier would serve as a reference for the patient [103,112]
to be used when a healthcare provider wants to exchange any information about the patient.
Unfortunately, however, this process fails to satisfy Requirement 3 in Section 2.1,
because each healthcare provider would know that the patient maintains an EMR at
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any other healthcare provider that shares the same pseudonym identifier. In addition,
the patient might need to create several federated accounts in order to link identities
at each healthcare provider, resulting in a complex federated identity network that will
be difficult for patients to manage.

2.3

An Architecture for EHR Identity Management

Although Federated Identity Management cannot provide a link between the patients’
local identities in a way that satisfies each patient’s privacy wishes, we show here that
the federation mechanism can be extended to provide a solution to this problem. Our
solution works under an assumption that patients are aware of their EMRs’ locations
and are able to interact with the system to do the linkage process, perhaps with assistance from a government healthcare officer.
In our solution, we extend the Identity Providers’ role to include an identity linkage
service for all of the patient’s local identities that can be used as an intermediary for
connections between healthcare providers. To do this, the architecture consists of four
functions: Identity Linkage, Access Control, Auditing, and Record Aggregation (Figure 2.1). In Section 2.5 we briefly consider how these functions could be implemented
in practice.

2.3.1

Identity Linkage Function

The Identity Linkage function is the core component of the Electronic Health Record
system’s identity management architecture. It provides two services: authentication
and identity linkage. In the authentication process, the Identity Linkage function authenticates the patient’s access to the EHR system and it provides the patient with
a single sign-on service which allows access to those healthcare providers’ systems
that are in the federation agreement. The Identity Linkage service allows patients to
selectively connect Electronic Medical Records to their Electronic Health Record by
linking the associated EMR identities. It does this by creating and maintaining a re-
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Figure 2.1: The proposed EHR Identity Management and Access Control architecture
lation between the patient’s primary EHR identity and the secondary EMR identities
used by each healthcare provider.
We assume that the EHR system is giving direct online access to patients. However,
in practice, it is likely that the initial creation and linkage of a new EHR will be conducted by a healthcare authority official, acting as the patient’s proxy, with assistance
and advice from the patient concerned.

2.3.2

Access Control Function

Expressing the patient’s access control wishes and enforcing only legitimate uses of the
patient’s Electronic Health Record are crucial requirements in an EHR system [113].
In our architecture, the Access Control function is responsible for evaluating all access
requests as per the access control policies set by the patient and the medical authority.
Here, patients set their privacy wishes by selecting appropriate access control policies,
while the medical authority ensures legitimate uses of the EHR by setting adequate
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access control policies to ensure that medical practitioners have access to the information that is required for their current role, which includes ‘overriding’ access to the
patient’s complete EHR in emergencies. We assume that the medical authority will
be responsible of defining what access policies a patient is allowed to set on his EHR
to ensure that the patient’s EHR will present the required information that a medical
practitioner needs to do his job.

2.3.3

Auditing Function

The Auditing function registers (logs) all user requests and activities that occur within
the Electronic Health Record system (e.g. EHR access requests, EHR reply messages,
etc). This accumulated data can be analysed to detect users who are misusing the
system [57], and can be used as a source of evidence when investigating security violations. Such a capability is essential for engendering a sense of trust in the legitimate
users of the system. We assume that the EHR system will alert a patient through a specific communication medium (e.g. email) if his EHR is accessed by another user. This
is necessary to allow detection of the unauthorised accesses where the patient did not
give his consent for these actions. The patient’s consent can be expressed in the EHR
system by adopting an e-consent mechanism [164].

2.3.4

Record Aggregation Function

Current Electronic Medical Record systems lack a unified EMR schema and common
semantics [20]. Therefore, the EHR system’s Record Aggregation function is responsible for normalising the received EMRs and aggregating them in a way that preserves
data integrity and produces a comprehensive and consistent Electronic Health Record.
Furthermore, although data aggregation risks creating unintended channels of information flow, by creating links between otherwise separate pieces of information, in
Chapter 4 we present an inference channel detection and restriction approach that can
be used by this function to reduce this risk.
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Privacy-Preserving Identity Linkage Protocols

To understand how the functions proposed in Section 2.3 can work in concert to give
access to EHRs while preserving patient privacy, this section describes the message
protocols used by the Electronic Health Record system to process and respond to requests. The key protocols are an identity linkage protocol, an EHR request protocol,
an EHR construction protocol, and an EHR response protocol. Of course, we assume
that an appropriate online system is provided as a front-end for the protocols.

2.4.1

Identity Linkage Protocol

We assume that the patient has been assigned a prime identity IDP by the Identity
Linkage function, and has identities ID1 and ID2 that are maintained respectively at
Healthcare Provider 1 and Healthcare Provider 2. Also, we assume that the Electronic Health Record system and each healthcare provider uses public key cryptography, supported by a Public Key Infrastructure, to provide data confidentiality and
non-repudiation [143] in the identification process. We further assume that the EHR
system has a trust and a federation agreement [103] with the two healthcare providers
and maintains a list of participating healthcare providers. The following steps then
detail how a patient, or his proxy, links his Electronic Health Record to the Electronic
Medical Records kept by the two healthcare providers by linking to the patient’s ‘local’
identities ID1 and ID2 :
1. The patient logs in to the Electronic Health Record system using his prime identity IDP .
2. The Identity Linkage function authenticates the patient.
3. The patient asks to create a link to his Electronic Medical Record at a specific
healthcare provider.
4. The Identity Linkage function responds with a list that has all the participating
healthcare providers in the federation.
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5. The patient selects his targeted healthcare provider link, e.g. Healthcare
Provider 1.
6. The Identity Linkage function redirects the patient’s browser to Healthcare
Provider 1’s system.
7. Healthcare Provider 1’s system requests authentication from the patient.
8. The patient logs in using his local identity ID1 .
9. Healthcare Provider 1 authenticates the patient.
10. The Identity Linkage function generates a unique pseudonym identifier IDS1 that
serves as a reference identity that both Healthcare Provider 1 and the Identity
Linkage function will use for this patient when communicating with each other.
11. The Identity Linkage function sends the new pseudonym identifier IDS1 to
Healthcare Provider 1 to be associated with the patient’s local identity ID1 .
12. The Identity Linkage function updates the audit log server with this linking process.
13. To link to the second local identity ID2 , the patient needs to redo Steps 3 to 12,
but selecting Healthcare Provider 2 this time.
IDP
IDS1

IDS 2

Figure 2.2: Identity tree created by the Identity Linkage function
Once the patient has linked all of his local identities to the prime identity in this way, we
will end up with an identity tree created in the EHR system’s Identity Linkage function
(Figure 2.2). The root for this tree is the patient’s prime identity IDP and the leaves
are the pseudonym identifiers IDS1 and IDS2 that are created as per the patient’s linking
requests. (However, the EHR system has no knowledge of local identities ID1 and
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ID2 .) Each pseudonym identifier is shared with a specific healthcare provider. Once
the healthcare provider has associated the pseudonym identifier with the patient’s local
identity, it will use it for any future requests involving this patient’s Electronic Health
Record.

2.4.2

EHR Request Protocol

We assume here that a medical practitioner who is working with Healthcare Provider 1
requests an Electronic Health Record for the patient with (local) identity ID1 . The following steps show how this request is made by Healthcare Provider 1’s EMR system:
1. The medical practitioner logs in to Healthcare Provider 1’s Electronic Medical
Record system.
2. The healthcare provider’s system authenticates the medical practitioner.
3. The medical practitioner initiates a request for patient ID1 ’s Electronic Health
Record. (We assume here the medical practitioner has a valid reason for wanting
to access this patient’s record. Recognising malicious behaviour from medical
staff is beyond this research’s scope.)
4. Healthcare Provider 1’s EMR system replaces the patient’s local identity ID1
with its associated pseudonym identifier IDS1 .
5. The request is digitally signed by Healthcare Provider 1’s private key in order to
authenticate itself to the EHR system.
6. The request is forwarded to the Electronic Health Record system.
In these steps, note that the Electronic Health Record request is made using the
patient’s pseudonym identifier IDS1 which does not reveal any information about the
patient’s local identity ID1 to the EHR system. Therefore, the patient’s privacy Requirement 2 in Section 2.1 is satisfied. Once this request is received by the Electronic
Health Record system, the following steps are executed:
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Figure 2.3: Access Control Function
1. The EHR system verifies the digital signature of the received EHR request.
2. A log of this EHR request is sent to the audit log server.
3. The EHR request is forwarded to the Access Control function [10] which does
the following steps (Figure 2.3):
(a) The EHR request is sent to the Policy Enforcement Point that is responsible to perform access control, by making decision requests and enforcing
authorisation decisions [9].
(b) The PEP obtains Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) Assertions
containing information about the requester (e.g. name, medical role, time
and location).
(c) The PEP obtains the prime identity IDP of the received pseudonym IDS1 by
a ‘prime identity resolve’ request made to the Identity Linkage function.
(d) The PEP presents all the information through a decision request to a Policy
Decision Point that is responsible to decide if access should be allowed [9].
(e) The PDP obtains all the policies (that were set by the patient and the medical authority) relevant to the request and evaluates them.
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(f) The PDP informs the PEP of the decision result.
(g) The PEP enforces the decision by either sending a request to the identity
linkage function to construct the EHR for prime identity IDP in accordance
with the access control policies or by indicating that access is not allowed.
By using the EHR request protocol, the medical practitioner is able to request the
patient’s full Electronic Health Record without the need to know the location of its
component Electronic Medical Records. In addition, the patient’s local identity has not
been disclosed to any other party, satisfying the patient’s identity privacy requirements
in Section 2.1.

2.4.3

EHR Construction Protocol

The EHR construction protocol’s behaviour depends upon the EHR system’s data
transaction model. For instance, an EHR system in the ‘push’ model does not need
to request any medical data from the healthcare providers because the EHR system
stores the patient’s aggregated medical data. However, an EHR system in the ‘pull’
model needs to make requests, using the patient’s identity, to healthcare providers to
retrieve the patient’s medical data. Constructing the patient’s EHR in the ‘push’ model
does not introduce any privacy concerns as the process is accomplished in a closed
context, i.e. the EHR system. However, in the ‘pull’ model we deal with an open
context as the EHR system needs to communicate with the healthcare providers.
We assume here that the EHR system uses the ‘pull’ model and its Identity Linkage
function has received an Electronic Health Record request resulted from Section 2.4.2,
for the prime identity IDP from the Policy Enforcement Point. The following depicts
how the EHR construction protocol builds the patient’s EHR:
1. As per the access control policy, the Identity Linkage function determines the
location of the permitted Electronic Medical Records by finding the associated
pseudonym identifiers (i.e. IDS2 ).
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2. The Identity Linkage function creates an Electronic Medical Record request using the patient’s pseudonym identifier IDS2 , and this request is digitally signed
by the EHR system’s private key in order to authenticate itself to healthcare
providers.
3. The request is sent to Healthcare Provider 2’s EMR system.
4. Healthcare Provider 2’s EMR system matches pseudonym identifier IDS2 to the
corresponding local identity ID2 .
5. Healthcare Provider 2’s EMR system processes this request as per its local access
control policies.
6. Healthcare Provider 2’s system retrieves the EMR and replaces the patient’s local
identity ID2 with the associated pseudonym identifier IDS2 .
7. The resulting EMR is digitally signed by Healthcare Provider 2’s private key to
authenticate itself to the EHR system which is then sent to the EHR system.
8. The EHR Aggregation function receives the signed EMR(s) and constructs
an appropriate Electronic Health Record for this patient.
In these steps, the EMR request sent to the healthcare provider does not reveal
anything about the requester, thus hiding the fact that the patient has an Electronic
Medical Record at the requester’s clinic. Also, all the EMRs that are received by
the EHR aggregation function belong to the same patient, so the resulting EHR is
an accurate summary of the patient’s EMRs. Therefore, we note that the patient’s
privacy concerns in Section 2.1 are satisfied here as well.

2.4.4

EHR Response Protocol

Once the Electronic Health Record is produced by the EHR Aggregation function, the
resulting EHR is sent to the medical practitioner as per the following steps:
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1. The EHR system replaces the patient’s prime identity IDP with the associated
pseudonym identifier IDS1 at the requester’s side.
2. The EHR is digitally signed by the EHR system’s private key to authenticate
itself before sending it to Healthcare Provider 1.
3. This action is recorded by sending a message to the audit log server.
4. Healthcare Provider 1’s system receives the EHR and converts the pseudonym
identifier IDS1 to its associated local identity ID1 .
5. Healthcare Provider 1’s system makes the aggregated Electronic Health Record
available to the medical practitioner.
Notice from the whole EHR request process that the medical practitioner has received the patient’s EHR as a result of an accurate linking and aggregating of the patient’s distributed EMRs, because the original linkage process was done by the patient.
Also, the medical practitioner does not know from where this information has been
gathered, so cannot make any undesired inferences about the patient’s medical history (e.g. attendance at drug rehabilitation clinics) beyond the information explicitly
contained in the Electronic Health Record.

2.5

A Potential Implementation

In this section we briefly explain how the proposed identity management functions
from Section 2.3 for Electronic Health Records could be implemented using existing
technologies.

2.5.1

Identity Linkage Function

This function handles three processes: authentication, identity federation, and maintaining the identity tree. It was mentioned in Section 2.3 that the Identity Linkage
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function plays the role of Identity Provider, as defined in Federated Identity Management, but with additional responsibilities.
Implementing an Identity Linkage server (infrastructure software) and the participating healthcare identity servers can be done using the well-established Identity Federation Framework (ID-FF) from the Liberty Alliance project, which enables identity
linking through the use of a Name Registration Protocol, and which has mature protocols to handle the processes needed in a federation network [103].
The patient’s identity tree, which holds links between the prime identity and its
associated pseudonym identities, is implemented easily in a relational database, by
creating a table to store all the identities (prime and pseudonym). The prime identity
will be the primary key for this table as it links the different pseudonym identifiers.
Thus, it will be easy to allocate the prime identity for any pseudonym identifier and
it will be easy to retrieve the pseudonym identifiers associated with a specific prime
identity.

2.5.2

Access Control function

For expressing and evaluating access control policies, the eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language (XACML), a well-established OASIS standard, can be used [10].
The messages exchanged between the EHR system and the participating healthcare
providers can be based on the protocols that are presented in the Security Assertion
Markup Language [5]. The SAML standard defines a framework for exchanging security information between online business partners. Furthermore, the SAML and
XACML specifications contain some features (e.g. XACML Attribute Profile, SAML
2.0 profile of XACML) specifically designed to facilitate their combined use, thus
making them ideal for the EHR application [5].

2.6. Identity Linkage Case Scenario
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Identity Linkage Case Scenario

In this section we use a case scenario to illustrate how our architecture solves the problem of linking several EMRs that do not share a common identity. Also, we highlight
some of a patient’s privacy wishes that must be respected when constructing the patient’s Electronic Health Record by an EHR system that uses a ‘pull’ model.

2.6.1

Privacy requirements

The following scenario depicts a patient’s privacy requirements for accessing his EHR:
Patient Frank has four Electronic Medical Records hosted by two General
Practitioners’ clinics, a hospital, and a drug addiction clinic as shown in
Figure 2.1. Frank has three sensitive health records related to his mental
health, sexual health, and his drug addiction treatment. Frank prefers to go
to GP Tony for his sexual illness issue, where his identity in Tony’s EMR
system is ‘FrankT’. Also, he prefers to visit GP Karen for his mental illness issue, where his identity is ‘FrankK’. In the drug addiction clinic,
Frank’s identity is ‘FrankA’. Frank is embarrassed by the three sensitive
records and does not want anyone to know about them, unless he specifically gives permission. Also, Frank has a general medical record that is
maintained by a hospital. This medical record was created when he visited the hospital’s Emergency Room after an accident, and uses ‘FrankH’
as his identity. Frank does not mind allowing any authorised medical practitioner to get his medical data from his record in the hospital, but he does
not want medical practitioners to know that this data comes from the hospital which he visited while on a ‘business’ trip his wife is unaware of.
Frank also wants to restrict access to his sensitive mental health record, so
he allows only Karen to retrieve and aggregate the information contained
in his EMR at the drug addiction clinic and the hospital. However, he
wants Karen to do that without knowing the fact that this medical data was
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sourced from the drug addiction clinic or the hospital.
In addition to Frank’s rules, the medical authority wishes to allow any
medical practitioner to have unrestricted access to any patients’ health
record in life-threatening emergency cases.
In the following sections, we show how Frank can link his separate Electronic
Medical Records, how Frank can set his privacy wishes, how GP Karen can request
and receive Frank’s Electronic Health Record, and how an Emergency Room medical
practitioner can access Frank’s EHR in an emergency.

2.6.2

EMR Linking Process

This process starts by registering Frank in the Electronic Health Record system. We
assume that the EHR system is hosted and administered by the government’s medical
authority. As a result of the registration process, Frank will be assigned a unique
prime identity ‘FrankP’. Tony’s clinic, Karen’s clinic, the drug addiction clinic, and
the hospital are trusted by the EHR system.
Now assume that Frank wants to link his various Electronic Medical Records so
that an appropriate Electronic Health Record can be constructed, when requested by
an authorised medical practitioner, in a way that respects his privacy wishes. The
linking process will go through the following steps as illustrated in Figure 2.4:
1. Frank accesses the Electronic Health Record system using his unique prime identity FrankP.
2. The EHR system authenticates Frank.
3. Frank asks to link his Electronic Medical Records.
4. The EHR system responds with the participating healthcare providers list.
5. Frank chooses to link his EMR at Tony’s clinic.
6. The EHR system redirects Frank’s browser to Tony’s clinic’s EMR system.
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Figure 2.4: Identity linkage process
7. Frank enters his identity that is maintained at Tony’s clinic, i.e. FrankT.
8. The EHR system generates a pseudonym identifier FrankS1 , adds it to Frank’s
identity tree, and sends this identity to Tony’s clinic’s system to associate with
Frank’s local identity FrankT.
9. A completion message is exchanged between the EHR system and Tony’s
clinic’s EMR system.
10. The Identity Linkage function sends the audit log server details of this linking
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process.
11. Frank is informed that the linking process is completed.
To create links to the other EMRs at Karen’s clinic, the drug addiction clinic, and
the hospital, the above process needs to be repeated with the other healthcare providers.
As a result of linking all the EMRs, Frank’s prime identity FrankP is associated with
pseudonym identifiers FrankS1 , FrankS2 , FrankS3 and FrankS4 within the EHR system.
Also, we will have the following identity associations at the healthcare providers:
• At Tony’s clinic: FrankS1 is associated with FrankT.
• At Karen’s clinic: FrankS2 is associated with FrankK.
• At the drug addiction clinic: FrankS3 is associated with FrankA.
• At the hospital: FrankS4 is associated with FrankH.

2.6.3

Processing an EHR Request

Now assume that GP Karen needs to have additional medical information about her
patient Frank to help her to accurately diagnose his mental illness. However, Karen
does not know whether Frank has other Electronic Medical Records or not. Therefore,
she asks for Frank’s overall Electronic Health Record, by sending a request through
her medical system using Frank’s local identity FrankK. The following steps illustrate
how this request to the Electronic Health Record system is processed (Figure 2.5):
1. Karen accesses her clinic’s EMR system and gets authenticated.
2. Karen sends an EHR access request for FrankK.
3. Karen’s EMR system replaces Frank’s local identity FrankK in the EHR request
by his associated pseudonym identifier FrankS2 .

Karen

Figure 2.5: EHR request and retrieval process
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4. Karen’s EMR system digitally signs the EHR request using its private key and
then sends it to the EHR system.
5. The EHR system forwards the EHR request to the Access Control function to
evaluate it.
6. A log of this EHR request is sent to the audit log server.
7. The Access Control function requests additional attributes (e.g. name, medical
role, access context parameters) about Karen from Karen’s EMR system.
8. The Access Control function asks the Identity Linkage function to resolve the
received pseudonym identifier FrankS2 to its associated prime identity.
9. The Identity Linkage function replies with prime identity FrankP.
10. The Access Control function retrieves the access control policies associated with
prime identity FrankP.
11. The Access Control function evaluates the access request as per the access control policies.
12. As per Frank’s access control rules in Section 2.6.1, the Access Control function
sends a request to the Identity Linkage function to construct an EHR from the
identities FrankS3 and FrankS4 since Karen is permitted by Frank to see the
EHR constructed from drug addiction clinic and the hospital.
13. The Identity Linkage function sends a digitally signed EMR request to the drug
addiction clinic’s EMR system using Frank’s pseudonym identifier FrankS3 and
to the hospital’s EMR system using Frank’s pseudonym identifier FrankS4 .
14. Each of the drug addiction clinic’s EMR systems and the hospital’s EMR system
will do the following:
(a) Resolve the received pseudonym identifier to its associated local identity.
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(b) Evaluate the EMR request as per the local access control policies.
(c) Retrieve the EMR and replace Frank’s local identity with his associated
pseudonym identifier.
(d) Digitally sign the resulting EMR using the EMR system’s private key and
then send it to the EHR system.
15. The received EMRs are sent to the Aggregation function which constructs
Frank’s Electronic Health Record.
16. Frank’s pseudonym identifier at Karen’s EMR system, FrankS2 , is set as the
identity of this EHR.
17. The resulting EHR is digitally signed using the EHR system’s private key and
sent back to Karen’s EMR system.
18. This action is logged with the audit log server.
19. Karen’s EMR system replaces Frank’s pseudonym identifier FrankS2 with
Frank’s local identity FrankK.
20. The aggregated Electronic Health Record is made available to Karen.
From this process we realise the following benefits:
• Karen has requested Frank’s aggregated EHR without knowing where the component EMRs are located.
• Frank’s local identity FrankK has not been disclosed to other healthcare
providers, and consequently no one can infer that Frank sees Karen.
• The resulting EHR is an accurate linking of Frank’s EMRs as he is the one who
has established the links among them, and this satisfies Privacy Requirements 1
and 2 in Section 2.1.
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Emergency Access Protocol

Now assume that Frank has a heart attack and has been taken to the hospital emergency
department that he has visited before. Emergency Room doctor John needs to access
FrankA’s Electronic Health Record (i.e. Frank’s identity at the hospital) in order to
check Frank’s allergies to medication. To do this, the EHR request will go through
Steps 1 to 20 in Section 2.6.3. The only difference in this situation is that the medical authority’s emergency access policy will be used at Step 11 as the access context
is determined to be an emergency, and the identities that will be sent in Step 12 are
FrankS1 , FrankS2 and FrankS3 which, with local identity FrankA, allows the complete EHR to be constructed from all four of Frank’s pseudonyms, overriding his usual
privacy restrictions. We assume that the attributes that are used to determine the access
context are defined by the medical authority and have been set in such a way that a malicious medical practitioner cannot trigger a false emergency need to access a patient’s
EHR. Also, we assume that a security auditor who is employed by the medical authority will be responsible for reviewing emergency EHR accesses to ensure that they are
made for real emergency cases.

2.7

Protocols Simulation

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 have described the components of the proposed architecture and
the messaging protocols that must occur between these components and other agents
(e.g. healthcare providers). In this section, we use a simulation approach to confirm
that the EHR components and agents as described interact correctly and follow the
same behaviour that is depicted in Section 2.4. We start by giving a brief introduction
to the simulator used and then we show how we used it to simulate the EHR request
and retrieval process.
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The Uppaal Simulator and Model Checker

Uppaal [22] is a model checker tool that is jointly developed by Uppsala University and
Aalborg University. It is an integrated tool environment for modelling, simulation, and
verification of real-time systems. It is designed to verify systems that can be modelled
as collection of communicating timed automata. The automata [78] are finite-state
machines extended with clock variables.
The user interface consists of three parts: a system editor, a simulator, and a verifier. The system editor enables the user to model a real time system as a network of
timed finite-state automata. Each automaton is represented by a graphical notation that
resembles the standard notation for timed automata. The user can declare global variables, clocks, and synchronisation channels. Global variables are variables that might
have initial values and can be modified by any instance of any automaton when simulating the model. A synchronisation channel is used to synchronise the transitions of
two different automata that belong to the same system. The transitions to be synchronised have to be labelled by output ch! and input ch?, where ch is the synchronisation
channel name.
The simulator allows the user to interactively run the system and check its behaviour. This is done by showing a graphic representation of all the automata that
compose the system with their current control nodes and enabled transitions highlighted. A message Sequence Chart of the simulation is displayed. The user can select
individual transitions or can automatically run the model.

2.7.2

Simulation of the EHR Request and Retrieval Process

To simulate the EHR request and retrieval process in Uppaal we modelled eight automata to represent the agents interacting in this process. These agents are the medical
practitioner’s computer, the medical practitioner’s EMR system, the EHR system’s access control protocol, the EHR system’s Identity Linkage protocol, the EHR system’s
aggregation function, the EHR system’s auditing function, and two hospitals’ EMR
systems (assuming that we are retrieving medical data from two hospitals). In each
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Figure 2.6: EHR identity linkage Uppaal model
automaton, we capture the possible states and their transition conditions, especially
the messages that synchronise concurrent agents. In the following, we show how we
modelled the EHR identity linkage automaton.
Figure 2.6 shows the automaton that we modelled for the EHR identity linkage
function from Section 2.4.1. The model simulates the sequence of events associated
with identity linkage, but not the actual data contained in EHRs, audit logs, etc. In this
automaton, the EHR identity linkage function is assumed to have an initial Idle state.
Based upon the the synchronisation channel that is activated, the EHR identity linkage
state will change accordingly. As per the protocol description in Section 2.4.1 the EHR
identity linkage’s Idle state changes when it receives a message (request) from the EHR
access control function. Now, let us assume that the EHR identity linkage function has
received a request to resolve a given pseudonym identifier. This is modelled as an input
synchronisation event getInfo? that is sent by the EHR access control automaton, and
which changes the EHR identity linkage state from Idle to ResolvingPrime. The EHR
identity linkage function sends back the resulting prime identifier to the EHR access
control automata by sending a synchronisation output sendPrime!L̇et us now assume
that the EHR access control function has finished its access control privilege checking
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process and sends a request to the EHR identity linkage function to construct the patient’s EHR from the two hospitals. This is modelled by receiving a synchronisation
input getEHR? that will change the EHR identity linkage automaton from the Idle to the
ResolvingPseudonymIdentifiers state. In this state, the complete system would resolve
the received prime identifier to its pseudonym identifiers and then its state will change
to SendingEHRRequests where it sends a synchronisation output getPatientEMR! to
retrieve the patient’s EMR from the two hospitals. When it has finished sending the
EMR requests, its state changes to WaitingForEHR. The automaton stays in that state
until it receives the EHR from the EHR aggregation function as modelled by receiving a synchronisation input sendEHR?. As a consequence, The EHR identity linkage
automaton’s state changes to ResolvingToPrime. In this state, the real system assigns
the prime identifier to the aggregated EHR. The simulation sends the EHR to the EMR
system by sending a synchronisation output sendEHRInfo! and its state then changes
to SendingEHR. Next, it sends a synchronisation output updateLog! to instruct the
EHR auditing function to insert a new log entry about sending the patient’s EHR to the
EMR system, and then its state goes back to Idle. The other seven agents were modelled similarly. All of the automata used in our simulation can be found in Appendix B.
After modelling the EHR request and retrieval process, we ran the simulator to
check the behaviour of the modelled agents. The simulation process was triggered
by executing the state transition in the medical practitioner’s computer automaton and
then we used auto Uppaal’s transition execution to run the simulation without any user
interaction. Figure 2.7 depicts the captured behaviour, as displayed by the Uppaal simulator engine. It shows that the composite behaviour of the agents complies precisely
with our descriptive protocols. Other simulations were performed and in each case
the protocols performed as expected, with no deadlocks or livelocks, and all agents
participating correctly.
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Figure 2.7: EHR request and retrieval process simulation
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented an Electronic Health Record system architecture and
communication protocols that are able to construct an EHR from different Electronic
Medical Records concerning a specific patient, while still respecting the patient’s privacy concerns. The EMR matching problem is solved by linking the patient’s local
identities through an extension of existing Federated Identity Management concepts.
This process requires patients to explicitly link all of their local identities, which results
in accurate and secure matches. As a result, our approach provides a better solution
than current record linking approaches because the linkage process is done accurately
and our approach will not link medical records that do not belong to the patient of
interest whereas record matching solutions might do.
In addition to this result, healthcare providers are able to satisfy patients’ privacy
wishes by not disclosing their local identities to the EHR system either during the
linking process or when servicing an EHR request. Instead, a pseudonym identifier
is used within the EHR request. Via the EHR system, patients are able to set their
own preferred access control policies, that are allowed by the medical authority, over
their health data, and the medical authority can ensure that medical records are used
in legitimate ways only. Our approach thus provides a greater degree of privacy and
security than single-identifier models such as that currently being contemplated in Australia [117].
However, a practical issue to be solved is that the EMR linking process must be
done under the assumption that patients know where their EMRs are located. Given
that medical data spans entire lifetimes, it is likely that most patients will not be able
to remember all their medical procedures. Thus, the role of the government’s medical
authority in acting as a trusted and secure ‘brokerage’ service will be critical. Also,
some patients might not be able to do the linkage process because of their age (e.g.
children or the elderly) due to their physical or mental condition. In this case, someone
who is legally responsible to look after the patient must execute this process on behalf
of the patient.
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Chapter 3

A Medical Data Trustworthiness
Assessment Model
In the previous chapter, we showed how an authorised medical practitioner will be
able to access a patient’s Electronic Health Record that is consolidated from the patient’s Electronic Medical Records, sourced from various locations. As a result, the
medical practitioner will be exposed to historical medical data with varying levels of
trustworthiness.
In this chapter, we introduce a Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment model to
assist an EHR system to validate the trustworthiness of received/stored medical data
based on who entered the data and when. (W do not consider the issue of validating
the correctness of medical data per se.) Our MDTA model uses a statistical approach
that depends on the observed experiences available to the EHR system. In order to
provide an accurate trustworthiness estimate for historical medical data, we consider
a time scope around the time when the data was entered. This defined scope enables
our model to capture the dynamic behaviour of the data entry agent’s trustworthiness.
To conduct this assessment we use medical metadata to extract information about the
medical data sources (e.g. timestamps, and the identities of healthcare agents, and
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medical practitioners) and, thereafter, this information is used in a statistical process to
derive a trustworthiness value for the medical data. The result can then be expressed in
the displayed health record by manipulating the EHR’s metadata to alert the medical
practitioner to possible reliability problems.

3.1

Motivation

Electronic Health Records can enable efficient communication of medical information,
and thus reduce costs and administrative overheads [34,73]. However, to achieve these
potential benefits, the healthcare industry needs to overcome several significant obstacles, in particular concerns about the trustworthiness (reliability) of EHR medical data.
Trustworthiness is a crucial factor that has a strong effect on how medical practitioners
use data [81]. This concern is raised because EHR data is typically composed from
different healthcare providers’ Electronic Medical Record systems, from paper-based
medical reports, and from referrals that patients get from those healthcare providers
who do not have an EMR system or an electronic connection with the EHR system.
Furthermore, by using an EHR system, a medical practitioner will be exposed to historical medical data with varying levels of trustworthiness; the data might originate
from a healthcare organisation that does not satisfy patient safety requirements, e.g.
one which is known to habitually enter inaccurate or incomplete data, or be entered
by a medical practitioner who fails to satisfy medical guidelines, e.g. someone who is
known to violate medical procedures. As a consequence, the trustworthiness of EHR
data depends on the trustworthiness of its sources.
In general, in order to measure the trustworthiness of an agent, reputation systems [169, 170] provide an accumulative trustworthiness measure of an agent where
all past experiences and/or feedback about the agent are combined. Most reputation
systems are built to assess the trustworthiness of an agent at the present time. In other
words they predict the expected future behaviour of an agent based on its current trustworthiness. However, they do not provide a way to assess an agent’s trustworthiness at
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a particular time in the past. Evaluating the trustworthiness of past data entries is crucial in the healthcare domain because an Electronic Health Record combines historical
medical data.
To illustrate this requirement, consider the following example. Assume that in year
2009 EHR system A received two medical reports, Patient Y’s diagnosis and Patient
Z’s prescription, that were created by Dr X in 2000 and 2005 respectively. The EHR
system maintains a database where it stores its observed experiences with external
agents. It uses an eBay-like [138] reputation system (though this is not an appropriate
mechanism as we will see in Section 3.2) in which it records the number of observed
positive and negative experiences with an agent per annum and uses this to calculate
a cumulative trust measure (Table 3.1). In this case, these positive and negative experiences are generated from previously evaluated medical entries that were created by
Dr X. Correct diagnoses and accurately following medical procedures are examples
of positive experiences whereas misdiagnoses, incomplete or careless data entry, and
failure to follow medical procedures are negative events. Figure 3.1 represents the observed trustworthiness of Dr X that EHR system A maintains over time. Now, let us
see how EHR system A will evaluate the trustworthiness of the two received medical
reports.
Time
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Number of observed experiences
Good
Bad
1
1
2
0
3
0
1
6
0
7
0
7
0
5
1
0
6
0
5
0
6
1

Trustworthiness
0.5
0.75
0.85
0.5
0.33
0.25
0.21
0.23
0.35
0.42
0.48

Table 3.1: The EHR system’s observed cumulative trustworthiness of Dr X
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Figure 3.1: The EHR system’s continuous trustworthiness measurement of Dr X
In current reputation systems, the calculated trustworthiness value for Dr X in the
year 2009, i.e. 0.48, will be used as the trustworthiness of the two medical records,
however this is an inaccurate measure because it represents Dr X’s expected future
behaviour instead of his previous behaviour at the time the records were created. From
Figure 3.1, we notice that Patient Y’s diagnosis was created at a time period when
Dr X was evaluated to be trustworthy, whereas Patient Z’s prescription was written
during a time period when Dr X was believed to be untrustworthy. Therefore, assigning
the trustworthiness value that is calculated in year 2009 to these two medical records
is inappropriate due to the fact that trustworthiness is a dynamic attribute and varies
according to Dr X’s behaviour.
Another approach is to consider Dr X’s absolute trustworthiness value in 2000 and
2005 for these two records. Although this approach provides a better estimate, it does
not consider the dynamic variability of the trustworthiness attribute. For example,
between 1999 and 2001, inclusive, Dr X was believed to be providing trustworthy
medical data. However in 2002 he was found not to have followed appropriate medical
procedures in his diagnosis of a particular case, and this error was detected more than
once. Therefore, this dramatic change of Dr X’s trustworthiness should have an impact
on his immediately preceding data entries, and the same thing can be said about the
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impact of his previous trustworthiness behaviour on following medical data entries.
(In general, we would expect the behaviour of a medical practitioner or healthcare
organisation to change gradually over time, so there should be a correlation between
successive data entries.)

3.2

Related Work

Reputation systems represent an important input for assessing the trust (or reliability) of a certain agent or service. These systems provide a reputation score for an
agent calculated from the agent’s ratings as voted on by others who have experienced
a transaction with the agent. For instance, eBay’s (www.ebay.com) feedback forum is
one of the earliest reputation systems; it collects buyers’ feedback (either +1, 0, or −1)
and aggregates them equally [128] to produce a global reputation score for the seller.
The global score is further processed to provide the percentage of positive feedback
that is gained by the seller. However, this additive scheme ignores the personalised
nature of reputation measures [114]. A slightly better approach, the average reputation
scheme [138] provides an improved calculation because it computes the reputation
score as the average of all ratings. This principle is used in the reputation systems of
many commercial web sites, such as Revolution Health (www.revolutionhealth.com)
and Amazon (www.amazon.com). Although the average reputation scheme is better
than the additive scheme, it still has the same weaknesses.
In the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) research arena, many reputation models have been proposed to assist in assigning reputation scores to those agents within the P2P network.
These scores help an agent (service seeker) to make its own decision to trust and
connect to the most honest and reliable agents (service providers). EigenTrust [99]
is a reputation-based trust management system that aims to minimise malicious behaviour in a peer-to-peer network. It computes the agents’ trust scores through repeated
and iterative multiplication and aggregation of trust scores along transitive chains until the trust scores for all agent members of the P2P community converge to stable
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values. PeerTrust [169, 170] is another reputation-based trust management system for
P2P eCommerce communities. It is even more cautious and examines the received
ratings for their quality. It uses five factors to do so, namely feedback in terms of
the amount of satisfaction, the number of transactions, the capability of feedback, the
transaction’s context factor, and the community context factor. These factors are used
to discount the agent’s trust value. However, our work differs from these two models in two aspects. Firstly, in the healthcare context, it’s crucial to have on hand the
identity of the agent who created the medical data (i.e. the healthcare provider or medical practitioner) in order to ensure accountability. In this way, the healthcare context
differs significantly from the P2P context. Secondly, in our MDTA model we follow
a time-variant mathematical approach by using Beta and Dirichlet probability density
functions for combining feedback and for expressing reputation ratings, and subjective
logic to represent the trust value where we consider agent’s uncertainty factor, which
makes our model capable of evaluating the trustworthiness of historical data that the
former two models fail to achieve.
A Bayesian approach is used in more sophisticated reputation systems [148, 159]
to produce the reputation score. For example, Mui et al. [114] proposed a reputation
model that uses Beta probability functions to represent the distribution of trust values
according to an interaction history. This model calculates trust either by considering
direct observations, if any, or by taking the recommendation of neighbouring agents.
However, this model does not distinguish between two trust aspects in its calculation,
namely functional trust and referral trust [93], in which case functional trust values
are assigned to neighbours in calculating the transitive trust on a specific agent, while
the referral trust supports accurate calculation. TRAVOS [148] is another system that
uses the Bayesian approach to calculate a reputation score from binomial ratings and
it considers referral trust in its transitive trust calculation. However, in the absence of
any evidence, the TRAVOS system will assign an agent a default 0.5 reputation score
that results from using the initial settings for the Bayesian parameters α and β. This
system does not consider other factors that will have an impact on the default reputation
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score for these new agents. By contrast, our Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment
model employs a dynamic community base rate that is the average reputation score of
the whole community that the agent belongs to. This dynamic community base rate is
used in evaluating the reputation of any known or unknown agent, which improves the
reliability estimation process since the community base rate dynamically reflects the
trustworthiness of the whole community at any one time.
Even more relevant to our research is Hedaquin [61], a system for measuring the
quality of health data that is entered into a patient’s health record. Hedaquin is based
on a Beta reputation system and uses the credentials of the health data supplier, ratings
for the health data supplier, and metadata supplied by measuring devices. Hedaquin’s
goal is similar to our Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment model, but instead
of assessing the quality of the raw health data, our MDTA model assesses the trustworthiness of the medical data as entered into the patient’s Electronic Health Record.
Also, Hedaquin uses some ad hoc factors to discount the final quality value and does
not provide an accurate trustworthiness estimate of new agents because it follows the
same approach as TRAVOS and, in addition, it does not provide a mechanism to assess
the trustworthiness of previously entered data. By contrast, our approach for assessing
data trustworthiness uses two reputation systems, namely Beta and Dirichlet, which
accepts binomial and multinomial ratings and makes our MDTA model capable of expanding and accepting ratings from various trusted agents. In addition, the MDTA
model assesses new agents by considering their surrounding community’s trustworthiness and takes into account the agent’s dynamic trustworthiness behaviour.

3.3

A Trust Notion for Electronic Health Records

Manifestations of trust are easy to recognise because we experience and rely on it every
day. At the same time trust is quite challenging to define because the term is used with
a variety of meanings. Jøsang [92] has recognised two types of trust: reliability trust,
which we call trustworthiness, and decision trust.
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As the name suggests, reliability trust can be interpreted as the trustworthiness of
something or somebody. In Electronic Health Record systems this can be interpreted
as the trustworthiness of healthcare providers, medical practitioners, and medical data,
assuming that all medical data transmission occurred in a secure and reliable way. A
definition by Gambetta [68] provides an example of how this can be formulated:
Definition 3.1. (Reliability Trust). Trust is the subjective probability by which an
individual, A, expects that another individual, B, adequately performs a given action
on which A’s welfare depends.
However, trust can be more complex than Gambetta’s definition suggests. For example, Falcone and Castelfranchi [64] note that having high reliability trust in a person
is not necessarily sufficient for deciding to enter into a situation of dependence on that
person and they suggest introducing some saturation-based mechanisms to influence
the decision trust.
Definition 3.2. (Decision Trust). Trust is the extent to which a given party is willing
to depend on something or somebody in a given situation with a feeling of relative
security, even though negative consequences are possible.
In an EHR system, healthcare workers, including medical practitioners, are those
who make the decision on whether or not to trust a given patient’s medical data because they are legally accountable for any decision or action they made. However,
there are several factors beside data trustworthiness that might influence the medical
practitioner’s decision trust, namely: utility (e.g. possible outcomes), risk attitude (e.g.
risk taking, risk averse), and situation context (e.g. emergency).

3.4

Previous Work: Reputation Systems

Reputation systems collect ratings about users or service providers from members of
a community. The reputation system is then able to compute and publish reputation
scores about those users and services. Reputation systems use different rating levels,
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which might be binomial or multinomial. These reputation scores are used to assist in
measuring or evaluating the trustworthiness of a certain agent.
In this section, we review the reputation systems that are used in our model, namely
Beta and Dirichlet reputation systems, and the Subjective Logic trust model we employ.

3.4.1

Beta Reputation System

Binomial reputation systems are based on a Beta probability function [83], which can
be used to represent the probability distribution of binary events, and are therefore
called Beta reputation systems. In a reputation calculation process, the Beta reputation
system updates its two parameters α and β to adjust its statistical Beta Probability
Density Function as shown in the following definition.
Definition 3.3. (Beta Probability Reputation Score). Let r be the number of positive
observations, and s be the number of negative observations that an agent X has about
agent Y. By using the Beta reputation system, the a posteriori reputation score that X
has about Y is computed as the expected probability, E(p).
E(p) =

α
, where
α+β

α = r + 2a,

β = s + 2(1 − a) , where

a expresses the base rate.
As an example, let an agent A have 8 positive and 2 negative observations about
agent B. Further assume that the base rate a is set to be 0.5. By using Definition 3.3,
the probability expectation value is equal to 0.8. This can be interpreted as saying that
the relative frequency of a positive observation in the future is somewhat uncertain,
and that the most likely value is 0.8.
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3.4.2

Dirichlet Reputation System

Multinomial Bayesian systems are based on computing reputation scores by statistical
updating of Dirichlet Probability Density Functions, which therefore are called Dirichlet reputation systems [92, 96]. The a posteriori (i.e. the updated) reputation score is
computed by combining the a priori (i.e. previous) reputation score with new ratings.
In Dirichlet reputation systems agents are allowed to rate other agents or services
with any value from a set of predefined rating levels, and the reputation scores are not
static but will gradually change with time as a function of the received ratings. Initially, each agent’s reputation is defined by the base rate reputation. After ratings about
a particular agent have been received, that agent’s reputation will change accordingly.
Let there be k different discrete rating levels L. This translates into having a state
space of cardinality k for the Dirichlet distribution. Let the rating level be indexed
by i. The aggregate ratings for a particular agent are stored as a cumulative vector,
expressed as:
~ = (R(L
~ i ) | i = 1 . . . k) .
R
This vector can be computed recursively and can take factors such as longevity and the
community base rate into account [92]. The most direct way of representing a reputa~ y which represents
tion score for an agent y is to simply aggregate the rating vector R
all relevant previous ratings. The aggregate rating of a particular level i for agent y is
~ y (Li ).
denoted by R
For visualisation of reputation scores, the most natural approach is to define the
reputation score as a function of the probability expectation values of each rating level.
Before any ratings about a particular agent y have been received, its reputation is
defined by the common base rate vector ~a. As ratings about a particular agent are
collected, the aggregate ratings can be computed recursively [92, 96] and the derived
reputation scores will change accordingly.
Definition 3.4. (Dirichlet Probability Reputation Scores). Let agent A have ratings
~ B , with k different discrete rating levels L, to represent A’s ratings of an agent B. By
R
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using the Dirichlet reputation system, The corresponding Dirichlet probability reputation scores, S~ B , is defined as follows:




~ B (Li ) + W~a(Li )
R
i = 1 . . . k , where
S~ B : S~ B (Li ) =
Pk ~
W + j=1 RB (L j )
parameter W is the weight of the non-informative prior (a priori constant), with
W = 2 usually the value of choice [95], although larger values for constant W can
be chosen if a reduced influence of new evidence over the base rate is required.
The reputation score S~ can be interpreted like a multinomial probability measure,
as an indication of how a particular agent is expected to behave in future transactions.
It can easily be verified that
k
X

S~ (Li ) = 1 .

i=1

While informative, the multinomial probability representation can require considerable space on a computer screen because multiple values must be visualised. A more
compact form can be used to express the reputation score as a single value in some
predefined interval. This can be done by assigning a point value ν to each rating level
Li , and computing the normalised weighted point estimate score .
Definition 3.5. (Point Estimate). Let agent X have k different rating levels with point
values ν(Li ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, evenly distributed in the range [0, 1] according to ν(Li ) =

i−1
.
k−1

~ is then:
The point estimate reputation score of a reputation R
=

k
X

ν(Li )S~ (Li ) .

i=1

Such a point estimate in the interval [0, 1] can be scaled to any range, such as 1–5 stars,
a percentage or a probability.
Bootstrapping a reputation system to a stable and conservative state is important.
In the framework described above, the base rate distribution ~a will define the initial
default reputation for all agents. The base rate can, for example, be evenly distributed
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Figure 3.2: Example multinomial probability expectation
over all rating levels, or biased towards either negative or positive rating levels. This
must be defined when setting up the reputation system in a specific community.
As an example, consider a rating scale with five levels:
L1:

Bad

L2:

Mediocre

L3:

Average

L4:

Good

L5:

Excellent

We assume a default base rate distribution a = 0.2. Before any ratings have been
received, the multinomial probability reputation score will be represented as in Figure 3.2(a).
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Now assume that 10 ratings are received, where 5 are bad, and 5 are excellent. This
translates into the multinomial probability reputation score of Figure 3.2(b). The point
estimate reputation score is calculated by using Definition 3.5, and equals 0.5.

3.4.3

Subjective Logic

Subjective Logic [89–91] is a type of probabilistic logic that explicitly takes uncertainty and belief ownership into account. Arguments in subjective logic are subjective
opinions about states in a state space. A binomial opinion applies to a single proposition, and can be represented as a Beta distribution. A multinomial opinion applies to
a collection of propositions, and can be represented as a Dirichlet distribution. Subjective Logic defines a trust metric called opinion.
Definition 3.6. (Multinomial Subjective Opinion). Let X = {xi |i = 1, . . . , k} be a set
of exhaustive and mutually disjoint states xi . Let ~b be a belief vector, let u be the
P
corresponding uncertainty mass where ~b, u ∈ [0, 1] and ~b + u = 1, and let ~a ∈ [0, 1]
be a base rate vector over X, all seen from the viewpoint of agent A. The composite
function ωAX = (~b, u, ~a) is then A’s subjective opinion (trust) over X.
Definition 3.7. (Binomial Subjective Opinion). Let X = {x, x} be a binary partitioned
state space. A’s binomial opinion about the truth of statement x is the ordered quadruple ωAx = (b, d, u, a) where b is the belief mass in support of x being true, d is the belief
mass in support of x being false, u is the uncertainty mass, a is the a priori probability
in the absence of a committed belief mass.
In Subjective Logic, the opinion probability expectation is used to derive the a posteriori trust score of an agent, calculated as per the following definition.
Definition 3.8. (Subjective Opinion Probability Expectation). Let agent A have
a subjective opinion about agent X. Depending on the opinion’s state, the probability
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Figure 3.3: Deriving trust from parallel transitive chains
expectation that agent X is in a state x from A’s perspective is defined as follows:
Binomial: E(x) = b + au
Multinomial: E~ X (x) = ~b(x) + ~a(x)u
Subjective Logic defines trust operators (functions) to calculate the subjective opinion in different trust contexts. For example, assume that Alice needs treatment for her
knee and asks her GP Bob to recommend a good physiotherapist. When Bob recommends David, Alice would like to get a second opinion, so she asks Claire for her
opinion about David. The trust scope in this case can be expressed as ‘to be a competent physiotherapist’. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.3 where the indexes on
arrows indicate the order in which the opinions are formed.
When trust and referrals are expressed as subjective opinions, each transitive trust
path Alice→Bob→David, and Alice→Claire→David can be computed with the transitivity operator, also called the discounting operator, where the idea is that the referrals
from Bob and Claire are discounted as a function of Alice’s trust in Bob and Claire
respectively. Finally the two paths can be combined using the cumulative or averaging
fusion operator. These operators form part of Subjective Logic [90, 91], and semantic
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constraints must be satisfied in order for the transitive trust derivation to be meaningful [97]. Opinions can be uniquely mapped to Beta PDFs, and in this sense the fusion
operator is equivalent to Bayesian updating. This model is thus both belief-based and
Bayesian. Algebraically, a trust relationship between A and B is denoted [A, B], transitivity of two arcs is indicated using a binary “:” operator, and the fusion of two parallel
paths is indicated with a “” operator. The trust network of Figure 3.3 can then be
expressed as:
[A, D] = ([A, B] : [B, D])  ([A, C] : [C, D]) .
The corresponding transitivity operator for opinions is denoted as “⊗” and the corresponding fusion operator as “⊕”. The mathematical expression for combining the
opinions about the trust relationships of Figure 3.3 is then:
ωAD = (ωAB ⊗ ωDB ) ⊕ (ωCA ⊗ ωCD ) .

3.5

Medical Data Trustworthiness Network Structure

Figure 3.4 shows our proposed network structure for deriving the EHR system’s level
of trust in received data fields, via our Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment
model. In this section, we explain the functionality of each component. The protocol by which these components interact is described in Section 3.6.

3.5.1

Healthcare Authority

A Healthcare Authority is a legal body that records information gathered from public
sources including, but not limited to, reports received from healthcare providers and
medical practitioners about incorrect medical data or procedures, and medical misconduct, non-safety, or malpractice cases. The subject of this information is either
a healthcare provider, a medical practitioner, or both. The HA uses this information to
produce a ratings vector, in which it ranks each reported case according to its severity.
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Figure 3.4: Medical Data Reliability Network Structure
This process can be done by applying previously-defined classification rules to each
case.
In addition the HA assigns a base rate for each severity rating level and for the prior
behaviour of the healthcare agent (either a healthcare provider or medical practitioner).
The HA’s ratings vector will have k levels representing the severity (danger) levels for
reported cases. Here we assume that level 1 denotes the highest level of severity and
level k − 1 the lowest. Level k denotes the special default behaviour for the agent’s
community (in the absence of any other information). In this situation we assume
‘perfect’ behaviour of the community (however the receipt of bad ratings may be used
by the HA to lower this value).
From this, the HA provides authorised or registered healthcare providers with its
opinion (arrow 2 in Figure 3.4) about the medical conduct and practice of a certain
healthcare provider or medical practitioner. Here, the HA acts as a Dirichlet repu-
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tation system and expresses its trust using the Subjective Logic trust metric opinion.
~ HA HA aHA ) is the Healthcare Authority’s trust opinion about
For example, ωHA
C
D = (bD , uD , ~
healthcare agent D. Vector ~aCHA represents the HA’s base rate for D’s community (C).
However, the HA does not send its multinomial opinion about an agent to healthcare providers in order to preserve the agent’s privacy. Revealing this information will
allow the healthcare providers to infer the number of the agent’s bad reported cases.
Instead the Healthcare Authority converts its multinomial opinion to a single value by
using the point estimate representation in Definition 3.5. Due to the fact that the rat~ to
ing levels are not evenly distributed, the HA should define a point value vector m
express its weight for each rating level. In this case, the equation in Definition 3.5 is
changed accordingly to be:
XHA =

k
X

~ (Li ) S~ (Li ) .
m

(3.1)

i=1

3.5.2

Reputation Centre

In our model a Reputation Centre receives ratings from community members (e.g. patients) about healthcare providers and medical practitioners. These ratings are used by
the reputation centre to derive a reputation score for those rated agents; this reputation
score represents the RC’s subjective opinion (arrow 4 in Figure 3.4). These opinions
are communicated to healthcare providers as needed. The RC acts as a Dirichlet reputation centre and expresses its opinions in the same way that the Healthcare Authority
~ RC RC aRC ) is Reputation Centre RC’s opinion about
does. For example, ωRC
D = (bD , uD , ~
C
healthcare agent D.

3.5.3

Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment Service

The Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment service is employed by the Electronic
Health Record system to measure the reliability of medical data sourced from other
healthcare agents (e.g. healthcare providers or medical practitioners). The EHR system has a database that records its experiences with other healthcare agents. These
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experiences are created from the reports that are received from the EHR system’s users
about received external medical data. The EHR system uses this information to either
record positive or negative experiences with the agents who created these data. The
EHR system’s experiences are then used by the MDTA service, that acts as a Beta
reputation system, to compute the EHR system’s opinion about a certain healthcare
agent. The EHR system’s opinion about a healthcare agent D (arrow 1 in Figure 3.4)
?

?

?

?

?

is denoted as ωEHR
= (bEHR
, dDEHR , uEHR
, aCEHR ).
D
D
D
In addition, the MDTA service can communicate with the HA and the RC to get
their opinions about a certain agent, for use in the MDTA srevice’s reliability calculation process. Also, the MDTA service maintains dynamic opinions about the HA and
the RC (arrows 3 and 5 in Figure 3.4) that are calculated based on opinion comparison [94].

3.6

MDTA Protocol

Section 3.5 introduced the components needed to implement our trustworthiness
model. In this section we define the protocol whereby these components interact with
one another.
The Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment service is a supporting service for
an Electronic Health Record system. It is responsible for assessing the trustworthiness
of given medical data, based on its data entry characteristics, and then communicating
this information to the EHR system to update the medical metadata displayed. This
process starts by receiving medical data from the EHR system, then the MDTA starts
its investigation by consulting the EHR reputation system and seeks, if necessary, opinions from known parties. In this setup, we assume that each entity, including healthcare
providers, medical practitioners, the Healthcare Authority, and the Reputation Centre
has a well-defined identity that can be verified in a secure context.
To better understand the functionality of the MDTA service, we use the following steps to depict the messages received and sent by the MDTA service in order to
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Trustworthiness
score
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Figure 3.5: Medical data trustworthiness evaluation message sequencing
accomplish its task (Figure 3.5).
1. An EHR system A receives medical data for patient p from healthcare provider J.
2. The EHR system sends this medical data to the MDTA service to evaluate its
trustworthiness.
3. The MDTA service extracts medical metadata to identify the source healthcare
provider, who is J in this case, and the identity of the medical practitioner K who
created this record.
4. The MDTA service accesses system A’s reputation database to find historical
interaction experiences between A and J, and A and K.
5. If the recorded experiences do not satisfy A’s confidence criteria (see Section 3.7)
then:
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(a) the MDTA service requests opinions about J and K from Healthcare Authority HA; and
(b) the MDTA service requests opinions about J and K from Reputation Centre RC.
6. The MDTA service uses the received information to calculate the medical data
trustworthiness score.
7. The MDTA service sends the result back to the EHR system A.
8. EHR system A updates the medical data displayed to reflect the computed trustworthiness score, e.g. by flagging potentially untrustworthy data.

3.7

Measuring the Trustworthiness of Medical Data

Assume an Electronic Health Record system A has received medical data about a specific patient at time t. This medical data consists of medical data fields, and each field
MF has attached metadata. This metadata provides information about the identity of
the healthcare provider J who produced the data, and of the medical practitioner K
who diagnosed the patient and authorised entry of this data into the patient’s medical
A
record. In order to evaluate the trustworthiness ϕMF
of a given medical data field, EHR

system A’s MDTA service conducts a trust assessment for those agents responsible for
producing the data field MF. This process starts by evaluating EHR system A’s opinion
ωAJ of the source healthcare provider J, and A’s opinion ωAK of medical practitioner K.
Afterwards, the MDTA service uses this information to compute the trustworthiness of
the medical data by using the fusion operator as in the following equation.
A
ϕMF
= E(ωAJ ⊕ ωAK )

(3.2)

A
Electronic Health Record system A uses the resulting reliability score ϕMF
to update

medical data field MF’s metadata to reflect this score in order to alert the medical
practitioner relying on the data if its trustworthiness is low.
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In order to compute the trustworthiness of medical data field MF, the MDTA service needs to evaluate the trustworthiness of its sources J and K. However, the MDTA
service’s approach for calculating these two values is similar, so we will denote the
trust target as agent X, which represents either J or K. The MDTA service follows
two approaches in calculating the trust of a given agent X and the approach chosen is
determined by evaluating certain criteria which we call the confidence criteria. In our
system, we define the confidence criteria as the number of interaction experiences n
that EHR system A had with agent X during period T . The time scope T is determined
by using a fixed offset per to define the interval [t − per, t + per] in order to capture
the dynamic behaviour of the agent’s trustworthiness. Offset per is set by the EHR
system’s administrator and can be changed at any time. The size of per influences our
assessment’s final result as we show in Section 3.8.
However, based on these criteria, the MDTA service will use its internal assessment
process (Section 3.7.1) if A’s interaction experiences with agent X within period T are
greater than or equal to n, otherwise it will use an external assessment service (Section 3.7.2) from which it will seek the Healthcare Authority and Reputation Centre’s
opinions about X.

3.7.1

Internal Assessment

The Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment service uses EHR system A’s reputa?

tion database to derive A’s opinion ωXA about agent X by using the positive, r, and
negative, s, observations that A has about X during time scope T . EHR system A’s
opinion parameters are calculated as per the following definition:
Definition 3.9. (Binomial Opinion Parameters). Let rXB and sXB be the number of
positive and negative observations respectively that agent B has about agent X. Then
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B’s subjective opinion parameters are calculated as per the following:
bXB =

rXB
(rXB + sXB + 2)

dXB =

sXB
(rXB + sXB + 2)

uXB =

(rXB

2
+ sXB + 2)

aCB = B’s base rate for agent X’s community C
The base rate in Definition 3.9 helps the EHR system to set a priori trust about a certain agent in the absence of any interaction experiences. On start-up of the reputation
system this value is usually set by the authority who provides the system.
Most previous work treats the base rate as a static value that does not change over
time. However, this is inadequate for our purposes because the base rate should reflect
the evaluator’s belief at a certain time towards its targeted community. Therefore,
we use EHR system A’s base rate for agent X’s community (the relevant healthcare
provider’s or medical practitioner’s community base rate) to represent the base rate in
A’s opinion as shown in the following definition.
Definition 3.10. (Community Base Rate). Let an agent B have positive rCB and negative sCB observations about a community (group of agents) C. Then B’s base rate for C
during time period T is given as:

A
aC,T
=

A
rC,T
A
A
rC,T
+ sC,T


X


B
B


r
=
rM

C,T



M∈C
where 
X


B


s
=
sB


 C,T M∈C M

Once the MDTA service has computed A’s opinion about X and A’s experiences
with X satisfy the confidence criteria, the service publishes A’s opinion about X as
follows.
?

ωAX = ωAX

(3.3)
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Once the MDTA service finishes computing A’s opinions about J and K, it substitutes these values into Equation 3.2 to derive A’s subjective trustworthiness measure
A
ϕMF
on the medical data.

3.7.2

External Assessment

In this approach, EHR system A seeks opinions from external parties to be combined
?

with A’s self-computed opinion ωAX in order to derive A’s overall opinion ωAX about
agent X. There are two sources of information: relevant Healthcare Authority HA and
Reputation Centre RC. Each source sends its opinion about X during time scope T to
A through a secure communications channel. However, these opinions are discounted
by EHR system A’s opinion about each source. The following equation uses the Subjective Logic fusion operator to compute A’s opinion about X using A’s self-computed
opinion, HA’s and RC’s discounted opinions about X.
?

ωAX = ωAX ⊕ ωA:RC
⊕ ωA:HA
X
X

(3.4)

The computation process for discounted opinions ωA:RC
and ωA:HA
is the same.
X
X
Therefore, in the following, we show how to compute ωA:RC
, and the same process can
X
be applied to produce ωA:HA
.
X
Firstly, the MDTA service needs to compute A’s opinion about RC. Since A does
not record any observations about RC, the MDTA service uses an opinion comparison
approach via the operator “↓” [94] as defined in the following.
Definition 3.11. (Opinion Derivation Based on Opinion Comparison). Let ωZA and
ωZB be opinions that are made on agent Z by agents A and B respectively. A’s opinion
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about B is calculated based on the similarity between their opinions as defined below:

ωAB = ωZA ↓ ωZB

 A 

rZ +1

A

~ B)

− (R
dB = rA +s
A

Z


Z
Z +2





i
h
 A
A B
where 
,
u
=
max
u
u

Z
Z
B









 bA = 1 − d A − uA
B
B
B

To follow Definition 3.11, the MDTA service selects an agent Z from A’s database,
?

calculates A’s opinion ωZA about Z, and compares it to RC’s opinion ωRC
Z about Z to
derive A’s opinion about RC.
Secondly, the Reputation Centre RC needs to convert its multinomial aggregate rat~ RC into a binomial opinion. Reputation Centre RC uses the following definition
ings R
X
to derive its binomial rating parameters r and s.
Definition 3.12. (Multinomial to Binomial Rating Conversion). Let agent A employ
~ i ) represents the
a multinomial reputation model that has k rating levels, where R(x
ratings on each level xi , and let  represent the point estimate reputation score. Let the
binomial reputation model have positive and negative ratings r and s respectively. The
derived converted binomial rating parameters (r, s) are given by:
r=

XA

k
X

~ AX (xi )
R

i=1

s=

k
X

~ AX (xi ) − r
R

i=1

This definition uses the fact that agent A’s multinomial expected probability represented by its point estimate should equal its binomial expected probability in order to
have a correct ratings conversion. Therefore, multiplying A’s multinomial point estimate by its total ratings produces the number of positive ratings which is then used to
derive the number of negative ratings by substituting its value from the total ratings.
Afterwards, RC uses Definition 3.9 to derive its binomial parameters b, d, and u.
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The base rate a parameter is computed as in the following equation.
aRC
X =

XRC − bRC
X
uRC
X

(3.5)

A
A
, ωRC
Finally, the MDTA service uses ωRC
X , and A’s base rate aRC to derive A’s

transitive opinion on X, which is a discounted version of RC’s opinion on X. To carry
out this task, the MDTA service uses the base rate sensitive transitive approach in
Definition 3.13 to calculate A’s transitive opinion on X.
Definition 3.13. (Base Rate Sensitive Transitive Approach).

Let ωAB

=

(bAB , dBA , uAB , aAB ) be A’s subjective binomial opinion about B and ωXB = (bXB , dXB , uXB , aXB ) be
B’s subjective binomial opinion about X. Then A’s transitive opinion on X is derived
from the discounted version of B’s opinion on X where B’s belief and disbelief on X is
discounted by A’s opinion probability expectation on B as shown below:

A
B
ωA:B
X = ω B ⊗ ωX

















where 

















A
A A
B
bA:B
X = b B + a B u B bX


dXA:B = bAB + aAB uAB dXB
A:B
A:B
uA:B
X = 1 − bX − dX
B
aA:B
X = aX

Once the MDTA service has computed discounted opinions ωA:HA
and ωA:RC
, it uses
X
X
these values in Equation 3.4 to derive A’s opinion about X, which is either healthcare
provider J or medical practitioner K, by using the subjective fusion operator. The fusion operator has two computational approaches depending on the agents’ observation
time collection. As per the subjective logic calculus, if the observations are collected in
disjoint time periods then the cumulative fusion rule is the appropriate approach, where
observations are added together. However, if the observations are collected within the
same time period, as in our case, the average fusion operator rule is selected where observations are averaged [91]. The following definition shows how the average fusion
operator is calculated for two subjective binomial opinions.
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Definition 3.14. (Average Fusion Operator). Let ωAX = (bAX , dXA , uAX , aAX ) be A’s subjective binomial opinion about X and ωXB = (bXB , dXB , uXB , aXB ) be B’s subjective binomial
opinion about X, and assume these two opinions both resulted from observations that
has been captured within time period T . The combination of A’s opinion and B’s opinion is defined as follows:
Case I: For uAX , 0 ∨ uXB , 0 :

bAX uXB + bXB uAX


AB


=
b

X


uAX + uXB







2uAX uXB
 AB
AB
A
B
u
=
ωX = ωX ⊕ ωX where 
X


uAX + uXB









d AB = 1 − (bAB
+ uAB

X
X )

 X
Case II: For uAX = 0 ∧ uXB = 0 :

X

uCX

C

AB

bX =
bX lim


A
B

uAX →0 uX + uX


C∈{A,B}

B

uX →0


ωAB
= ωAX ⊕ ωXB where 
X

AB

uX = 0









 dXAB = 1 − bAB
X
Finally, the MDTA service substitutes A’s computed opinion ωAJ of J and ωAK of K
A
into Equation 3.2 to derive A’s subjective trustworthiness measure ϕMF
of medical data

field MF.

3.8

Case Scenario

We use the following case scenario to demonstrate the functionality of our MDTA
model and discuss how the chosen time period per can influence the final trustworthiness result. Let us assume that EHR system A received in 2009 a patient’s medical
diagnosis m that was created in 2005. The medical data was entered by Intern K at
Hospital J. Assume that EHR system A, the nationwide healthcare authority HA,
and the government-run reputation centre RC have observations about K and J in
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a time-ordered basis as shown in Table 3.2. Healthcare Authority HA’s reputation
~ about an agent (Table 3.2(a)) that has five elsystem maintains a ratings vector R
ements, four represent severity rating levels (extreme, high, medium, low) and the
fifth representing ‘perfect’ behaviour. For the sake of simplicity, the base rate vec~ is assumed to be
tor ~a that represents the a priori base rate for those elements in R
~
~a = (0.002, 0.004, 0.008, 0.01, 0.976). Reputation centre RC maintains ratings vector R
(Table 3.2(b)) which has five rating levels (bad, mediocre, average, good, excellent),
~ is assumed
and the base rate ~a that represents the a priori base rate for elements in R
to be ~a = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2). EHR system A’s reputation system (Table 3.2(c)) has
two values, positive observations r and negative observations s.
When A receives medical diagnosis m, A’s MDTA service evaluates the trustworthiness of m. Let us assume that the confidence criteria n = 8 and per = 1 which means
one year, so the time scope is defined as T = [2004, 2006]. The MDTA service starts
by checking A’s reputation system, but finds there are insufficient experience entries
recorded either with K or J. Therefore, the MDTA service requests HA’s and RC’s
opinion about K and J. Healthcare authority HA uses Definition 3.4 to compute its
multinomial (Dirichlet) reputation scores S~ about K and J as follows.
0 + 2(0.002)
S~ HA
K (L1 ) =
2+4
1 + 2(0.004)
S~ HA
K (L2 ) =
2+4
1 + 2(0.008)
S~ HA
K (L3 ) =
2+4
2 + 2(0.01)
S~ HA
K (L4 ) =
2+4
0 + 2(0.976)
S~ HA
K (L5 ) =
2+4

= 6.6 × 10−4
= 0.168
= 0.34
= 0.17
= 0.33

0 + 2(0.002)
S~ HA
J (L1 ) =
2+5
1 + 2(0.004)
S~ HA
J (L2 ) =
2+5
1 + 2(0.008)
S~ HA
J (L3 ) =
2+5
3 + 2(0.01)
S~ HA
J (L4 ) =
2+5
0 + 2(0.976)
S~ HA
J (L5 ) =
2+5

= 5.7 × 10−4
= 0.14
= 0.15
= 0.43
= 0.28

~ = (0, 0.2, 0.43, 0.67, 1) with S~ in Equation 3.1 to comNext, it uses its point values m
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(a) HA’s Reputation System

Time
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

K
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
(1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 2, 0)

~
R
J
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

Z
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

(b) RC’s Reputation System

Time
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

K
(0, 0, 1, 1, 2)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 1)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 1)
(0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
(1, 2, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 2, 1)
(0, 0, 2, 0, 0)

~
R
J
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1)
(0, 1, 0, 0, 1)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
(0, 0, 3, 0, 0)

Z
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 2)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 2)

(c) A’s Reputation System

Time
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

K
(2, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, 1)
(0, 0)
(0, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, 0)
(0, 0)

(r, s)
J
(0, 0)
(0, 2)
(0, 1)
(1, 0)
(1, 0)
(0, 1)
(1, 0)
(1, 1)

Z
(0, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, 1)
(2, 0)
(1, 0)
(2, 0)
(0, 2)
(1, 0)

Table 3.2: Reputation scores for the case scenario
pute its singleton reputation scores as in the following.
KHA = 0(6.6 × 10−4 ) + 0.2(0.168) + 0.43(0.17) + 0.67(0.34) + 1(0.33) = 0.657
 JHA = 0(5.7 × 10−4 ) + 0.2(0.14) + 0.43(0.15) + 0.67(0.43) + 1(0.28) = 0.66
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Healthcare Authority HA needs to convert its multinomial reputation scores to binomial opinion in order to pass it to EHR system A’s MDTA service. In order to do
that, HA needs firstly to use Definition 3.12 to get the values of positive and negative
observations about K and J, as shown below.
rKHA = 0.657(4) = 2.628

rHA
J = 0.66(5) = 3.3

sHA
K = 4 − 2.628 = 1.372

sHA
J = 5 − 2.845 = 1.7

Secondly, HA uses Definition 3.9 and Equation 3.5 to derive its binomial parameters
about the two agents as follows.
2.628
2.628 + 1.372 + 2
1.372
=
2.628 + 1.372 + 2
2
=
2.628 + 1.372 + 2
0.657 − 0.44
=
0.33

3.3
3.3 + 1.7 + 2
1.7
=
3.3 + 1.7 + 2
2
=
3.3 + 1.7 + 2
0.66 − 0.47
=
0.29

bHA
K =

= 0.44

bHA
J =

= 0.47

dKHA

= 0.23

dHA
J

= 0.24

= 0.33

uHA
J

= 0.66

aHA
J

uHA
K
aHA
K

= 0.29
= 0.66

Afterwards, the MDTA service uses Definition 3.11 to compute its opinion
A
about HA, with Z as the subject of this process. The resulting opinion is ωHA
=
A
(0.53, 0.14, 0.33, 0.8), where the base rate trust has been set to aHA
= 0.8. The MDTA

service uses Definition 3.14, with its opinion about HA, to compute the service’s discounted opinion that A holds about K and J.
bA:HA
= (0.53 + 0.8(0.33))0.44 = 0.35
K

bA:HA
= (0.53 + 0.8(0.33))0.47 = 0.37
J

dKA:HA = (0.53 + 0.8(0.33)0.23 = 0.18

d JA:HA = (0.53 + 0.8(0.33))0.24 = 0.2

uA:HA
= (1 − 0.35 − 0.18)
K

uA:HA
= (1 − 0.39 − 0.24)
J

aA:HA
= 0.66
K

= 0.47

= 0.43

aA:HA
= 0.66
J

The MDTA service follows the previous approach to compute the discounted opinion held by RC about K and J. However, the only difference in this process is the way
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that RC computes its reputation score. Since RC’s rating levels are evenly distributed,
it uses Definition 3.5 to compute its reputation score . As a result, the MDTA service’s
discounted opinions for RC about K and J are:
ωA:RC
=(0.43, 0.23, 0.34, 0.65) and
K
ωA:RC
=(0.39, 0.27, 0.34, 0.59).
J
In the next step, the MDTA service substitutes its internal opinions:
ωA?
K =(0, 0.33, 0.67, 0.5) and
ωA?
J =(0.4, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5),
and its calculated discounted opinions into Equation 3.4 to compute A’s opinion about
K and J.
ωAK =(0.35, 0.24, 0.42, 0.61)
ωAJ =(0.39, 0.24, 0.37, 0.59)
Finally, the MDTA service computes A’s trustworthiness measure ϕ about medical
entry m by substituting ωAK and ωAJ into Equation 3.2 which results in ϕmA = 61% which
shows that the medical diagnosis m has an acceptable trustworthiness score.
Now let us set the time period per to be 2 years, and follow the aforementioned
approach to compute the trustworthiness of medical entry m. We find that A’s trustworthiness of m gets decreased and is equal to 46% which implies the medical data is
slightly untrustworthy. This is because K and J in 2003 and 2007 have received bad
reports and ratings at the Healthcare Authority and Reputation Centre, respectively.
Let us further change the time period and make per equal 3 years. By following the
same approach, we find that A’s trust on m has changed and is now equal to 51% which
higher than the second computed value. This slight change increase in the trustworthiness score is due to the fact that K and J in 2002 and 2008 have shown good behaviour
as demonstrated by RC’s captured rating and EHR system A’s stored observations.
This demonstrates that determining the appropriate size of time period is difficult.
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If an agent X’s trustworthiness is largely stable over time then the size of the time
period would not make a big difference in X’s trustworthiness evaluation. However, if
agent X’s trustworthiness is unstable and keeps changing, the time period’s size may
have a high impact on our trustworthiness calculation. Ideally, the time period should
be chosen to be broad enough to encompass the time of interest plus a period of stable
behaviour sufficient to provide an ‘accurate’ trustworthiness measure. The degree of
accuracy can be calibrated for a particular EHR system based on the percentage of
unstable behaviour and the maximum variability tolerated in the period chosen.

3.9

Implementation

To demonstrate the functionality of our model, we have developed a Java application
that does the relevant calculation introduced in our MDTA model. Also, we have configured a MySQL database server which the MDTA service uses to get the agent’s data
required in the trustworthiness calculation process. Each agent’s database is represented as a database table in our MySQL server. Also, we built a user interface panel
which we use to load the incoming medical data and its metadata (Figure 3.6).
To run our application we set the confidence criteria n and time period per that
the MDTA service will use in its trustworthiness evaluation. Upon receiving incoming
medical data, which we simulate by entering manually in the prototype, an evaluation
request is sent to the MDTA service which uses the metadata and gets the required
internal and, if necessary, external data for the trustworthiness calculation process
as presented in Section 3.7. Once the MDTA service has finished the calculation,
the trustworthiness value is then used by the application to update the medical data’s
metadata, e.g. by assigning the resulted value to the data’s field tooltip to indicate the
trustworthiness of the medical data.
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Figure 3.6: MDTA service application

3.10

Conclusion

An Electronic Health Record system overcomes the problems and limitations that are
associated with paper based and isolated Electronic Medical Record systems; however,
its adoption is hindered by concerns over reliability (trust). Medical data trustworthiness is a vital requirement which has a high impact on how medical data will be used.
In the current situation, all medical data are usually assumed trustworthy a priori so,
in the absence of a trustworthiness evaluation, all data will be valued equally; however,
this should not be the case.
In this chapter, we presented a dynamic Medical data Trustworthiness Assessment
model that follows a statistical approach to conduct trustworthiness evaluations. Our
model uses the metadata attached to incoming medical data, namely the healthcare
organisation’s identity, medical practitioner’s identity, and the event timestamp. The
trustworthiness evaluation is then conducted by considering the encountered source
agent’s trustworthiness prior to and after the time at which the medical data was
recorded, in order to produce a context-dependent estimate, rather than relying on the
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agent’s perceived trustworthiness at the current time. Thereafter, the resulting trustworthiness value can be communicated to the EHR displayed on a medical practitioner’s
computer to alert the medical practitioner to any reliability problems. Our approach,
to the best of our knowledge, is the first solution of its kind that measures medical data
trustworthiness by evaluating its sources.
However, our solution is based on the assumption that the ratings that are received
by the healthcare authority and reputation centre are supplied by honest agents (e.g.
patients and healthcare providers). In this solution we did not discuss how to detect
false ratings and eliminate/reduce their impact in our calculation. Further work is
required to investigate this issue and address various reputation adversary models and
show how the reputation system, either Beta or Dirichlet, can detect a malicious agent
and ignore tainted ratings.
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Chapter 4

A Privacy-Aware Access Control
Model
Several solutions are available to overcome the security concerns associated with Electronic Health Record systems. For instance, Cryptographic technology, through the
use of Public Key Infrastructure [60], allows confidential information to be transmitted safely via an insecure communications medium such as the Internet. On its own,
however, cryptography merely handles data confidentiality while message are in transmit and does not address the issue of what kind of data is transmitted, or solve the
problem of who has access to the data at the sending and receiving ends.
Access control mechanisms, among other security solutions, can help to limit who
can see EHRs and how they can be manipulated. Access control mechanisms have
been through a lot of development [120] in academia and industry in order to enhance
data confidentiality and integrity. However, developments to date are not sufficient to
meet the privacy requirements for EHRs [67]. Most of the models have been designed
to satisfy an organisation’s authorisation requirements, e.g. to capture the healthcare
organisation’s data confidentiality policy, but not patient privacy concerns.
Discretionary Access Control, Mandatory Access Control, and Role-Based Access
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Control are well-established access control principles and are industry standards. Each
was designed to overcome limitations found in its predecessor. DAC, the first standard
introduced, controls each user’s access to information on the basis of the user’s identity
and authorisation [136]. MAC, the second standard introduced, governs access on the
basis of the security classification of subjects (users) and objects in the system. RBAC,
the third standard introduced, regulates user access to information on the basis of the
activities particular types of users may execute in the system.
In this chapter, we demonstrate through a case scenario that none of these three
mechanisms in isolation is sufficient for the privacy and security requirements of Electronic Health Record systems. We then explain how a careful combination of all three
access control standards can be used to deliver essential patient privacy requirements,
and we present a conceptual data model for our privacy-aware access control model.

4.1

Related Work

An access control mechanism is intended to limit the actions or operations that a legitimate user of a computer system can perform [136]. This research area has witnessed
a lot of development in the last two decades that have resulted in the widespread adoption of three different access control models. In this section we introduce these three
models and point out their known limitations.

4.1.1

Discretionary Access Control

Discretionary Access Control is a means of restricting access to objects based on the
identity of subjects and/or groups to which they belong [66]. The controls are ‘discretionary’ in the sense that a user or subject given discretionary access to a resource is
capable of passing that capability along to another subject. The identity of the users
and objects is the key to discretionary access control. DAC policies tend to be very
flexible and are widely used. However, DAC policies are known to be inherently weak
for two reasons [66, 79, 136]:
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Subject/Object
Chris
Janet
Frank
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File 1
Read, Write, Execute
—
—

File 2
—
Write
Read, Write, Execute

File 3
Write
Read, Write, Execute
Read

Table 4.1: Example Access Control Matrix
1. Granting read access is transitive. For example, when Ann grants Bob read
access to a file, nothing stops Bob from copying the contents of Ann’s file to
an object that Bob controls. Bob may now grant any other user access to the
copy of Ann’s file without Ann’s knowledge.
2. DAC policies are vulnerable to “Trojan horse” attacks. Because programs inherit
the identity of the invoking user, Bob may, for example, write a program for Ann
that, on the surface, performs some useful functions, while at the same time it
destroys the contents of Ann’s files.
An access control matrix is a popular model in an access control arena which applies DAC policies. The access control matrix is an array containing one row per
subject in the system and one column per object. Table 4.1 illustrates a simple access
control matrix.
The entries in the matrix specify the operations allowed, or the type of access that
each subject has, to each object. The basic function of an access control system is
to ensure that only the operations specified by the matrix can be executed. There are
two primary representations of the access matrix as implemented in computer systems
today, an Access Control List and a capability list.
An ACL (Figure 4.1) associates each object with all the subjects that can access
the object, along with their rights to the object. That is, each entry in the list is a pair
(subject, set of rights). From another point of view, an ACL corresponds to a column
of the access control matrix.
A capability list (Figure 4.2), on the other hand, is each user’s permissions to a specific object, along with a mode of access (read, write, or execute). This approach corresponds to storing the access control matrix by rows. In a capability system, access
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File 1

Chris
Read
Write
Execute

File 2

Janet

Frank
Read
Write
Execute

Write

File 3

Chris

Janet
Read
Write
Execute

Write

Frank
Read

Figure 4.1: Access Control List
to an object is allowed if the subject that is requesting access possesses a capability
for the object, thus it can be thought of as the inverse of an access control list. An
ACL is attached to an object and specifies which subjects may access the object, while
a capability list is attached to a subject and specifies which objects the subject may
access.
Chris

Janet

File 1
Read
Write
Execute

File 3

File 2

File 3
Read
Write
Execute

Write

Frank

Write

File 2
Read
Write
Execute

File 3
Read

Figure 4.2: Capability List
In a healthcare context a DAC model can be implemented where users are healthcare workers and patients, the objects are fields in a patient’s Electronic Health Record,
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and the operations are those actions that users are allowed to do (e.g. read and write).
However, there are some security and functionality weaknesses associated with
DAC that make it inappropriate to be employed in an EHR system [19]:
• The access to an EHR is managed by several parties (e.g. patients, medical practitioners, and a central medical authority). Therefore there is no single owner for
the data which contradicts DAC’s data ownership assumption. As a result, DAC
cannot be used in an EHR system [73].
• Complex access control requirements (e.g. ‘need-to-know’) are needed in
an EHR system, but these requirements cannot be enforced by using DAC because it lacks the ability to define the required access permissions for a certain
access request (e.g. an EHR request from an emergency doctor).
• It is a difficult task to manage DAC settings in EHR systems. For instance,
each EHR system must maintain a huge access control matrix with an object
for each field in a patient’s lifelong medical record, which may be difficult to
maintain [66].

4.1.2

Mandatory Access Control

A Mandatory Access Control policy, which is known to prevent the “Trojan horse”
problem that occurs in Discretionary Access Control [66, 136], means that access control policy decisions are made by a central authority, not by the individual owner of
an object, and the owner cannot change access rights. This makes the MAC mechanism different from DAC because MAC does not give users full access control over
resources they create. The need for a MAC mechanism arises when the security policy
of a system dictates that [66]:
• Protection decisions must not be decided by the object’s owner, and
• The system must enforce the protection decisions.
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An example of MAC occurs in military security (Figure 4.3). Usually a security labelling mechanism and a set of interfaces are used to determine access based on a MAC
policy [143]. For example, a user who is running a process at the Secret classification
should not be allowed to read a file with a label of Top Secret. This is known as the
“simple security rule”, or “no read up”. By contrast, a user who is running a process
with a label of Secret should not be allowed to write to a document with a label of Confidential. This rule is called the “?-property” or “no write down”. Multilevel security
models such as the Bell-La Padula Confidentiality [23] and Biba Integrity models [29]
are used to formally specify this kind of MAC policy. (Nevertheless, information may
be passed through a covert channel in MAC, whereby information of a higher security class is deduced indirectly by an interface such as assembling and intelligently
combining information in a lower security process [79].)
SUBJECTS

OBJECTS

write
Top Secret

write

read

Top Secret
User

Secret
write
read

Confidential

write

Confidential
User

read

Unclassified
User

Information flow

read

Secret
User

Unclassified

Figure 4.3: Controlling information flow in Mandatory Access Control
In healthcare the various MAC security levels could relate to different types of
healthcare employees (doctors, nurses, receptionists, etc). However, using Mandatory
Access Control mechanisms in an EHR environment is likely to be very difficult due
to the huge number of users who participate in those systems, the wide range of data
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types, and the desire to give patients ownership and (partial) control over their own
medical records. Nevertheless, implementing some form of MAC policy is inevitable
in an EHR system, since medical authorities must be ultimately responsible for assigning access rights [118].

4.1.3

Role-Based Access Control

Role-Based Access Control decisions are based on the roles that individual users have
as part of an organisation [66]. Users take on assigned roles (e.g. doctor, nurse, teller,
or manager). Access rights (or permissions) are grouped by role name, and the use of
resources is restricted to authorised individuals (Figure 4.4).

Users

Roles

Permissions

Figure 4.4: RBAC relationships
For example, within a Hospital Information System, the role of doctor can include
operations to perform a diagnosis, prescribe medication, and order laboratory tests,
whereas the role of researcher can be limited to gathering anonymised clinical information for studies. Under RBAC, users are granted membership into roles based on
their competencies and responsibilities in the organisation. User membership into roles
can be revoked easily and new operations established as job assignments dictate [79].
When a user is associated with a role, the user must be given no more privilege than
is necessary to perform the job. However, giving the maximum privilege for each job
category could allow unauthorised accesses. This introduces the concept of ‘least privilege’ [66] which requires identifying the user’s job functions, and determining the
minimum set of privileges required to perform those functions.
A Role-Based Access Control model taxonomy consists of four models [79]:
1. Core RBAC covers the basic set of features that are included in all RBAC systems.
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2. Hierarchical RBAC adds the concept of a role hierarchy, defined as a partial
ordering on roles, using an inheritance relation. For example, in Figure 4.5 any
user that is assigned to the cardiologist role is authorised for the permissions that
are assigned to the role ‘cardiologist’ and is also authorised for permissions that
are assigned to the roles ‘physician’ and ‘resident’.
Cardiologist

Oncologist

Physician

Resident

Figure 4.5: Example of a Functional Role Hierarchy
3. Static Constrained RBAC includes Static Separation of Duty, which is enforced
by defining conflicting roles (i.e. roles which cannot be executed by the same
user) at the roles definition phase.
4. Dynamic Constrained RBAC includes Dynamic Separation of Duty, which is
achieved by enforcing the control at access time [79].
The majority of research into EHR access control security has used the RBAC
model, due to its popularity and ability to support the access control needed in Electronic Medical Record systems, such as feasible fine-grain access policy administration
for a large number of users and resources, policy neutrality and the “need-to-know”
security principle [98]. In addition, RBAC is consistent with the proposed HIPAA
recommendation to regulate access to patient health information [2].
However, the RBAC model lacks the ability to incorporate other access parameters
or contextual information that are important in granting access to the user [63, 113,
162]. For example, in life critical emergency cases the doctor on hand must have
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access to a patient’s EHR even if he has not been given the patient’s consent. This
poses the need to modify the RBAC to accommodate these limitations [113].
Also an EHR system, as in other electronic workflow systems, requires a delegation
process to be in place [176]. A doctor, in some cases, may require assistance from
another specialty doctor.
In addition, the RBAC model is built to capture the organisation’s authorisation
security policies (the owner of the data), and, unfortunately, fails to capture the patient’s (the subject of the data) authorisation security policies that express the patient’s
privacy desire.

4.1.4

RBAC Developments

Implementing dynamic constraints into RBAC would allow the RBAC decisions to
include current conditions in each access request evaluation. The contextual RBAC
authorisation model is an extension to RBAC and useful to healthcare as it provides
RBAC with additional security measures [53,113,162], and can use contextual parameters at access time to a patient’s EHR.
In the RBAC usual model, a role is defined by a 5-tuple (r,pt,opr,obj,at), where r is
the role; pt specifies the privilege type, which can be positive (+) when an operation is
allowed or negative (−) when disallowed; opr is the operation; obj specifies the object
to protect; and at specifies the authorisation type, which can be strong or weak. In
this definition, the permission must be identified beforehand and assigned statically.
However, in a healthcare setup, permissions assigned to a role are not always static.
Gustavo et al. [113] have extended role definition by enabling privilege type pt to be
a rule, which is defined by using a language of logical or parameterised expressions
to capture contextual parameters. Thus, during an authorisation request, contextual
parameters are used to evaluate the privileges allowed.
As an alternative way to describe the authorisation context, Wilikens et al. [162]
have introduced the notion of trust constituency to the RBAC context. Trust constituency can be defined as a logical entity within the context of a business process that
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encompasses process activities and actors, and is determined by a trust engagement
with regard to a certain type of asset. By focusing on activities and actors instead of
physical location, one trust constituency can transcend physical locations. Also, it imposes constraints on how actors can access different assets, and puts constraints on the
transfer from one constituency as well as other parameters.
Reid et al. [127] argue that RBAC does not support access policies that grant access to a broad range of entities whilst explicitly denying it to subgroups of these
entities that are needed in healthcare setup. They proposed a model which implements
an “anti-RBAC” that represents general consent with explicit denial without using traditional RBAC constraints. This anti-RBAC is unified with a standard RBAC which
implements general denial with explicit consent via a new authorisation algorithm.
This model allows highly flexible policy expressions and supports policies that can be
based on defaults for efficiency but can be qualified to implement individual exceptions
that are needed in an EHR system.
To solve the role delegation problem in EHR systems, Zhang et al. [176] have used
RDM2000 [175] which is an extension of RBAC to show how the delegation process
can be implemented in a healthcare environment. The scope of RDM2000 is to address user-to-user delegation supporting role hierarchies and multi-step delegation in
role-based systems. Two types of delegation are introduced: single-step delegation
and multi-step delegation. Single-step delegation does not allow the delegated role to
be further delegated. Multi-step delegation allows multiple delegation until it reaches
a maximum delegation depth. Using this delegation mechanism helps the doctor to
grant access permission to a specialist by executing a role delegation process. However, in healthcare the access delegation process might not be for the whole EHR, but
just to part of it. Therefore, the delegation process must be modified to allow delegation
to access specific parts of an EHR.
A user, in RBAC, is assigned permissions associated with his executed role, but
sometimes it is necessary to grant a user a capability that is not included in his role’s
permission, or to revoke a certain permission that is allowed by his role. In RBAC, it
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would be difficult to create a new role for each minor or temporary change. Longstaff
et al. [109] have introduced the Tees confidentiality model as an authorisation model
that goes beyond RBAC’s capabilities. It introduces a confidentiality permission that
will be evaluated before the RBAC process takes place. Five types of confidentiality
permission have been introduced to grant access rights for identities and roles. Those
types will be executed in order; the first one which would grant or deny access will
take precedence over the others and over RBAC permissions.
These extended RBAC models improve the organisation’s authorisation mechanism because they introduce new parameters that can be used to make the authorisation
policies more fine grained. However, they do not address the patients’ desire to control
who can access their EHRs.

4.2

Privacy Requirements in EHR Access Control

In the previous section we reviewed the capabilities of Discretionary Access Control,
Mandatory Access Control and Role-Based Access Control. In order to better understand what kind of access control solution is needed for satisfying patients’ privacy
requirements in their Electronic Health Records, in this section we summarise the specific access control requirements peculiar to EHR systems, illustrated by a small case
scenario, and review the weaknesses of existing mechanisms in this situation.
A control mechanism for Electronic Health Record access must satisfy all EHR
participants’ needs, i.e. patients, medical practitioners, and medical authorities. Each
participant needs to access certain fields of the health record in order to carry out his
job. Also, the various participants need the ability to set specific access controls over
fields in the record. The following privacy and access control requirements have been
identified as crucial to healthcare environments:
1. Each healthcare organisation should have the freedom to design its own security
policy and to enforce it within its domain [126].
2. Healthcare providers (e.g. General Practitioners) should have the flexibility to
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arbitrarily define the security of a particular document if so required [8, 115].
3. Patients should have the right to have control over their own health records,
including whether or not to grant access to certain medical practitioners [14,
126].
4. Patients should be able to hide specific items of information contained in their
EHRs from selected medical practitioners [14, 115]. However, we assume that
a medical authority will define those data items that the patients can have access
control over. For example, a patient cannot hide his allergy information but he
can hide some data about minor accidents from his medical history.
5. Patients should have the ability to delegate privacy control over their EHRs to
other users under certain conditions (e.g. mental illness) [8, 115].
6. Managing access control policies should be an easy task, in order to ensure that
the system is used and to preserve trust in the system [14].
7. It is important that legitimate uses of health records are not hindered, e.g. overall
system availability service levels, and “need-to-know” data access requirements
in emergencies [115].
Ensuring each patient’s privacy and data security is vital for an Electronic Health
Record system. Unlike paper-based models, where an exposure or intrusion is confined
to a single document or file, an EHR creates the possibility of a patient’s entire medical
history being compromised by a single action. However, each of the traditional access
control models, reviewed in Section 4.1, can satisfy only some of the above-listed
requirements.
To see the access control weaknesses inherent in these previous models, consider
the following case scenario:
Frank prefers to go to a medical centre that has three General Practitioners, Tony, Karen, and John. Frank has an Electronic Health Record that
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holds his previous medical entries. Frank is happy to let Tony, Karen, and
John to have access to his EHR. However, Frank has two sensitive records
in his Electronic Health Record, mental illness and sexual issues. Frank
is happy to let Tony have access to his sensitive data field within his sexual health record, but he wants to hide another sensitive data field within
his mental health record from Tony. On the other hand, Frank will allow
Karen to access his sensitive data field within his mental health record, but
not the one within his sexual health record. Apart from these two General
Practitioners, Frank will not allow anyone, including John, to access the
sensitive data fields of his mental or sexual health records. Frank’s neighbour Sophie works in this centre as a nurse. Frank does not want Sophie
to have access to his EHR from the medical centre for personal reasons.
Frank suffers from chronic asthma and due to this he allowed the medical
centre’s radiologist Matt to access his EHR to allow Matt to gain more
insights about Frank’s asthma development. In addition, Frank’s father
John suffers from Alzheimer’s disease, so Frank must manage the access
control rights to his father’s EHR.
Even this simple and unremarkable scenario creates problems for each of the traditional
access control policies, as explained below.
Discretionary Access Control: To use a DAC model we first need to know who owns
the Electronic Health Record because DAC assumes that the owner of the data
is the one who controls access to it. However, in healthcare, an EHR is partially
owned by each of the patient, various medical practitioners, and the medical authority [80], immediately creating an issue with respect to ownership. Furthermore, assuming that Frank has ownership of his EHR, he could nominate and
grant access to his trusted/prefered medical practitioners (Tony, Karen, John,
and Matt), but it would be a difficult task for Frank to identify the specific medical data that is needed by each healthcare worker. The “need-to-know” principle
is required here, and in order to have it Frank is required to know the informa-
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tion that is needed for each healthcare worker and then set the access controls
accordingly. By granting patients such control over their records, we may hinder
the legitimate use of the EHR and, most likely, create another security problem
due to the patient’s mismanagement of their records. However, delegation of
access control can be implemented easily in DAC if we assumed that Frank’s
father owns his EHR.
Mandatory Access Control: In a MAC model, Frank would not have any sort of
control, because the EHR system administrators will be responsible for setting
the security labels for users and EHR data objects as per the healthcare central
authority’s policy. Therefore, Frank cannot express his privacy wishes over his
EHR. Also, the “need-to-know” principle cannot be fully achieved here either,
even if we apply a security level hierarchy. It is possible that two users might
have the same security clearance (e.g. GPs Tony and Karen), but should have
different access permissions over a certain data object (e.g. mental health data).
In the MAC case, we cannot assign more than one security label per data object,
therefore providing selective access to data objects is difficult. Moreover, there
is no existence of delegation of access control due to the fact that the patient has
no control over his EHR.
Role-Based Access Control: In an RBAC model, the “need-to-know” principle can
be satisfied by defining the permissions that are required by each medical role,
and this process could be done by an appropriate medical expert. However, in
this situation Frank would not be able to hide his sensitive medical fields as
he would not have any control over the permission assignments. In order to
allow Frank to express his privacy wishes, the security officer must allow Frank
to modify the permissions, roles, user-role, and role-permission assignments.
Frank would need to create three roles in order to satisfy his needs, which would
become an unacceptably time-consuming and complicated task for most patients
and is likely to lead to a conflict of access control settings. Delegation of roles in
RBAC is permitted if the security officer would allow Frank’s father to delegate
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his roles to his son. Generally, RBAC seems a better choice than DAC and MAC,
though it does not satisfy patients’ privacy requirements.
In summary, it is clear that none of the existing models is adequate on its own,
but that each of them has some features which are essential to an EHR privacy-aware
access control model. DAC allows patients to control who can access their EHRs,
MAC allows setting control access to specific kinds of data, and RBAC allows access
rights to be associated with certain medical roles.

4.3

Data Filtering Examples

In this section we use the case scenario in Section 4.2 to build three access examples to
show how the three access control models can collaboratively satisfy patients’ privacy
wishes and ensure that legitimate EHR data is only disclosed to authorised users.
A useful tool to illustrate this is the Swiss Cheese Model. In this model, we consider each hole in each access control model as a check-point to allow access to the
corresponding hole in an EHR which represent fields in the EHR data object.
Example 4.1. Let us assume that Frank uses DAC to set an Access Control List to
his EHR. Frank includes Tony, Karen, John, and Matt in his ACL as authorised users
to access his EHR. As a consequence, no other users, including Sophie, will be able
to access Frank’s EHR. Let us assume now that Sophie wants to access Frank’s EHR.
Figure 4.6 shows the authorisation levels that Sophie’s EHR request should undergo.
From the figure, we note that Sophie’s EHR request does not pass through DAC’s
check-points and therefore her request is rejected. The resulting access decision satisfies Frank’s privacy desire to restrict Sophie’s access to his EHR.

Example 4.2. Let us assume that Frank has been requested to have an X-Ray at the
medical centre’s radiology department. On Frank’s visit to the radiology department,
Matt requests Frank’s EHR. Now, let us see by using Figure 4.7 what data will be disclosed to Matt. Since Frank has added Matt’s name in his ACL, Matt’s request passes

Electronic Health Record

Mandatory Access Control

Discretionary Access Control

Sophie

Role-Based Access Control
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blocked data field (due to DAC)

Figure 4.6: DAC filtering example
through DAC’s check-points. However, in the Role-Based Access Control’s filter some
check-points have rejected Matt’s access to certain EHR data. This is because Matt as
a radiologist is authorised to access only certain parts of a patient’s EHR as set by the
medical central authority (e.g. a radiologist is not authorised to see a patient’s laboratory results). As a result, Matt is presented with only those EHR data that is required
by his medical role.

Electronic Health Record

Mandatory Access Control

Role-Based Access Control

Matt

Discretionary Access Control

visible data fields

blocked data field (due to RBAC)

Figure 4.7: RBAC filtering example

Example 4.3. Let us assume that John is seeing Frank in his treatment room and has
requested Frank’s EHR for getting further information. Figure 4.8 shows the the au-
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thorisation filters that are applied on John’s EHR request. John’s request passes DAC’s
check-points and gets filtered by RBAC, allowing to access to only the information permitted by his medical role. In addition, MAC’s filter adds a new restriction to John’s
request whereby John’s access to Frank’s sensitive data is rejected. As a result, John
will have access to Frank’s EHR data that is permitted by his medical role, but he will
not know anything about Frank’s personally sensitive data.

blocked mental and sexual health data fields (due to MAC)

Electronic Health Record

Mandatory Access Control

Role-Based Access Control

John

Discretionary Access Control

visible data fields

blocked data field (due to RBAC)

Figure 4.8: MAC filtering example

4.4

A Privacy-Aware Access Control Protocol

Although the privacy and access control requirements for Electronic Health Records
cannot be satisfied by any one access control model alone, we contend that a careful
integration of all three existing models is sufficient. Combining existing models, rather
then developing an entirely new one for healthcare, allows us to take advantage of the
well-understood properties and established implementations for these models.

4.4.1

Overview of the Protocol

In this model, access to a particular Electronic Health Record is granted only if it
satisfies all three access control policies. The challenge is to determine where and how
each of the access control constraints is introduced.
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Record
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Figure 4.9: The logical structure of the combined access control protocol
The basis for our protocol is shown in Figure 4.9. An Electronic Health Record
schema is shown where each EHR field has two MAC-based security labels: one positive label (p) is assigned by the patient and the second is negative label (m) assigned
by the medical practitioner. These labels are used to express the sensitivity class of
the data field. Also a DAC-style Access Control List is maintained by the patients,
whereby they nominate their preferred/trusted medical practitioners and set the positive security labels for each of them. This security label allows a medical practitioner
to access sensitive data that may not be allowed for other medical practitioners. Access to EHR fields is further restricted by an overall RBAC-based access control policy
managed by the medical authority.

4.4.2

Maintenance and Enforcement of Access Control Constraints

Each of the participants in the EHR system (patients, medical practitioners, and medical authorities) needs to maintain some aspects of the privacy-aware access control
policy, and is constrained in what information they can view as a result. In this section
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we describe the sequence of events needed to do this.
We start with the patients’ privacy requirements, whereby the patients want to decide who is authorised to access their Electronic Health Records, to determine what
is the sensitive information in their EHRs, and who is authorised to access it. These
requirements are satisfied by executing the following steps using the DAC and MAC
interfaces in our combined access control policy:
1. Patients nominate the names of specific practitioners who they trust via the DAC
interface in Figure 4.9 to construct their Access Control List.
2. To categorise data fields as sensitive information, patients need to assign positive
security labels to these data fields by using the MAC interface to update the
Electronic Health Record schema.
3. To allow specific medical practitioners to gain access to security-classified data
fields in the patient’s EHR, the patient, via the MAC interface, assigns the same
positive security label of the sensitive data field to the authorised medical practitioners’ ACL.
Obviously it would be overwhelmingly complex and laborious for patients to do
this for each field in their EHR. In practice this process would be applied to particular
kinds of data, via a suitable online interface, or with the assistance of medical authority
staff. Suitable default privacy values must also be established by the central medical
authority.
In practice, furthermore, we do not suggest using the “no read up” and “no write
down” rules that are introduced in MAC because it would be a too complex a task for
most patients to keep track of the transitive relationships introduced by a full hierarchy
of security levels. Instead patients should just be presented with simple access/noaccess settings.
Medical practitioners, as EHR consumers, also have certain access control requirements that are important. Medical practitioners need to:
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• access all the information that is required to fulfill their medical role in normal
scenarios (e.g. a standard consultation with a GP), unless the patient has excluded that practitioner from accessing the patient’s EHR or a particular EHR’s
data field;
• access all the information that is required in life critical emergency cases regardless of the patient’s access control settings; and
• hide some medical information from the patient where his medical role and medical ethics permits this.
Medical practitioners’ access control requirements are also satisfied here. The following settings show how these requirements are met:
1. The Medical authority defines roles, permissions and role-permission assignments via the RBAC interface. This process is done by domain experts who
know the access requirements for each medical role. Therefore, the “need-toknow” principle is achieved and medical practitioners’ access needs will not
be limited unless the patient has set some additional access control restriction
through either the DAC or MAC interface.
We assume that the medical authority standardised roles and permissions with
healthcare providers so that there is a common understanding of their meaning
for Electronic Medical Record systems. As a result, when a healthcare provider
sends the medical role of a medical practitioner who made an EHR request, the
EHR system will understand the role and provide the required access privileges
that are allowed to this particular medical role.
2. Since RBAC can incorporate contextual attributes into roles assignment (Section 4.1.4), it would be possible for a medical practitioner to have both an access
role as a GP in a day clinic or as a GP in an emergency department. To allow the
GP in an emergency department to access the required medical data, including
the patient’s security-classified data records, the RBAC policy assigns a security
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label to these critical roles to allow medical practitioners access to secure data.
In a life critical emergency case, the DAC constraints are not evaluated, due to
the fact that the patient’s safety overrides the patient’s privacy.
3. To hide some medical information from the patient, the medical practitioner,
through the use of the MAC interface, can set negative security labels labels for
these fields which hide the existence of such data in the patient’s EHR.
Again, of course the medical practitioner must be provided with appropriate online
interfaces to make the access control process easy and transparent.
Finally, the medical authority in charge of providing the Electronic Health Record
acts as the ‘security officer’ in the RBAC interface. It defines roles and permissions,
and controls the assignment of permissions to roles in order to associate specific medical roles with the information needed to fulfill them.

4.5

Motivational Case Scenario Revisited

In this section we revisit the motivational case scenario from Section 4.2 to see how
our access control protocol satisfies Frank’s wishes.
1. Frank will classify his mental and sexual data fields as ‘sensitive’ information
by setting positive security labels S1 and S2 for each field, respectively.
2. He will nominate his preferred healthcare workers Karen, Tony, John, and Matt
to access his EHR by adding them to his Access Control List. As Frank is happy
to allow Karen to access his sensitive mental health data field, he will assign the
positive security label S1 to her, which means that she is authorised to access any
sensitive information that has an S1 label and is part of her medical role access
permissions. For the same reason, Frank will assign the positive security label
S2 to Tony which will allow him to access the sensitive sexual health data field.
3. When Tony requests access to Frank’s Electronic Health Record, to see his medical history, the following access evaluation occurs (Figure 4.10):
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Tony

Request Frank's EHR
Access authorisation?
Evaluate access
context
Is Tony authorised by
Frank?

Yes, authorised
What data Tony is authorised to access?
Determine role
Authorised data
Is Tony prohibited from accessing any data?

Yes, mental health data field
Data that Tony is authorised
to access
Information is disclosed

Figure 4.10: The authorisation evaluation process in the motivational example
(a) Evaluate access context, ‘normal’ or ‘emergency’. If it is an emergency,
execute only steps 3c and 3d, otherwise continue.
(b) DAC policy: Does Frank authorise Tony to access his EHR?
(c) RBAC policy: Determine Tony’s current medical role (e.g. day clinic GP,
Emergency Room doctor) based on current contextual conditions.
(d) RBAC policy: Determine the EHR data that Tony’s medical role is authorised to access.
(e) MAC policy: Is Tony prohibited from accessing any sensitive data?
(f) Tony is granted access to Frank’s EHR, including his sexual health data,
only if Tony’s access request passes all the steps above.
Also, as Frank needs to take responsibility for his father’s Electronic Health
Record, the following actions can be performed.
1. Frank’s father John needs to delegate the control over his EHR to Frank through
the use of the DAC interface.
2. Frank can now set the access rights to his father’s EHR.
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As well as these static assignments, we also need to consider temporary changes to
access requirements. For instance, assume that Tony asks to see Frank’s EHR including
his mental health record (that he has learned about from Frank) because he thinks that
Frank’s sexual issue is affected by some mental illness. This means that Frank must
give Tony temporary access to his sensitive mental data field.
1. Frank will grant Tony another positive security label, S1.
2. Tony now has two positive security labels S1 and S2 from Frank, which means
that he is authorised to access both of Frank’s sensitive data fields contained in
his sexual and mental health records.
3. After the consultation, Frank can revoke this permission by deleting S1 from
Tony’s profile.
On the other hand, a medical practitioner may need to change the status of certain
fields without involving the patient. For instance, assume that Tony asks Frank to take
a blood test which turns out to be positive for HIV. Given Frank’s mental state, Tony
would prefer to hide the pathology results until Frank’s next in-house consultation.
1. Tony assigns a negative security label H to the HIV lab result field in Frank’s
EHR, so that Frank cannot see any information contained in that specific field.
2. However, this information can be seen by Frank’s authorised medical practitioners, such as the blood bank to which Frank regularly donates. This is possible
because the negative security label is only associated with the patient, i.e. Frank,
so other authorised healthcare practitioners can access this information but will
be alerted that this information has not been revealed yet to the patient. This can
be done, for example, by manipulating the data’s metadata.

4.6

Conceptualisation

In this section, we present a conceptual model of our privacy-aware access control
approach. We use Object Role Modelling notation to show clearly the roles that are
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played by each object (Figure 4.11). In the following, we explain our conceptualisation
and show how we combine the three access control models to build a privacy-aware
access control model. For clarity’s sake, we use a derived data population sample from
our case scenario in Section 4.2 to show how our model captures the patient’s privacy
and medical practitioners’ access requirements.
In the model we define a user type that has two subtypes, patient and healthcareWorker. A patient can authorise one or more healthcareWorkers, and a healthcareWorker can be authorised by one or more patients, e.g. Frank authorises Matt, John,
Alice, and John. This relation represents DAC in our model, however the authorised healthcareWorker will only access patients’ data that is authorised by his role, as
explained below.
In the model, each user must have one or more roles, e.g. Matt has a Radiologist
role and Frank has a Patient role. A role might belong to another role, e.g. the Nurse
role belongs to the NurseManager role, which can be interpreted as a NurseManager
can additionally perform the Nurse role. Each role must have one or more permissions,
e.g. the Radiologist role is associated with permission P1, and a permission can be
associated with one or more roles. Each permission must permit one or more actions
that are applied to objects. However, each permission’s action and object tuple must
be unique, e.g. permission P1 has action-object tuple (read, X-rayReport) which is
unique among other permissions. However, some roles might have an override access
permission to allow the role’s holder to have access to his authorised data even if it
is flagged by patients as sensitive data, e.g. the ERDoctor role has positive security
label HS to allow an ERDoctor to access those positive security-labelled data as set by
patients.
So far, we showed how our conceptual model covers RBAC features and showed
how a user can get data access privileges through his role. We present now how we
capture the necessary MAC features to allow patients to label their sensitive data and
medical practitioners to hide critical data. An object type has one or more objectInstances, e.g. O1 and O5 are objectInstances of X-rayReport. Each objectInstance
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Figure 4.11: Privacy-aware access control conceptual model
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must belong to a patient, e.g. Frank has objectInstance O3. Let us assume that O3 and
O6 are Frank’s sensitive mental and sexual health data respectively, and O7 is Frank’s
blood test result that reveals his HIV infection. In order to allow patients to label their
sensitive data, we create a relation between the resulting nested type patientData and
a security positiveLabel, e.g. Frank’s O3 has positiveLabel S1. A patientData may
have one or more positiveLabels. Once this relation exists between a patientData item
and a positiveLabel no healthcareWorker will be able to access this data, except those
who hold the same positiveLabel or have override access permission. To allow certain
healthcareWorkers to access a patient’s sensitive data, the patient should grant them
the sensitive data’s positivelabel(s). In our model, we allow this by creating a relation
between the resulting nested type authorisedPerson and positiveLabel, e.g. Frank’s
authorised healthcareWorker Tony can access sensitive data that has positiveLabel
S1. In order to give this relation a certain positiveLabel X, the patient should previously have assigned X to one of his data items. To allow a healthcareWorker to hide
an objectInstance from a patient, we define a relation between healthcareWorker, security negativeLabel, and objectInstance. However, the healthcareWorker should have
a permission to allow him to hide the object that has the objectInstance, e.g. Tony
through his GP role gets a permission that allows him to hide any object instance of
BloodtestResult and therefore he is able to set a negativeLabel H to objectInstance
O7 that represents Frank’s blood test result. As a result, Frank cannot know about this
data.
This conceptual model captures patients’ privacy desires and their explicit authorisations to medical practitioners, and also allows medical practitioners’ legitimate accesses to patients’ data through their roles’ privileges. This model can be integrated
with an EHR system to empower patients with privacy control.

4.7. Conclusion
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Conclusion

Emerging plans for national Electronic Health Record systems raise new concerns
about patient privacy and data security, by merging medical records that were previously kept separate and by making them accessible through single access points. In
this chapter, we showed that none of the three standard access control models, Discretionary Access Control, Mandatory Access Control and Role-Based Access Control, are adequate for an EHR system in isolation. Nevertheless, we have explained
how a careful combination of all three access control models can provide the privacy
requirements needed for an EHR system. Our integrated model overcomes the weaknesses that we identified for DAC, MAC, and RBAC with regard to their adequacy
and support for EHR privacy. Also, we have presented a conceptual model for our
privacy-access control approach which can be used within an EHR system.
However, in our solution we assume that patients are able to adequately understand
and manage access to their EHRs. Probably an EHR privacy-awareness workshop or
program would be needed to educate patients in how to interact with the EHR system
to set their privacy desires. We assume also that a medical authority will be responsible
for determining what medical data patients are allowed to have control over in order
to ensure that the patient’s EHR will present the required information that a medical
practitioner needs to do his medical job. In our work to date, we have not yet validated
the security of our model by assessing it against adversary models, e.g. a malicious
healthcare worker. However, this work can be carried out as an extension to the work
presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 5

Probabilistic Inference Channel
Detection and Restriction
Information security breaches are typically categorised as unauthorised data observation, incorrect data modification, and data unavailability [28]. Unauthorised data
observation is defined as the direct or indirect disclosure of information to users not
entitled to gain access to such information. In an Electronic Health Record system,
the impact of such an illegal access may have serious consequences as such breaches
affect patients’ data confidentiality and privacy and possibly data integrity [165].
Data confidentiality and privacy are breached once an attacker gets access to protected information, usually by having illegal direct access to a protected data object.
The problem of illegal direct access has gained lots of attention in database research in
the last two decades. Applying Mandatory Access Control, as shown in Chapter 4, is
one of the solutions to control direct accesses to confidential and private data [35]. This
is done by assigning security labels to data objects and security clearances to users, and
employing a security-dominating access relation. Also, cryptographic techniques are
used to provide security to confidential databases and allow only authorised users who
hold the required secret key to search and access the databases [146].
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However, an attacker who can access unclassified (non-secure) data may still be
able to infer private information either by inferring the value of sensitive data objects
from the values of related objects or by employing metadata associated with sensitive
data. For example, the observation that “Alice is taking the medication didanosine”
and the general medical knowledge that “didanosine is prescribed only to treat HIV
infections” can be combined easily to produce the information that Alice is an HIV
patient. This problem is known in the literature as an inference channel whereby an attacker can combine several pieces of publicly-accessible information in order to infer
confidential or private information.
In many situations, however, the relationships between facts are probabilistic or
statistical in nature, rather than absolute. For instance, if a particular medication is
used to treat several diseases then knowing that a patient takes this medication can be
used to infer that the patient has a specific disease only with a certain likelihood.
In this chapter we present an inference channel detection and restriction technique
that uses a Bayesian network and analyses causal probability between data elements.
In particular, quantifying the probabilistic size of the channel allows us to restrict it
to below a desired threshold, rather than just eliminating it entirely. We illustrate the
approach using a case scenario in which patients have privacy concerns over what can
be learnt from their Electronic Health Records. We give abstract definitions for what
information can be inferred from such records and how such inferences can be limited by hiding specific data items. We then present practical algorithms for restricting
inference channels that may breach a patient’s privacy desires. Also we show our implemented application that uses the developed algorithms.

5.1

Background

Inference channels are a well known problem that may affect data confidentiality and
privacy policies in many organisations, including those involved in healthcare. As
an extreme example of a privacy violation, Sweeney [147] was able to infer the priv-
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ileged medical data of William Weld, former governor of the state of Massachusetts,
by linking the state’s Group Insurance Commission’s published “anonymised” medical data, including only each patient’s zip code, birth-date, and sex, but omitting their
name, to a voter registration list for governor Weld’s home city, which included each
voter’s name, zip code, birth-date, and sex. Only one person matched governor Weld’s
zip code, birth-date, and sex, allowing Sweeney to retrieve his medical data.
Inference control mechanisms are introduced to overcome the security problem
caused by inference channels. Static and dynamic approaches to detect and eliminate
inference channels have been proposed [65]. These approaches rely on using some
information such as database constraints and functional dependencies among database
relations to detect inference channels, but they employ different mechanisms to eliminate the detected channels. However, these approaches are incapable of detecting
inference channels in a context where the relationship between data objects varies according to the values of the captured data. Nor do they allow us to leave a channel
“open” but restrict its potential impact to an acceptable level.
For example, in the medical domain there is a well established probabilistic relationship between diseases and symptoms, and between symptoms and medications
taken. A disease causes several symptoms, but these symptoms might be caused by
more than one disease. Also, each disease has a causal probability towards creating
each symptom and this information is readily available in medical decision support
systems [70].
Similarly, a particular medication may be used to treat a variety of symptoms and,
when there is a choice of medications, there is a statistical likelihood of a doctor prescribing a particular one which can be determined, for instance, from drug companies’
sales data. Thus, the inference relation between the disease, the symptoms exhibited,
and the medications prescribed in a patient’s medical record will depend on their causal
probabilities (which themselves may vary over time).
Here we are interested in a case scenario where a patient has a privacy concern over
a certain disease in his EHR. The patient’s medical history is represented by columns
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Date and time
of consultation
T1
T2
T3

Diagnosed
disease
D1
D2
D3

Exhibited symptoms

Prescribed medications

S 1, S 2
S 2, S 3
S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ,S 5 , S 6

M7 , M8
M4 , M5 , M8
M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 ,M5 , M6

Table 5.1: Patient’s Medical Record
and rows (Table 5.1). The columns represent the date and time of the consultation,
the diagnosed disease identified by the medical practitioner, the patient’s exhibited
symptoms, and the medications prescribed. Each row represents a particular medical
event (consultation). We assume that diseases act independently of one another and all
captured information that is related to a particular disease is recorded in one time event.
We use the following scenario to demonstrate a patient’s privacy problem (Figure 5.1):
Frank is a patient who has an Electronic Health Record. Frank had suffered from mental illness (D3 ) which is recorded in his EHR. Frank is
concerned about the disclosure of this medical data to his employer and
his insurance company. However, Frank still wants to allow his General
Practitioner Tony to have access to it — as a trusted doctor. The EHR
system applies our previously-introduced Privacy-Aware Access Control
model (Chapter 4). Frank sets his privacy desire by assigning a positive
security label S1 through the Mandatory Access Control interface to his
diagnosis D3 . Also, Frank allows access to all medical practitioners, including Tony, in the healthcare organisation who participate on his medical
treatment through the Discretionary Access Control interface to his EHR
as per their medical roles. In addition, he grants Tony a positive security
label S1 to allow Tony to access diagnosis D3 while others cannot.
In order to fulfil Frank’s privacy desire, hiding diagnosis D3 from his EHR is insufficient on its own, because this information can be inferred from other recorded
medical data, such as symptoms and medications, so we need to detect and hide any
medical data that may create an inference channel which could be used for undesired
access. Therefore, in order to conform to Frank’s privacy desire, we need to satisfy the
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Frank’s Electronic Health Record

Medical practitioners can
access Frank’s EHR

Date and
Time

Karen
Alice

Disease

T1
T2

D1
D2

T3

D3

Symptoms

Medications

S1 , S 2
S 2 , S3

M7 , M8
M 4 , M5, M8

S1 , S 2 , S3 , S 4 ,

M1, M 2 , M 3 ,

S5 , S6 , S7

M 4, M5, M6

Frank’s privacy settings

Other medical practitioners
should not know about this
hidden (protected) disease

George
Tony

Tony can access this hidden
(protected) disease

Patient “Frank”

Medical practitioners who
participate in Frank’s
treatment plan

Figure 5.1: Patient’s privacy - case scenario
following requirements:
• Protect against direct and indirect accesses (via inference channels) to the fact
that Frank had disease D3 .
• Ensure that Tony can access Frank’s D3 diagnosis.
Furthermore, in a healthcare environment we need to disclose those medical data
items that do not conflict with Frank’s privacy desire to maximise their availability for
legitimate purposes. Unnecessarily hiding facts about patients’ medications or diseases
could lead to life-threatening treatment errors.
To solve this problem, we follow a probabilistic approach by applying a Bayesian
network that uses a medical knowledge base to detect and then restrict inference channels to an acceptable level. This process is executed on each medical event in the
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patient’s EHR. Our approach aims to both hide those medical data that have high inference probability to a ‘sensitive’ disease, and to disclose the maximum amount of
non-inferential medical data.

5.2

Related Work

Inference control mechanisms are introduced to detect and eliminate the occurrence
of harmful inference channels. Successful inference attacks affect users’ and organisations’ data confidentiality and privacy. Many research projects in database security
have addressed this problem and several detection and elimination techniques have
been proposed for inference channels [65]. In this section, we introduce these techniques and highlight their limitations with respect to the problem introduced above.

5.2.1

Detection Techniques

Inference attacks usually occur by combining metadata (e.g. database constraints) [28,
65] and/or external information (e.g. public observations) [59] with retrieved data in
order to derive information that has a higher security classification than the original
data. Techniques used to detect inference channel are categorised in two forms: static
and dynamic.
Static Detection Techniques
This category includes mechanisms that detect inference channels during database design. In this case the database schema is analysed to detect inference channels according to specific confidentiality and privacy policies, and those detected inference channels are eliminated in a certain way (as we will see in Section 5.2.2) to ensure that inferring confidential or private information cannot occur while using the database [35,65].
In order to accomplish the analysis task, the database architect needs to consider all
the available information that will help an attacker to accomplish his task.
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For example, Su and Ozsoyoglu [145] noted that database constraints such as functional and multivalued dependencies are helpful information for detecting inference
channels. They introduced inference detection algorithms which use functional dependency information, however their approach is based on absolute functional dependencies, and does not consider inference channels that result from imprecise (e.g. probabilistic) functional dependencies. Hale and Shenoi [74] then extended the functional
dependency scope and introduced imprecise (fuzzy) functional dependencies that are
extracted from public knowledge, e.g. published salary scales for executives. They
proved that it is possible to detect inference channels by combining fuzzy functional
dependencies with non-inferential precise functional dependencies; ‘fuzzy inference’
was the name given to this inference type. However, the fuzzy approach tends to build
fuzzy functional dependencies using imprecise common knowledge but does not consider precisely quantifiable causal relations among data elements. By contrast, our
approach can capture these causally probabilistic relations from well-researched and
published medical knowledge. Furthermore, the two aforementioned approaches rely
on functional dependencies whereas our approach employs causally probabilistic relations.
Buczkowski [36] was the first researcher to use a probabilistic approach to quantify the capability of inference channels. He demonstrated his solution on a satellite
network system. Like us, Buczkowski used a Bayesian network to determine the probabilistic relations among data, however his approach differs from ours in the process of
calculating the probability of dependent data. Also our approach is unique in that we
allow for the fact that the prior probability of contracting a disease varies over time.
Chang and Moskowitz [43] have used Bayesian networks to limit the inference capability of certain data. Their approach aims to retain the functionality of the disclosed
data to within a certain ratio by calculating the information loss that will occur once the
inference channel is eliminated. In their solution, they used the data that are recorded
in the relation (table) to compute the probability of inference channels among data in
order to determine the inference capability, but this approach would not allow them
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to have an accurate probabilistic result because they have not considered all possible
values that a particular data field may have. Also, they did not consider the causal
dependencies between data.
By contrast, our approach analyses all the possible data through the use of the medical knowledge base and applies a Bayesian network to compute the inference probability by taking into account the dependencies among data and their prior probabilities.
As an additional feature, our approach allows patients to set their desired privacy levels
(e.g. low, medium, high, or extreme) that are then used as an evaluation threshold for
each inference channel.
Dynamic Detection Techniques
This category includes mechanisms that detect inference channels at run-time (querytime) [32,65,141]. Each user’s query is evaluated according to a certain confidentiality
policy, where previously-answered queries are considered in the process. Controlled
Query Evaluation was developed by Biskup and Bonatti as a dynamic approach to the
inference problem in logical databases [30–33]. After each query, the system checks
whether the answer to that query — combined with the previous answers and possibly
a priori assumptions — would enable the user to infer any secret information. This
approach is computationally expensive [65] but it increases data availability because
inference channel detection is conducted on a case-by-case, data-specific basis, rather
than on generic database schemata.
In our approach, we assume that the user, typically a medical practitioner, has
a predefined query which returns a patient’s whole medical record (or, at least, as
much as this user is allowed to see). We are interested in online EHR systems where
only current medical data is of interest and people would not normally keep old snapshots, therefore the problem of inferring information through incremental queries is
not relevant in our situation. Our approach also aims to maximise data availability by
examining potential inferences on the data, rather than schema, level.
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Elimination (Hiding) Techniques

Once undesirable inference channels have been detected, we need to restrict their capabilities until we have satisfied relevant confidentiality and privacy policies. This
process is achieved by applying inference channel elimination techniques.
The security labelling technique introduced by Mandatory Access Control assigns
‘high’ security labels to those data that are secrets and ‘low’ security labels to those
data that are non-secrets at the database design stage. Users are each assigned a security clearance, so that only users whose security clearance dominates the data security
labels are allowed access. However, to protect against the occurrence of inference
channels a relabelling mechanism is required to hide any non-secure data via which
inferences can be made about secret data, which then means assigning high security
labels to these data. However, this operation may result in overly-restrictive classifications which affect data availability [30, 35, 65]. By contrast, our goal is to maximise
data availability so, where possible, we aim to restrict the probabilistic size of inference
channels, rather than eliminate them entirely.
Lying and refusal techniques [30, 31] have been introduced as a mechanism to
follow within Controlled Query Evaluation, in which false data or no data, respectively,
is returned in situations where answering a query accurately and completely may create
an inference channel. However, in a healthcare context, neither of these approaches is
acceptable. Providing false information to medical practitioners, or withholding vital
information, may result in a life-threatening situation for the patient. Therefore, we do
not consider these techniques in our solution. (In particular, we assume in this chapter
that if our inference channel technique hides some data then it will be obvious to the
user via inspection of the metadata, e.g. a blank field in the medical record, that this
has occurred. This in itself may be considered an inference channel, because it reveals
that the patient has something to hide, but we consider this relatively unimportant in
our application.)
Techniques such as data anonymisation and generalisation [147] are widely used in
medical research applications. The anonymisation hides secret data by revealing data
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only without identifying information, so this approach is similar in practice to the hiding technique because no personalised information can be learnt from it. However, this
approach is not acceptable in medical diagnosis and treatment cases because medical
practitioners need to know patients’ identities. By contrast, the generalisation approach
works by replacing secret specific data with generic less-precise data. For instance, the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases provides a categorisation of diseases
where each disease belongs to a category that is part of a hierarchical structure [132],
e.g. Cholera belongs to an interspinal infection diseases category, so general categories
of disease can be revealed instead of specific diseases. This approach can be suitable
for our purposes because it can provide a low amount of information to medical practitioners in such a way that satisfies the patient’s privacy, it preserves the semantics of
the EHR data schema, and it does not withhold or provide false information to medical
practitioners.

5.3

Medical Data Resources

Our probabilistic inference analysis uses two medical sources. In this section, we
introduce the Medical Knowledge Base that captures the probability relations between
medical data. Also, we use the Electronic Health Record data schema to present the
data sources that we use in our analysis.

5.3.1

Medical Knowledge Base

The Medical Knowledge Base is a crucial input to medical diagnosis systems. In our
scenario it is used to derive the causal probability relationship between two medical
data items (e.g. a disease and its symptoms). Usually, this information is used in clinical decision support systems which offer diagnostic support to physicians to enhance
their diagnostic accuracy and reduce the overall rate of misdiagnosis. MKB information is entered and reviewed on a continuous basis by medical experts. Information
such as the causal probability [122] between a certain disease and its symptoms, and
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the statistical prior probability of the occurrence of a certain disease in a given population are captured within the MKB [70]. The statistical prior probability of getting
a particular disease varies over time, e.g. the probability of contracting malaria in India
in 1976 was 0.94%, but in 2006 the probability had decreased to 0.092%. Similarly, the
probability that a particular medication will be prescribed to treat a certain symptom
can be determined from drug companies’ sales data. Table 5.2 gives an example of the
kind of data that may be contained within the medical knowledge base at a particular
time and is used in our solution in Section 5.5.

D1
D2

Disease-Symptom Causal Probability
S1
S2
S3
S4
35%
15%
40%
0%
0%
0%
40%
30%

S1
S2
S3
S4

Symptom-Medication Treatment Probability
M1
M2
M3
M4
15%
0%
0%
0%
30%
0%
0%
0%
0%
50%
0%
0%
0%
0%
40%
55%

D1
D2

Disease Statistical Prior Probability
P0 − P1
P1 − P2
P2 − P3
80%
60%
60%
60%
70%
50%

Table 5.2: A simple Medical Knowledge Base

5.3.2

Electronic Health Records

An Electronic Health record, as mentioned in Chapter 1, is a patient-centric health
record that captures the patient’s diverse encountered medical events. It has information that is recorded about the patients, e.g. admission and referral data, diagnostic
image data, and medical history. The patient’s medical history captures information
such as the diseases and symptoms that the patient has suffered, and the medications
they have been prescribed. For our purpose we assume that patients are concerned
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about revealing that they have contracted certain diseases. Table 5.1 includes a simple
example that shows the visualisation of a patient’s medical history within the EHR.

5.4

Medical Data Relations

Diseases, symptoms, and medications are data items that are related to one another.
A disease presents itself through one or more symptoms, and a particular symptom
may be treated by one or more medications. This causality helps to establish relations
among these three components. We use the Medical Knowledge Base to retrieve causal
probability, C_Pr, values, i.e. the probability that an effect will occur by knowing the
occurrence of the cause, to determine these relations. There are three different relations
that we can identify among these components: two direct relations, disease–symptom
and symptom–medication, and an indirect relation, disease–medication. We use the
following definitions for each of these three relations.
Definition 5.1. (Disease-Symptom Relation (DS)).

Let Disease List D

{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn } be the list of all known diseases and Symptom List S

=
=

{S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m } be the list of all recognised symptoms. A disease x is in relation with
a symptom y if and only if the causal probability of exhibiting symptom y by having
disease x is greater than zero.


DS = x : D ; y : S C_Pr y|x > 0
Definition 5.2. (Symptom-Medication Relation (SM )). Let Medication List M =
{M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk } be the list of all prescribed medications. A symptom y is in relation
with a medication z if and only if the causal probability of having symptom y by being
observed to take medication z is greater than zero.


SM = y : S ; z : M C_Pr z|y > 0
Definition 5.3. (Disease-Medication Relation (DM )). A disease x is in relation with
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a medication z if and only if z treats one of the symptoms that are caused by x. Let Ri be
a relation (set of pairs) with domain Xi and range Y j . Then the relational composition
n
o

Ri  R j is the relation x : Xi ; y : Y j ∃z : (x, z) ∈ Ri ∧ z, y ∈ R j .
DM = DS  SM

S1

M1

D1

D2

S2

M2

S3

M3

S4
M4

Figure 5.2: Disease, symptoms, and medications relations
As an example, Figure 5.2 shows causally probabilistic relations among some diseases, symptoms, and medications, as determined by the Medical Knowledge Base in
Figure 5.2. Each line (solid or dashed) represents a non-zero causal probability between two data items. Now, we apply our aforementioned definitions to extract the
DS, SM, and DM relations (represented textually as sets of pairs).
DS = {(D1 , S 1 ) , (D1 , S 2 ) , (D1 , S 3 ) , (D2 , S 3 ) , (D2 , S 4 )}
SM = {(S 1 , M1 ) , (S 2 , M1 ) , (S 3 , M2 ) , (S 4 , M3 ) , (S 4 , M4 )}
DM = {(D1 , M1 ) , (D1 , M2 ) , (D2 , M2 ) , (D2 , M3 ) , (D2 , M4 )}

5.5

Probabilistic Inference Channel Detection and Restriction

Inference channel detection has proven to be a complex challenge [35] which requires
accurate analysis of implicit information flow that might occur due to the disclosure of
particular sets of data elements. In our case the goal is to disclose as much information
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about the patient’s medical history as is consistent with their privacy desires and the
medical practitioner’s needs. In this section, we start by introducing various properties for the ‘disclosed’ symptom list and medications list, and demonstrate via four
examples why inference channel detection is difficult and varies according to the medical data knowledge. We then present our probabilistic solution, capable of detecting
inference channels in complicated contexts.

5.5.1

Privacy Properties

Privacy requirements vary among people, so for each potentially sensitive fact in a patient’s medical history the desired ‘privacy protection level’ might vary as well (e.g.
low, medium, high, and extreme). We assume that patients can choose such levels for
their own healthcare data, and we use them to quantify the permitted leaked knowledge that someone can gain by inferring information about the patient. Let Infer (Y|X)
denote the ‘inference probability’ [36] that knowing fact X will lead one to conclude
that Y is true. In other words, it represents the likelihood that we will conclude Y given
X. The higher the value, the greater the danger of someone making a correct inference
about private data. Informally, it can be thought of as the ‘size’ or ‘width’ of the inference channel. In order to reduce the privacy impact of a detected inference channel,
we keep reducing its size until we reach a satisfactory privacy level. We define two
criteria, namely the Privacy Protection Threshold and the Maximum Entropy Probability Distribution, that can be employed individually or collaboratively to define the
foreseen satisfactory privacy level.
Definition 5.4. (Privacy Protection Threshold (PPT)). The privacy protection
threshold determines the severity of inference channels, and is defined by means of
privacy protection levels. A privacy protection level (PPL) is a discrete value that is
set by the patient to express his desired level of privacy protection. Each PPL is associ
ated with an assigned inference threshold t. Let PPL = Low,Medium,High,Extreme ,
d be a protected medical disease and x be a medical data item. In order to say that
disclosure of x creates an illegal inference channel, the following condition must be
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≥75, when PPL = Low
≥50, when PPL = Medium
≥25, when PPL = High
>0, when PPL = Extreme

Definition 5.5. (Maximum Entropy Probability Distribution (MEPD)). The maximum entropy probability distribution is the disease inferential probability distribution
for a given medical data item whose entropy has the highest inferential probability in
a set of diseases. Let d ∈ D, where D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a protected disease and x
be a medical data item. In order to say that disclosure of x contributes most strongly to
the existing of an illegal inference channel, the following condition must be satisfied:
∀y ∈ D • Infer (d|x) > Infer y|x



By using Definitions 5.4 and 5.5, we can define the characteristics of an acceptable Disclosed Symptom List (DSL) and Disclosed Medication List (DML), i.e. the
information we will allow to be displayed in the patient’s Electronic Health Record.
Definition 5.4 allows patients to define the maximum allowable size of an inference
channel, and Definition 5.5 tells us which of a set of diseases contributes most strongly
to the existence of the channel.
Property 5.1. (Disclosed Symptoms List (DSL)).

Let d ∈ D, where D =

{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a protected disease, and SL ⊂ S , where S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m },
be a symptoms list. SL is considered acceptably safe from the risk of inferring an illegal indirect disclosure of d, with regard to either or both of the PPT and MEPD criteria,
and can be used as a disclosed symptoms list, if it satisfies the relevant criterion’s condition or conditions:
PPT condition: Infer (d|SL) < t
MEPD condition: ∃y ∈ D • Infer (d|SL) ≤ Infer y|SL
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Property 5.2. (Disclosed Medications List (DML)).

Let d ∈ D, where D =

{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a protected disease, and ML ⊂ M, where M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mm },
be a medications list. ML is considered acceptably safe from the risk of inferring an illegal indirect disclosure of d, with regard to either or both of the PPT and MEPD criteria, and can be used as a disclosed medications list, if it satisfies the relevant criterion’s
condition:
PPT condition: Infer (d|ML) < t
MEPD condition: ∃y ∈ D • Infer (d|ML) ≤ Infer y|ML



Exactly how Infer(d|L) is calculated for a particular disease d and symptom or
medication list L is explained below. For the sake of simplicity, we use the privacy
protection threshold as our evaluation criterion, however the same approach can be
applied when using the Maximum Entropy Probability Distribution.

5.6

Privacy-Preserving Data Disclosure

In this section we present our probabilistic approach for detecting the data that causes
inference channels within a patient’s Electronic Health Record. Also we show how to
determine an appropriate disclosed data list that satisfies both patient’s privacy desires
and medical practitioners’ requirement for maximum disclosure of medical data.

5.6.1

Inference Channel Detection and Restriction

Our inference channel detection process is highly dependant on the Medical Knowledge Base, and this process gets increasingly complicated as the number of relations
within the knowledge base increases. In the following examples we present our probabilistic approach to detecting and restricting inference channels within an Electronic
Health Record in successively more challenging situations.
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D1

S1

M1

D2

S2

M2

Figure 5.3: Unique disease-symptom-medication relations
Example 5.1. Assume a patient’s EHR has a medical event containing a timestamp,
disease, symptoms, and medications event (T 1 , D1 , S 1 , M1 ) . The patient classifies disease D1 as private data and chooses a ‘medium’ privacy protection level. Further assume that the medical knowledge base contains the relations shown in Figure 5.3,
where each solid or dashed line represents a causal probability that is greater than
zero. In order to achieve the patient’s stated privacy desire, we need to hide disease D1
to protect against direct accesses. Also, we need to evaluate the inference capability of
symptom S 1 and medication M1 with respect to disease D1 .
As per Definitions 5.1 and 5.3, symptom S 1 and medication M1 are in relation with
disease D1 . As S 1 is the only symptom that is in relation DS with D1 , this makes its
inference probability immediate; the same concept applies to M1 .
Infer (D1 |S 1 ) = Infer (D1 |M1 ) = 100%
Therefore, hiding symptom S 1 and medication M1 is mandatory because their inference probabilities are greater than the patient’s privacy threshold. A patient with symptom S 1 or taking medication M1 must have disease D1 . However, detecting inference
channels in Example 5.1 is an easy process as symptoms and medications that are in
relation with disease D1 do not have any relation with other diseases.
Example 5.2. Let us extend the relations in Figure 5.3 and add a link between disease
D2 and symptom S 1 (Figure 5.4).
In this scenario, we find that symptom S 1 and medication M1 are in relation with
both diseases D1 and D2 . Therefore, it cannot be said that S 1 and M1 have an immediate inference channel with regard to disease D1 , but they might have a probabilistic in-
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D1

C_Pr(S1 | D1)=30%

Pr(D1)=40%

|
r(S 1
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D2

S1

M1
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60%
D 2)=

C_Pr(S2 | D2)=60%

Pr(D2)=30%

Figure 5.4: Symptom related to two diseases
ference capability. Therefore, in order to detect whether or not there is a worrisome inference channel we use a Bayesian inference probabilistic approach [71,121,123,144].
Bayesian networks allow statistical inference in which evidence or observations are
used to update or to newly infer the probability that a hypothesis may be true. The
name “Bayesian” comes from the frequent use of Bayes’ theorem in the inference process.
Definition 5.6. (Bayesian Inference Theorem). Let ϕ be a finite set of events and

ϕ|Pr be a probability space. Let E, H1 , H2 , . . . , Hk ∈ ϕ be compound events, none
of which has zero probability. Then the posterior probability of hypothesis Hi given
evidence E is:
Pr(Hi )C_Pr (E|Hi )


j=1 Pr(H j )C_Pr E H j

Pr (Hi |E) = Pk
where,

• Pr(Hi ) and Pr(H j ) represent null hypotheses, that were inferred before new evidence E , and are called prior probabilities.
• C_Pr (E|H x ) is the causal probability of seeing the effect E given that the hypothesis (cause) H x is true.
Definition 5.6 is a generic definition for Bayesian inference, however we adapt it
to derive our definition for symptom inference probabilities. Let R be a relation (set of
pairs) with domain X and range Y. Then the image of relation R through a set S ⊆ X is

the set y : Y | ∃s : s ∈ S ∧ (s, y) ∈ R , denoted as RhS i. We allow the image of a singleton set R h{s}i to be abbreviated Rhsi. Let R be a relation (set of pairs) with domain X
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and range Y. Then the inverse relation R−1 is defined as R−1 = y : Y ; x : X | (x, y) ∈ R .
Definition 5.7. (Symptom Inference Probability).

Let d ∈ D, where D =

{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a protected disease, and s ∈ S , where S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m } , be
a symptom. Then the inference probability of a patient having disease d by knowing
the patient has symptom s is calculated as follows:
Infer (d|s) = P

Pr(d)C_Pr (s|d)
−1
Pr(e)C_Pr (s|e)
e∈DS hsi

In this definition inverse relation DS

−1

maps symptoms to diseases, so applying it

to symptom s returns the set of all diseases e which cause this symptom.
For example 5.2, we can use Definition 5.7 with the provided causal probabilities in Figure 5.4 to determine the inference probability of disease D1 with respect to
symptom S 1 .
Pr(D1 )C_Pr (S 1 |D1 )
e∈{D1 ,D2 } Pr(e)C_Pr (S 1 |e)

Infer (D1 |S 1 ) = P
=

0.4(0.3)
0.4(0.3) + 0.3(0.6)

= 40%
As a result, knowing that a patient has symptom S 1 increases our suspicion that the
patient has been infected by disease D1 , but does not guarantee this conclusion. However, the disclosure of symptom S 1 is not considered to create a harmful inference
channel according to the patient’s ‘medium’ privacy protection level which allows this
symptom to be as high as 50%.
Next, we want to evaluate whether or not knowing that the patient has been prescribed medication M1 could be used to infer any information about the presence of
disease D1 . In order to calculate D1 ’s inference probability with respect to M1 , we
need to calculate the transitive inference probability between medications, symptoms,
and diseases in the Medical Knowledge Base. Firstly, we need to find those symptoms
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that are in relation with both disease D1 and medication M1 to define the inference path
from M1 to D1 . Definition 5.8 shows how these symptoms can be identified.
Definition 5.8. (Shared Symptoms List). Let d ∈ D , where D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn },
be a disease, m ∈ M, where M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }, be a medication, and S =
{S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m } be a set of symptoms. The shared symptoms list between disease
d and medication m in the Medical Knowledge Base is defined as follows:




\
−1
Sh(d, m) = s : S s ∈ DShdi
SM hmi
In this definition term DShdi returns the set of symptoms produced by disease d,
while inverse relation SM

−1

applied to medication m returns the set of symptoms for

which medication m is prescribed.
Secondly, we use a Bayesian theorem to calculate the inference probability of each
symptom in list Sh (D1 , M1 ) with respect to medication M1 . In order to accomplish this
calculation we derive Definition 5.9 from Definition 5.6, in this case we use inverse
relation SM

−1

to find all the symptoms for which a medication m is prescribed.

Definition 5.9. (Symptom-Medications Inference Probability). Let s ∈ S , where
S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }, be a symptom, and m ∈ M, where M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }, be
a medication. Then the inference probability of symptom s by knowing the patient
takes medication m is defined as follows:
Pr(s)C_Pr(m|s)
−1
Pr(e)C_Pr(m|e)
e∈SM hmi

Infer(s|m) = P

Thirdly, we use Definition 5.7 to derive the inference probability of disease D1 by
knowing that the patient has a symptom s ∈ Sh(D1 , M1 ) . This process is repeated for
each shared symptom. Finally, we use Definition 5.10 to calculate the transitive inference (medication inference probability). This definition uses the previous inference
values by multiplying each inference arc (symptom-medication and disease-symptom)
to get the inference ratio for the medication.
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Definition 5.10. (Medication Inference Probability). Let d ∈ D, where D =
{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a disease, s ∈ S , where S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }, be a symptom, and
m ∈ M, where M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }, be a medication. Then the inference probability
of disease d by knowing a patient takes medication m is defined as follows:
P

Infer(d|s)Infer(s|m)
s∈Sh(e,m) Infer(e|s)Infer(s|m)

s∈Sh(d,m)

Infer(d|m) = P
e∈DM

−1

P
hmi

This definition calculates the inference capability of a medication m towards a disease d by dividing its inference probability of disease d (that is calculated by using the
shared symptoms between d and m) by the summation of its inference probability of
−1

those diseases that have relation DM with m (we used the inverse relation DM hmi to
find about these diseases that m is in relation with).
Now, we use Definition 5.10 to calculate the inference probability created by knowing that the patient in our example takes medication M1 .
Infer(D1 |M1 ) = P
=

Infer(D1 |S 1 )Infer(S 1 |M1 )
P
e∈{D1 ,D2 }
s∈Sh(e,M1 ) Infer(e|s)Infer(s, M1 )

0.4(1)
0.4(1) + 0.6(0.1)

= 40%
The inference probability of disease D1 by using medication M1 is smaller than 50%,
which means that disclosing M1 will not breach the patient’s stated privacy desire. As
a result, the disclosure of both symptom S 1 and medication M1 is acceptable in this
extended example, because it is possible that the patient has this symptom and takes
this medication for non-sensitive disease D2 .
Example 5.3. Assume a patient has a medical record containing a timestamp, disease,
symptoms, and medications event (T 2 , D1 , {S 1 , S 2 } , {M1 , M2 }). The patient classifies
disease D1 as private data and chooses a ‘medium’ privacy protection level. The available medical knowledge is represented in Figure 5.5. In order to achieve the patient’s
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Figure 5.5: Medication used to treat two symptoms related to two diseases
stated privacy desire, we need to hide disease D1 to protect against direct accesses.
Also, we need to evaluate the inference capability of the exhibited symptoms and the
prescribed medications.
From the medical knowledge (Figure 5.5), we notice that symptoms S 1 and S 2 , and
medications M1 and M2 , are all in relation with diseases D1 and D2 which makes our
inference detection task more difficult because we need to consider all these connections in the inference probability process.
We start our inference probability evaluation by considering individual data items
at first. We use Definition 5.7 to evaluate the inference probability for disease D1
caused by the individual symptoms S 1 and S 2 :
Infer(D1 |S 1 ) =

0.4(0.8)
= 67%
0.4(0.8) + 0.4(0.4)

Infer(D1 |S 2 ) =

0.4(0.5)
= 46%
0.4(0.5) + 0.4(0.6)

As a result, symptom S 1 must not be disclosed because it fails to satisfy the patient’s
privacy setting on its own, but we can reveal that the patient has symptom S 2 because
knowing this does not allow someone to conclude that the patient has disease D1 with
enough certainty to violate the privacy requirement. Next, we evaluate the inference
probability caused by medications M1 and M2 with respect to disease D1 using Defini-
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tion 5.10:
!
0.8
0.67
+ 0.46
1.7
!
!
Infer(D1 |M1 ) =
0.8
0.9
0.67
+ 0.46
+ 0.33
1.7
1.7
Infer(D1 |M2 ) =

!
0.9
1.7
!
! = 56%
0.8
0.9
+ 0.55
1.7
1.7

0.46(1)
= 46%
0.46(1) + 0.55(1)

Thus the disclosure that the patient takes medication M2 does not breach the patient’s
privacy desire; whereas revealing that the patient takes medication M1 fails to meet
this privacy constraint. Overall, therefore, symptom S 2 and medication M2 satisfy the
privacy protection threshold (PPT) disclosure condition as per Properties 5.4 and 5.5,
and so revealing that the patient has symptom S 2 and takes medication M2 does not
create an illegal inference channel.
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Figure 5.6: Joint probability

Example 5.4. Let us extend Example 5.3 by adding two additional relations in the
medical knowledge base (Figure 5.6).
We start by calculating the inference probability of the patient’s exhibited symp-
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toms, with respect to disease D1 :
Infer(D1 |S 1 ) =

0.4(0.8)
= 40%
0.4(0.8) + 0.4(0.8) + 0.4(0.4)

Infer(D1 |S 2 ) =

0.4(0.5)
= 29%
0.4(0.5) + 0.4(0.6) + 0.4(0.6)

Therefore, neither symptom S 1 nor S 2 , on their own, could breach the patient’s
‘medium’ privacy policy and create an illegal inference channel since their inference
probabilities are lower than 50%, because there are now further diseases that are known
to create these symptoms. However, the joint knowledge that the patient has both
symptoms S 1 and S 2 might create a harmful inference channel, because it increases
the likelihood of that patient having disease D1 . Therefore, we need to analyse their
joint inference probability. In order to avoid the need to have conditional probabilities for all combinations of symptoms we use the Noisy-OR approach [24], another
type of Bayesian network used to calculate the joint probability of several effects. This
approach is used in diagnosis decision support systems [77] where the inference of
a symptom using multiple diseases is calculated. However, in our approach we are interested in the opposite direction, where we aim to compute the inference of a disease
by knowing some symptoms.
Definition 5.11. (Noisy-OR). Let X be a set of random variables, with Z ⊂ X and
y ∈ X. Variables of X are either in-relation or not in-relation with each other. The
random variable y is called the noisy-OR of X if it is in-relation with some variables
of X and not in-relation with others.
Pr(y|Z) = 1 −

Y


1 − Pr(y|x)

x∈Z

In order to calculate the inference probability that is caused by combinations of
symptoms or medications, we need to find the diseases that are in relation with these
symptoms and medications. We use Definitions 5.12 and 5.13 to extract the diseases
that share certain symptoms or the medications used to treat several diseases.
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Definition 5.12. (Diseases with Joint Symptoms (DJS)). Let Z ⊂ S , where S =
{S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }, be a set of symptoms, and DJS(Z) be those diseases that cause the
occurrence of all symptoms in Z, such that DJS(Z) ⊂ D, where D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }.
DJS(Z) =

\

−1

DS hsi

s∈Z

Definition 5.13. (Diseases Sharing Medications (DSM)). Let Y ⊂ M, where M =
{M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }, be a set of medications, and DSM(Y) be those diseases that are
treated by the same medications, such that DSM(Y) ⊂ D, where D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }.
DSM(Y) =

\

−1

DM hmi

m∈Y

Now, we substitute Definitions 5.7 and 5.10 into Definition 5.11 to create Definitions 5.14 and 5.15. These definitions calculate the inference probability by using
the Noisy-OR approach and then divide the result by the inference probability of each
disease by knowing the joint symptoms and medications lists, respectively.
Definition 5.14. (Joint Symptoms Inference Probability). Let d ∈ D, where D =
{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a disease, and Z ⊂ S , where S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }, be a set of
symptoms. Then the inference probability of disease d from knowing that a patient has
symptoms Z is defined as follows:
Q


1 − Infer(d|s)
Q

Infer(d|Z) = P
e∈DJS(Z) 1 −
s∈Z 1 − Infer(e|s)
1−

s∈Z

Definition 5.15. (Joint Medications Inference Probability). Let d ∈ D, where D =
{D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be a disease, and Y ⊂ M, where M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }, be a set of
medications. Then the inference probability of disease d by knowing that a patient
takes medications Y is defined as follows:
Q


1 − Infer(d|m)
Q
Infer(d|Y) = P

e∈DSM(Y) 1 −
m∈Y 1 − Infer(e|m)
1−

m∈Y
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Now, let us apply Definition 5.14 to calculate the joint inference probability of
symptoms S 1 and S 2 , with respect to disease D1 .
Q


1 − Infer(D1 |s)
Q
Infer (D1 |{S 1 , S 2 }) = P

e∈{D1 ,D2 } 1 −
s∈{S 1 ,S 2 } 1 − Infer(e|s)
1−

=

s∈{S 1 ,S 2 }

[1 − (1 − 0.4)(1 − 0.29)]
[1 − (1 − 0.4)(1 − 0.29)] + [1 − (1 − 0.2)(1 − 0.38)]

= 54%
Thus the combination of both symptoms S 1 and S 2 creates an illegal inference channel
as their joint inference probability is greater than 50%. Therefore, we need to hide
either S 1 or S 2 to block this illegal inference channel.
Now, we evaluate the inference probability caused by medications M1 and M2 by
using Definition 5.8:
Infer(D1 |M1 ) = 35%
Infer(D1 |M2 ) = 29%
Here the inference probability caused by the individual medications does not breach
the patient’s privacy policy. Our next task is to evaluate their joint inference probability
using Definition 5.15:
Q


1 − Infer(D1 |m)
Q
Infer (D1 |{M1 , M2 }) = P

e∈{D1 ,D2 ,D4 } 1 −
m∈{M1 ,M2 } 1 − Infer(e|m)
[1 − (1 − 0.35)(1 − 0.29)]
=
[1 − (1 − 0.35)(1 − 0.29)] + [1 − (1 − 0.28)(1 − 0.35)] + [1 − (1 − 0.17)(1 − 0.35)]
= 35%
1−

m∈{M1 ,M2 }

(In general, the ability to infer that a patient has a disease from their prescribed medications will be less than or equal to the ability to do so from their exhibited symptoms
because symptoms are directly related to diseases whereas medications are related indirectly. This will not be the case, however, if all of the symptoms associated with
a disease are not exhibited by the patient, or recorded by the doctor, even though the
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appropriate medication has been prescribed.)
Therefore, the disclosure that the patient takes both medications M1 and M2 still
satisfies the patient’s privacy requirement.

5.6.2

Disclosable Data

Notice in Example 5.4 that to eliminate the undesired inference channel caused by
revealing a combination of symptoms or medications we have a choice of hiding the
fact that the patient has either symptom S 1 or S 2 , but we do not need to hide both. In
general, we usually have a number of alternative choices of ‘disclosable’ symptoms
and medications all of which would preserve the patient’s privacy requirement. In
Definitions 5.16 and 5.17, we define all of the possible lists of disclosable symptoms
and disclosable medications that preserve the patient’s privacy.
Definition 5.16. (Privacy-preserving Disclosed Symptoms Lists (PDSL)). Let d ∈
D, where D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be the patient’s diagnosed disease, Z ⊂ S , where
S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }, be the patient’s exhibited symptoms. The privacy-preserving
disclosed symptoms lists (PDSL) that satisfy the patient’s privacy desire to protect
against inferring disease d with respect to privacy threshold t is defined as follows. Let
P Z denotes the powerset (set of all subsets) of set Z.

PDSL = Y : P Z | Infer(d|Y) < t
Definition 5.17. (Privacy-preserving Disclosed Medications Lists (PDML)). Let
d ∈ D, where D = {D1 , D2 , . . . , Dn }, be the patient’s diagnosed disease, and G ⊂ M,
where M = {M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }, be the patient’s prescribed medications. The privacyreserving disclosed medications lists (PDML) that satisfy the patient’s privacy desire
to protect against inferring disease d with respect to privacy threshold t is defined as
follows:
PDML = {Y : P G | Infer(d|Y) < t}
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As per Definitions 5.16 and 5.17 we can determine the disclosed lists for Example 5.4:
PDSL = {{S 1 }, {S 2 }}
PDML = {{M1 , M2 }}

5.6.3

Optimum Disclosed Data List

Definitions 5.16 and 5.17 comply with the privacy constraint, which was our first stated
aim in Section 5.1, and allow several acceptable solutions. However, we still need to
narrow down our selection criteria in order to satisfy our second motivational goal
which was maximising the availability of data for use by medical practitioners. Revealing nothing at all would satisfy the patient’s privacy needs, but is obviously not
an acceptable solution. Therefore, we also wish to maximise the size of the disclosed
lists. In Definitions 5.18 and 5.19, we define the desired disclosed symptoms lists and
medications lists that satisfy both privacy and availability requirements. This is done
by choosing the longest acceptable lists. (Other criteria could also be introduced based
on medication relevant to the current diagnosis scenario.)
Definition 5.18. (Disclosed Symptoms List (DSL)). Let PDSL be the set of privacypreserving disclosed symptom lists. A valid disclosed symptom list (DSL) is then
a member of the set {X : PDSL | ∀Y : PDSL • |Y| ≤ |X|}.
Definition 5.19. (Disclosed Medication List (DML)). Let PDML be the set of
privacy-preserving disclosed medications lists.

A valid disclosed medication list

(DML) is then a member of the set {X : PDML | ∀Y : PDML • |Y| ≤ |X|}.
By using Definitions 5.16 and 5.19 we conclude with our final disclosed lists for Example 5.4 telling us which symptom and medications we can reveal without creating
an unacceptable risk of inference about the patient’s private data:
DSL = {S 1 }
DML = {M1 , M2 }
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We can thus reveal that this patient exhibited symptom S 1 and take medications M1
and M2 with creating an unacceptable ability to infer that he has disease D1 .

5.7

Algorithm

In the previous section we introduced our probabilistic inference detection and restriction approach through a series of definitions. In this section, we present two practical
algorithms for inference channel elimination that use different inference evaluation
criteria.

5.7.1

Privacy Protection Threshold

Algorithm 5.1 shows our algorithm that uses the privacy protection threshold to produce a disclosed symptom list consistent with the definitions above. The overall strategy is to perform a series of ‘blocking rounds’ in which we try blocking increasingly
large subsets of symptoms from the patient’s symptoms list until the inference level for
the disease of interest falls below the given threshold. The algorithm, like the definitions above, is nondeterministic when more than one acceptable solution is possible.
This algorithm starts by quantifying the privacy threshold, and then initialises two
variables: Subset_Size is used to determine the size of the sets that we will consider
hiding in each blocking round, and Blocked_Symptom_List is used to store those symptoms that will be blocked. Next, we iteratively apply Definition 5.14 to detect whether
the patient’s diagnosed symptoms, less the blocked symptoms list, can be used to infer
the protected disease. As long as this is the case, we increase the size of the blocked
symptoms list and fill it with symptoms exhibited by the patient that allow the illegal
inference channel, starting with the symptom x that has the highest inference capability and working downwards. Thus we begin by blocking as few symptoms as possible,
but keep increasing the number of symptoms blocked until the inference channel’s size
does not exceed the given threshold t. (The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate; in
the worst case, all the patient’s symptoms will be blocked.)
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Algorithm 5.1 Disclosure process using PPT for non-inferential symptoms
Input: 1. Protected disease d
2. Patient’s exhibited symptom list SL
3. Patient’s privacy protection level PPL
4. Medical Knowledge Base
Output: Disclosed symptom list DSL
Method:
{:: Determine
patient’s privacy threshold ::}


75%, when PPL = Low





 50%, when PPL = Medium
t=


25%, when PPL = High



 0%, when PPL = Extreme
{:: Initialise process ::}
subset_Size ← 1
Blocked_Symptom_List ← ∅
{:: Start filtering process ::}

while Infer d|SL − Blocked_Symptom_List ≥ t do
for each set X ⊆ SL such that |X| = Subset_Size do
if Infer (d|X) ≥ t then
S
Blocked_Symptom_List ← Blocked_Symptom_List {x},

where x ∈ s : X | ∀u : X • Infer (d|s) ≥ Infer (d|u)
end if
end for
Subset_Size ← Subset_Size + 1
end while
{:: Compute the DSL ::}
DSL ← SL − Blocked_Symptom_List
The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(2n ) where n is the number of
the patient’s exhibited symptoms (the length of list SL). Although the time complexity
is exponential in n, the algorithm is nevertheless useful in practice because the number
of the patient’s exhibited symptoms is usually small.
The same algorithm can be used to filter the patient’s prescribed medications and to
produce the disclosed medication list. The only difference is that we have to consider
medications in our analytical steps instead of symptoms and to apply the appropriate
definitions that are related to medication inference analysis.
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Maximum Entropy Probability Distribution

Algorithm 5.2 outlines our algorithm that uses the MEPD criterion to produce a disclosed symptom list consistent with the aforementioned definitions. The approach we
follow in this algorithm is to compare the inference probability of the protected disease against the inference probability of those diseases that are in relation with the
investigated symptoms. If the inference probability of the protected disease is the
highest among other diseases, we reduce the size of the inference channel by removing
a symptom from the disclosed symptoms. We keep doing this process until the inference probability of the protected disease does not exceed that of all other diseases. The
algorithm, as the former one, is nondeterministic in the sense that there is more than
one acceptable solution.
The algorithm starts by noting no disease that has higher inference probability than
the protected disease d is found. Next, an iterative process starts, and will end once
there is a disease that has higher inference probability than d. Inside this repeat loop,
we use Definition 5.12 to produce the disease list Z where each disease is in relation
with the investigated symptoms SL. A while loop is then initiated to compare the inference probability of d against other diseases in Z and continues while there is a disease
in Z and we have not found a disease with a probability higher than d’s. Inside this
iterative process, we process the inference probability comparison with the help of
Definition 5.14. If we find a disease that has higher inference probability than the protected disease d, we quit the two iterative processes. Otherwise, we remove the disease
that fails to dominate d’s inference probability from the list Z and continue our comparison iterative process. If it appears that d’s inference probability is the highest, we
reduce its inference channel by removing the symptom that has the highest inference
capability from the investigated symptom list SL, and we continue our iterative process
by computing the new disease list Z. However, once we reach a state where a disease
with a higher probability than d’s current inference capacity is found, the symptoms in
set SL are the disclosed symptom list that will not create a harmful inference channel.
The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(n ∗ m) where n is the number
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Algorithm 5.2 Disclosure process using MEPD for non-inferential symptoms
Input: 1. Protected disease d
2. Patient’s exhibited symptom list SL
3. Medical Knowledge Base
Output: Disclosed symptom list DSL
Method:
{:: Initialise process ::}
Found ← False
{:: Start filtering process ::}
repeat
Z ← DJS(SL) − {d}
while |Z| , 0 and not Found do
let z ∈ Z
if Infer (z|SL) < Infer (d|SL) then
Z ← Z − {z}
else
Found ← True
end if
end while
if not Found then
SL ← SL − {x},

where x ∈ s : SL | ∀u : SL • Infer (d|s) ≥ Infer (d|u)
end if
if |SL| = 0 then
Found ← True
end if
until Found
{:: Compute the DSL ::}
DSL ← SL
of the patient’s exhibited symptoms (the length of list SL) and m is the number of
diseases in the longest disease list DJS(SL) that is associated with any single symptom
in SL.
In order to produce the disclosed medication list, we can employ the same algorithm by considering medications in our analytical steps instead of symptoms and to
apply the medication related definitions in our inference analysis.

5.8. Implementation
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Implementation

To demonstrate the practicality of our approach we have implemented Algorithm 5.1 as
a Java application (Figure 5.7) for calculating both non-inferential disclosed symptoms
and medications lists. Also, we have configured a MySQL database server that stores
medical knowledge data. Our Java application uses the MySQL database server to
retrieve the causal probability between medical data. We built a user interface panel
for entering the patient’s privacy settings, including his sensitive disease and his desired
privacy protection level. Also, we use this interface panel to enter medical data, i.e.
symptoms and medications, that belong to the sensitive disease.

Figure 5.7: Inference detection and restriction application
Whereas the definitions in Section 5.5 and the algorithm’s steps in Algorithm 5.1
are nondeterministic and may produce more than one equally-valid result, the program
instead follows a strictly sequential process in each ‘blocking round’ and is thus deterministic. It considers the data elements in the symptoms and medications lists in order
of appearance.
The resulting disclosed and blocked medical data (symptoms and medications) are
shown in the interface panel. Also, we have included a graph that shows the symptoms’
and medications’ inference capability for disclosing the sensitive disease at the initial
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Figure 5.8: Case scenario - medical knowledge base
state and after executing each round. This graph thus clearly shows the impact of each
data filtering round on the ability to infer the sensitive disease. In the case illustrated
we can see that the inference channel is made acceptably small after 3 rounds because
the ability to infer that the patient has the selected disease from either the exhibited
symptoms or prescribed medications is below the privacy threshold.

5.9

Case Scenario

As a larger example, let us revisit the case scenario from Section 5.1 and use our
implemented application to detect and restrict those inference channels created by the
patient’s exhibited symptoms and prescribed medications. Let us assume that Frank
selected the ‘medium’ privacy protection level with regard to his protected disease
D3 . Figure 5.8 represents the medical knowledge base that we use in our inference
channel detection process. For simplicity’s sake we assume that the prior probabilities
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(a) Inference channel detection using symptoms

Round
No.
1
2
3
4

Symptoms list
(SL)

Infer
(D3 |SL)

{S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ,
100%
S 5, S 6, S 7}
{S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 } 100%
{S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 }
100%
{S 2 , S 3 , S 4 }
42%

Inference
channel
caused
by (X)
{S 6 }
{S 7 }
{S 1 , S 2 }
{S 3 , S 4 , S 5 }
—

Infer
(D3 |X)
100%
100%
53%
100%
—

Blocked list
{S 6 }
{S 6 , S 7 }
{S 6 , S 7 , S 1 }
{S 6 , S 7 , S 1 , S 5 }
{S 6 , S 7 , S 1 , S 5 }

(b) Inference channel detection using medications

Round
No.

Medication list
(ML)

1

{M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 ,
M5 , M6 }

2

{M4 , M5 , M6 }

Inference
channel
Infer
(D3 |ML) caused
by (X)
{M1 }
100%
{M2 }
{M3 }
8%
—

Infer
(D3 |X)
55%
54%
54%
—

Blocked list
{M1 }
{M1 , M2 }
{M1 , M2 , M3 }
{M1 , M2 , M3 }

Table 5.3: Inference channel detection and restriction result
for diseases D1 , . . . , D6 are equal. Tables 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) show the results of our
inference detection process by using our Java application applied to Frank’s exhibited
symptoms and prescribed medications. In each round the number of blocked symptoms
or medications is increased until the inference channel’s size is below the threshold.
The resulting disclosed lists that do not create harmful inference channels are:
DSL = {S 2 , S 3 , S 4 }
DML = {M4 , M5 , M6 }
In order to protect against the (blocked) symptoms and medications from creating
an inference channel to reveal Frank’s private data (D3 ) in his Electronic Health
Record, we need to assign the same positive security label that Frank has associated with his diagnosis medical data D3 , i.e. S1, to these blocked medical data,
{S 6 , S 7 , S 1 , S 5 } and {M1 , M2 , M3 }, to make them inaccessible by medical practitioners.
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As a consequence, the medical practitioners’, excluding Tony, capability of inferring
disease D3 is limited and cannot exceed 50%, whereas Tony is the only one who can
know about this protected disease and can access the (blocked) symptoms and medications because he has the required positive security label S1.

5.10

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented an extended probabilistic inference channel detection approach for detecting indirect leakage of private healthcare information, and have
presented a mechanism to improve privacy by maximising an attacker’s uncertainty by
disclosing only those data items that do not create harmful inference channels. To
maximise healthcare data availability for valid purposes we reduced the probabilistic
size of an inference channel to an acceptable level, rather than eliminating it entirely.
We assumed an Electronic Health Record was the data source for our inference control
solution, and that a patient selects a ‘protected’ disease. Our probabilistic approach
used a medical knowledge base to identify inference channels. Our solution is novel
in the sense that it considers potentially causality probability among medical data for
detecting the harmful inference channels and due to its ability to allow patients to set
their desired privacy protection level.
However, the solution is limited to detecting inference channels existing within an
individual medical event only, under the assumption that diseases act independently of
each other. Therefore, a further research extension could be carried out to accommodate dependency relationships between diseases, and between medical events.
In addition, it may be the case in practice that a patient might be misdiagnosed on
an initial consultation. An occurrence of a new symptom after a very short time can be
a clear evidence that the first diagnosis was wrong. Therefore, the two medical events
that have been entered into the patient’s medical record are related to each other, so
the symptoms that are recorded for the first medical event should be considered for
the second one and vice versa. To accommodate this, we would need to extend our
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probabilistic approach to consider the timing relationships between distinct medical
events.
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Chapter 6

Privacy-Preserving Workflow
Management
In the information systems arena, Workflow Management Systems are used to run
day-to-day applications in numerous domains, including healthcare [56,174]. A workflow separates the various activities of a given organisational process into a set of
well-defined tasks. The tasks are executed according to the organisation’s policies
to achieve certain objectives. Among these policies, security policies are crucial for
ensuring that the organisation adheres to its own security objectives. However, many
workflows deal with different types of data that originate from various sources. Once
the data is retrieved for a particular workflow case, the organisation, through its WfMS,
is responsible for maintaining data confidentiality as per the organisation’s confidentiality policy. Well-crafted workflow access control mechanisms help the organisation
to achieve such security objectives by assigning tasks’ execution to authorised (human)
resources only.
However, the healthcare workflow system might hold private medical data about
a patient which, in the patient’s opinion, would cause a privacy violation if it was
accessed by certain authorised healthcare staff. In order to execute the healthcare
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workflow case securely, and satisfy the patient’s privacy wishes, we need to consider
the patient’s privacy policy, which expresses the patient’s access authorisation, in the
workflow access control mechanism. Current WfMS structures do not provide a way
to capture a patient’s privacy wishes because they fail to recognise and respect the
wishes of the workflow’s subject. Currently proposed workflow access control models
are built with only the organisation’s security policies in mind and fail to consider the
workflow subject’s privacy requirements.
The subject’s privacy policy impacts workflow execution in two ways. On the one
hand, it affects the resource allocation process. Usually, this process is implemented
according to the organisation’s rules. However, the subject’s privacy policy acts as
a filter that should exclude workers not authorised by the subject from the workflow’s
allocatable resources. On the second hand, it affects data presentation when rendering data forms. Sensitive data should not be revealed to users not authorised by the
workflow’s subject.
In this chapter, we introduce the subject notion and its implications into a workflow
system’s security state, especially the privacy filtering aspect. This is motivated with
three distinct examples sourced from different domains to show that the problem exists
not only in healthcare workflow systems. In addition, we present a conceptual data
model which introduces the subject notion into the workflow authorisation model. In
order to validate this model, we have implemented it in the YAWL environment [149],
producing a novel secure work-resource allocation strategy with auxiliary data properties which are used to control access to private data. Finally, we use a healthcare case
scenario to prove the effectiveness of our implemented approach.

6.1

Related Work

Authorisation is an important workflow security requirement [17]. It refers to enforcing access control to ensure that only authorised resources are allowed to execute
a workflow task. Sandhu introduced a Role-Based Access Control model [136] that
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breaks the traditional authorisation link between subjects and permissions and inserts
a role notion in the middle to ease the authorisation management process. However,
the RBAC model is role-centric and does not consider the task notion in WfMSs.
Conceptual foundations for Task-Based authorisations are presented by Thomas and
Sandhu [135, 151] where privileges for assignment and revocation are discussed in
order to provide active access control enforcement. Oh and Park [119] introduced
a Task-Role-Based Access Control model that is built on top of the RBAC model. A
task notion is inserted between roles and permissions, allowing task execution to be
assigned to role(s). This new development results in better authorisation management
from the workflow perspective. In order to have further access control, authorisation
constraints are introduced as additional filters to be applied on subject-role, role-task,
and subject-task relations. Bertino et al. [27] presented a formal language for these
static and dynamic constraints and provided algorithms to check the inconsistency.
However, the T-RBAC model and the authorisation constraints that are introduced in
all the above-cited work do not consider the subject of the workflow in the authorisation policy, hence they fail to address privacy requirements.
Several improvements have been introduced to enhance workflow authorisation and
work-resource allocation. Casati et al. [40] extend the T-RBAC model by adding a new
organisational element ‘the functional level’ and use event, condition, and action rules
to present an authorisation constraint. The event part denotes when an authorisation
may need to be modified. The condition part verifies that the event actually requires
modification of authorisations, and determines the involved agents, roles, tasks, and
processes. However, this authorisation model also fails to address the subject’s privacy
due to not considering the subject’s authorisation policy in its condition part. Similarly, access control models that are developed to satisfy the workflow ‘separation of
duty’ security requirement [87,107,108] consider only the organisation’s authorisation
policy and thus they too fail to obey the workflow subject’s privacy rules if any.
Research has been done on introducing new security constraints to guard workflow execution [16, 172, 173]. However, none has recognised the workflow sub-
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ject’s privacy requirements and therefore neither privacy-constraints nor secure workresource allocations have been introduced. Cao et al. [39] addressed the importance of human involvement in workflow applications and noted that poor design of
work-resource assignment strategies is one of the critical issues in workflow projects.
They introduced four different authorisation models: department-authorisation, staffauthorisation, role-authorisation, and team-authorisation. These models are utilised to
provide a dynamic task authorisation policy. A Task Authorisation Policy Language is
introduced to express these dynamic policies, but they discuss only the authorisation
requirements and did not investigate the workflow subject’s privacy concerns.
Wolter et al. [166] argue that current process modelling standards are incapable
of capturing security goals such as confidentiality, integrity, or dynamic authorisation.
Therefore, they proposed a security policy model that contains a set of security constraint models. In the authorisation constraint model, permissions are inserted between
a subject (a resource in our case) to a target (a task) but they did not introduce an owner
(a subject) for the tasks that are used in the process model. Xu et al. [171] proposed algorithms to optimise resource allocation in order to execute the business process within
time and cost constraints. They take into account the structural characteristics of the
business process such as task dependencies. However, security constraints have not
been considered in their optimised work allocation strategy.
jBPM, ruote (OpenWFEru), and Enhydra Shark are open source workflow engines.
The jBPM Workflow engine [3] can execute a process written in jPDL and the BPEL
process modelling language. jPDL captures process characteristics such as start tasks,
simple control flow, and data flow. However, it does not capture the subject of the
workflow process. The ruote workflow engine [4] executes processes that are written in its own process definition language, which comes in two flavours: XML and
Ruby DSL. The ruote process definition language fails to introduce the subject of the
workflow, as well. The Enhydra Shark workflow engine [1] is similarly incapable of
addressing the privacy problem because its process modelling language (XPDL) does
not capture the subject of the workflow.
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Commercial workflow management systems are no better than open source WfMSs
with respect to satisfying the workflow subject’s privacy requirements. The IBM
WebSphere WfMS’s [82] task allocation algorithm supports direct assignment to resources or indirect assignment via roles. A role is defined by a set of characteristics
or by using people assignment criteria that are set at design time, so at run time the
workflow engine uses the role’s characteristics to define the workflow authorised resources to execute that task. However, the IBM WebSphere WfMS does not consider
external constraints such as the subject’s privacy requirements in defining its roles.
TIBCO BPM [6] also fails to satisfy the subject’s privacy requirement because its
work-resource distribution relies only on the defined organisational model and does
not consider any external filter in its assignment. FLOWer’s [160] work item distribution uses role and resource assignments with some security constraints (e.g. separation
of duty). However, a work item’s data privacy state is not considered because FLOWer
does not consider the identity of the subject of the workflow. The COSA [52] BPM
defines two access rights for users, distribution and authorisation rights. The authorisation rights concern the actions that the user can do on a work item (e.g. re-route,
skip, and re-distribute). However, these authorisation rights do not provide a solution
to privacy requirements. The subject’s privacy concerns cannot be satisfied because
COSA does not consider the workflow subject’s identity in its specification and does
not provide authorisation at the work item’s data level.

6.2

Yet Another Workflow Language

In this section we introduce Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) the notation of
which we use to model our examples in Section 6.3 and the engine of which we use
for our implementation phase.
YAWL [154] is an executable workflow language. It is an expressive language able
to describe, analyse, and automate complex business process specifications. The language builds on top of the research outcomes of the Workflow Patterns Initiative [155].
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YAWL extends Petri nets with constructs to directly support workflow patterns. However, YAWL is a completely new language with a formal semantics specifically designed to model workflow specifications. This formal semantics has allowed the development of a number of sophisticated verification techniques to catch potentially
costly mistakes before deploying YAWL models for execution [156, 168].
Figure 6.1 shows the modelling elements of YAWL. A YAWL model consists of
tasks corresponding to atomic or composite work items, and conditions to explicitly
represent the notion of state. Splits and joins of type OR, XOR, and AND can be
used to define branching and merging control-flow behaviour. Multiple instance tasks
(including atomic and composite tasks) and cancellation regions complete the controlflow semantics of YAWL [155].
Condition

Atomic task

Start
condition

Composite
task

End
condition

Multiple instance
of an atomic task
Multiple instance of
a composite task

AND-split
task

AND-join
task

XOR-split
task

XOR-join
task

OR-split
task

OR-join
task

Cancellation region

Figure 6.1: Workflow modelling elements in YAWL
YAWL uses net variables, i.e. variables declared at the YAWL net level, to capture
dataflow [130]. These variables can be mapped to task input parameters to represent the
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content of a work item. Also, the task output parameters can be mapped to net variables
where it can, for example, be passed to other task input parameters. At runtime, a work
item can be consumed by an external application (automated task) or by a human
resource via a Web form (manual task). Allocation strategies can be defined to assign
work items to human resources, based on resource patterns. Resources are defined in
terms of roles, capabilities, and groups which are drawn from an organisational model.
The YAWL language is implemented in the YAWL System [153], an open-source
reference implementation of a workflow engine which is used in healthcare domain
for certain purposes [174]. It also has an associated editor which allows process specifications to be created and modified as well as an operational environment, of which
the workflow engine is a part, together with facilities such as a worklist handler that
supports user interaction with the engine during process execution, a web services integration module and a graphical forms manager. Workflow specifications are designed
using the YAWL editor and deployed in the YAWL engine for execution.

6.3

Motivating Examples

Workflow subjects and their privacy requirements have not gained sufficient attention
when designing and executing workflow models. In this section, we present three
distinct examples which highlight the privacy and conflict-of-interest implications that
result from neglecting the subject of the workflow in a workflow’s design and execution
processes. We use the YAWL notation to model and illustrate these examples. From
these examples, we derive the required workflow extensions that are described in more
detail in Section 6.4.

6.3.1

Avoiding Conflict of Interest: Contract Tender Evaluations

In business, contract tenders are evaluated in several steps as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
The process starts by receiving the tenderer’s documents and putting them through
technical and financial evaluations. These tasks are allocated to available human re-
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Figure 6.2: Tender evaluation workflow model
sources to carry out in a way consistent with the organisation’s security authorisation
policy.
However, we can identify a security threat in this example that results from not considering the subject of the workflow in the authorisation process. Let us assume that the
ACME company has submitted a tender document to a government agency. According to the agency’s authorisation policy, either of Alice, Frank, or Adam can perform
the technical evaluation for any submitted tender. Let us further assume that Frank is
a shareholder in ACME and is allocated the technical evaluation task of ACME’s tender. As a result, this allocation creates a conflict-of-interest which might compromise
Frank’s actions in a way that does not serve the organisation’s best interests.
This problem occurs because the organisation cannot express an authorisation constraint that excludes those human resources that are in a conflict of interest with the
company submitting a tender. Instead, the company’s identity should be used as the
workflow’s ‘subject’ so that the organisation can create an authorisation constraint to
protect against any conflicts of interest, e.g. due to the evaluator of a tender also being
a shareholder in the tendering company.

6.3.2

Hiding Personal Data: Phone Banking

In the banking sector, phone banking is a useful service that provides substantial benefits. Figure 6.3 illustrates a phone banking workflow model that receives and processes
customer requests. Requests are processed automatically by the system or manually
by an operator. In this particular case, the customer has no control over what can be
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Figure 6.3: Phone banking workflow model
seen of his bank account’s data by the workflow-authorised operator. This is due to
data access control being managed by the bank’s security policy without consideration
of the customer’s privacy wishes.
For instance, a customer may wish to hide data, such as his credit card balance,
from the bank operator when he is enquiring about a suspicious transaction shown
in his credit card account. Currently, this precise privacy control cannot be implemented in a WfMS. However, extending the workflow system to capture the subject
of the workflow would allow it to retrieve the subject’s privacy policy. This can then
be employed by the workflow engine to allocate the task to an appropriately authorised resource from both the workflow’s and the subject’s perspective. In addition, the
workflow engine could conceal the subject’s private data from generated forms visible
to unauthorised resources. In Figure 6.3, for instance, the displayed form should not
include the customer’s credit card balance.
In order to allow the customer to guard his private information, we need to incorporate the customer’s (i.e. the subject’s) needs in the workflow process and to hide
relevant private data. This can be accomplished by introducing a dynamic mechanism
that employs the customer’s privacy requirements and enforces them while executing
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Figure 6.4: Create friends album workflow model
a workflow.

6.3.3

Generalising Data: Social Networking

Social networks hold collections of data with different privacy levels. Although they
provide various services, vigilance is required in maintaining the privacy of their
users [18]. The workflow model example in Figure 6.4 aims to produce a ‘friends’
album from the Facebook network. In this process, the user selects friends that he
wants to include in his album and then selects the information that he wants to retrieve
about them. Before producing the album, the user examines the retrieved information
and selects the information that he wants to save. In a current WfMS, this process
would be executed by retrieving the user’s friends’, i.e. the workflow’s subjects’, information by presenting them to the user without considering any filters that the subjects
may wish to set. For example John has friends in his Facebook network and Tom
is one of them. However, Tom does not want to have his photo in any album other
than his own. Let us assume that John starts the ‘create friends album’ workflow process and selects his friends, including Tom, and requests to have his friends’ personal
information and photo. The workflow will get this information but should enforce
Tom’s privacy concerning his photo. To satisfy Tom’s privacy desire, the workflow engine should know about the workflow’s subjects, including Frank, Tom, and Alex, and
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enforce their privacy policies while executing the workflow case. In this particular situation, the workflow engine could enforce Tom’s privacy requirement by generalising
the data [133] made available to John, by substituting his photo with a generic image
as shown in Figure 6.4.

6.4

Workflow Implications

The examples in Section 6.3 illustrated the inability of current WfMS authorisation
policies to preserve a workflow subject’s privacy and avoid conflicts of interest. In
this section, we introduce four technical requirements needed to overcome these security problems and to enhance the workflow authorisation constraints. Also, we present
a practical approach for adding these technical requirements to a workflow management system.

6.4.1

Adding the Subject to Workflow Designs

The workflow design phase defines the workflow specifications that are required to
achieve a certain objective (e.g. processing an insurance claim). The workflow specification must include tasks, resources, control flow, and work allocation strategies,
including a workflow authorisation policy which consists of authorisation constraints
that are defined by the workflow administrator. For example, the workflow administrator can set a ‘separation of duty’ security constraint in the execution of tasks T 1 and
T 2 so that whoever executes task T 1 should not execute T 2 and vice versa. During the
execution of the workflow case, the workflow engine is aware of this constraint and
can use the workflow case log file to know who was the executor of task T 1 and avoid
assigning task T 2 to that resource.
However, such a workflow authorisation policy cannot capture security constraints
related to how a user’s or an organisation’s data is employed by the workflow case,
e.g. the bank customer in the phone banking workflow model (Section 6.3). In order
to strengthen workflow authorisation policy to protect against threats to privacy, we
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must use the workflow subject’s relevant information and privacy requirements in the
workflow authorisation process. Therefore, we must introduce the explicit concept of
subject to the workflow specification during the workflow design phase.
We define a workflow’s subject as an entity that owns some of the workflow’s data
or is described or identified by this data. The subject is a uniquely identifiable individual, e.g. a bank customer in the phone banking workflow (Section 6.3.2), or an institution, e.g. the tendering company in the tender evaluation workflow (Section 6.3.1).
Also, it can be a single entity, e.g. a bank customer, or several, e.g. all of the user’s
friends in the ‘create friends album’ workflow model (Section 6.3.3). In the workflow
design phase, we can then create the subject’s related authorisation constraints by using the workflow’s subject reference which tells us who a particular data item is about.
This reference can then be used by the workflow engine while executing a workflow
case to retrieve the subject’s relevant information, e.g. the subject’s privacy policy, and
employ this in its access authorisation mechanism.

6.4.2

Auxiliary Data Properties for Privacy Requirements

In Workflow Management Systems, the workflow data perspective is developed during
the design phase where it describes the data that will be manipulated by the workflow
case. In order to include privacy properties, we need to capture their definition in the
same data perspective. That is, we need a way to introduce data properties in an ad-hoc
fashion without editing the primary workflow data.
To do this, we need to use auxiliary data properties that are not part of the workflow
data structure perspective definition. Auxiliary data properties are metadata descriptors (attribute-value pairs) associated with workflow data elements. Each workflow
data element may have a number of auxiliary properties that at runtime may influence
certain actions, or change the presentation of data when it is rendered. We can use
this data at any stage of the workflow design phase and link it to the workflow data
it is associated with. This predefined data is utilised to serve various functions while
executing a workflow case. For example, it can be used to specify a more precise data
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validation error message when the workflow data fails a validation test and the default
message is ambiguous. Alternately, during the data form rendering process for a task,
the workflow engine may examine its auxiliary data properties for font or background
colour definitions, or to render a particular type of component to display the task data.
For privacy purposes, we can use such auxiliary data properties in our access control mechanism so that, based on their values, they may influence the workflow engine
to protect private data. This can be accomplished by considering the privacy rules in
the subject’s privacy policy and the resource(s) that will execute a task. Let us use
the phone banking example (Section 6.3.2) to show how the auxiliary data properties are set. John, who is a bank customer, has a privacy policy which says that he
does not want Tom, who is a bank employee, to read his credit card balance when
Tom handles John’s call to the phone banking system. The credit card balance data
is linked to an auxiliary data property, let us name it hide, that functions to maintain
the privacy state of the data. Now, let us assume that John calls and Tom is the only
available employee to handle John’s task. In this case, the hide property will tell the
form rendering engine to hide the credit card balance field in order to preserve John’s
privacy. However, if another employee handles John’s task, the credit card balance’s
hide property would not be set and the data will be displayed in the form.
In general, there are two ways to suppress data [133]. To preserve a subject’s
privacy we therefore need two auxiliary data properties:
1. The hide property is an auxiliary data property that is assigned for each data element. It serves to direct the form rendering engine to hide the existence of
a private field and is set dynamically according to the subject’s privacy policy.
This is accomplished by not displaying the private data field at all when rendering the form that results from executing a workflow task. Hiding the credit card
balance field in Section 6.3.2 is an example of this.
2. The generalise property operates similarly except that it instructs the workflow
form engine to display the field but generalise the data it contains in such a way
that the observer’s knowledge of the private data is minimised. The generalise
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property maintains the semantics of the generated form whereas the hide property does not. Substituting a generic male’s portrait in Section 6.3.3 is an example.

6.4.3

Privacy-Preserving Work Allocation

Several work allocation patterns have been introduced to accommodate work-resource
allocation requirements in workflows [131]. However, these work allocation strategies
do not consider the subject of the workflow and thus do not take into account privacy
requirements and potential conflicts-of-interest. As illustrated earlier, the subject’s
privacy requirements direct the work-resource allocation process to allocate work items
to non-restricted resources (from the subject’s perspective). Let us recall the phone
banking example from Section 6.3.2 and assume that John has called the system and
there are two employees who can take John’s request, Tom and Matt. Tom is restricted
by John from accessing John’s credit card balance whereas Matt is not. In this case,
the WfMS should consider John’s privacy policy and preferentially offer the task to
Matt.
However, in some cases assigning the task to a non-restricted resource cannot be
achieved. For example, let us assume that John also restricts Matt from accessing
his credit card transaction details which means that Matt should not access any of
the three possible transaction events. As a result, Tom and Matt are both restricted
by John. To solve the work-resource allocation problem, the workflow management
should allocate tasks to resources that have the lowest restriction level. To choose the
resource, the workflow management system needs to calculate a restriction weight for
each potential resource and then select the resource which has the lowest weight.

6.4.4

Data Patterns for Private Information

Several workflow data patterns were introduced by Russell et al. [130]. Among these
patterns, both workflow data pull and push patterns are required to enhance workflow
privacy awareness. Usually the subject’s data, which includes his privacy policy, would
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be stored in an external database. In order for a workflow system to obey the subject’s
privacy policy, it needs to retrieve this data from the external database. The workflow data pull pattern is defined as the ability of a workflow to request data elements
from resources (e.g. external databases) or services in the operational environment.
This pattern can make the necessary connection between the WfMS and the subject’s
privacy rules and thus enhances the WfMS’s privacy awareness. In addition, the workflow data push pattern allows the workflow to initiate the passing of data elements to
a resource (e.g. an external database) or service in the operational environment. This
pattern thus allows the workflow to update the external database and to include any
new information, for instance, to alert subjects to attempts to access their private data.
Current WfMSs do not fully support these two data patterns. Their inability to
support these patterns implies that contemporary WfMSs cannot capture a subject’s
privacy policy and enforce it accordingly while executing a workflow case.

6.5

Conceptualisation

To capture these requirements, we developed a conceptual Object Role (OR)
model [75] that addresses the meta data requirements for subjects and their privacy
policies for use by Workflow Management Systems. For clarity’s sake, we partitioned
the conceptual model into five parts, where each part concerns a specific concept.
Figure 6.5 depicts the OR model for our resource concept in a WfMS. Resources
come in different types, e.g. subject and employee. A user can be either a subject,
e.g. a bank customer, an employee, e.g. a bank teller, or both. In the organisational
structure, an employee occupies one or more job positions that are uniquely identified
by an ID (jobPosition_ID), e.g. Tom holds jobPosition_ID O10. For administrative supervision purposes, the holder of a job position may report to a higher administrative
job position, e.g. the holder of job position O10 reports to S09 and to those job positions
that supervise S09 as well. Each job position belongs to a unique organisational unit
that is identified by an ID (orgUnit_ID), e.g. job position O10 belongs to organisational
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Figure 6.5: Conceptual model - resources
unit PhS1. Similar to job supervision, each organisational unit administratively may
belong to another organisational unit, e.g. organisational unit PhS1 belongs to PhS0.
Within an organisation, each process specification is owned by an organisational unit,
e.g. organisational unit PhS1 owns process specification SP1. Each process specification may have one or more process instances. A process instance may have descriptive
information about one or more subjects. An employee may possess some capabilities
that can be used by the WfMS to determine suitable resources to execute a task, e.g.
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Figure 6.6: Conceptual model - roles and tasks
Tom is a Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP). In some business cases, there is a requirement to build a team that is responsible for handling a specific task, e.g. a software
system’s GUI upgrade project team. The team members may have additional privileges
to help them proceed in their mission, e.g. a higher security classification level to allow
them to access the computer room.
The role-task concept in our model, shown in Figure 6.6, uses some of the entities
from the resource model. These entities are shaded to indicate that these entities are
external and have been retrieved from other models. Figure 6.6 shows the relation
between tasks and roles, and role assignments. In WfMS authorisation, Task-RoleBased Access Control [119] is widely adopted. T-RBAC is an extension to the wellknown Role Based Access Control. In T-RBAC, the task notion is inserted between
the role and data objects that are introduced in RBAC. In our model, one or more roles
can be assigned to a job position, and also a job position can be assigned to many roles.
In addition, a resource can be assigned directly to an additional role that is not part of
the resource’s job position’s roles, e.g. Lee is assigned an auditor role. In order to
comply with the role inheritance feature in RBAC, in our model a role may belong to
one or more parent roles, e.g. the operator role belongs to the supervisor role.
Delegation of authority is a useful feature that allows a user to temporarily transfer
his privileges to another user to carry out a specific task on his behalf. In our model,
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Figure 6.7: Conceptual model - privileges
we allow this feature by specifying which roles can be delegated and to which other
roles this delegation can be given, e.g. the supervisor role can be delegated to the
operator role. Each role can be used in more than one task and a task can be executed
by more than one role, e.g. the updateCustomerTask can be executed by a resource
in the operator role.
In Figure 6.7 we show the OR model for the privilege concept. A privilege is
identified by a unique privilege identifier and has a unique combination of an action
and a data record which implies that the permitted action is allowed on the data record,
e.g. privilege PR1 permits a write action on data record Rec1.2. The privilege is
assigned to a resource by either linking it to a task, e.g. task updateCustomerAddress
is associated with privilege PR1, or through a referral process. In the referral process,
an employee (delegator) refers a subject’s case to another employee (delegatee) but
with certain privileges. In order to complete this referral successfully, the delegator’s
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Figure 6.8: Conceptual model - data structures
role must be allowed to delegate to the delegatee’s role, which can be checked by
looking into the role delegation relation in Figure 6.6.
The data concept of our model is captured by the OR model in Figure 6.8. We use
a credit card form example in Figure 6.9 to illustrate how the OR model in Figure 6.8
is capable of capturing a form’s data and its structure. Each record in the OR model is
identified by a unique ID. Each record is either a parent of other records or a child. If
it is a parent, we capture the record ID and its children’s IDs and names. For example,
record PersonalInfo is identified by record ID Rec1 and has three child records.
Each child is a record that has a name and unique ID. For example, record ID Rec1.2
is a child of Rec1 and has the name Address. If a record does not have a child, we
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CustomerCreditCard
PersonalInfo
John J. D. Alexander
Name:
Address: 140 Queen Rd. Rome 1178
09 2354 2345
Phone:

CreditCardDetails
AccountNumber:
ExpiryDate:
CardLimit:
CurrentBalance:

1234 2345 1234 4321
12/11
$ 20,000.00
$ 13,500.00

Transactions
Date
10/03/2009
14/03/2009

Details
Amount
river view shop
$ 250.00
psychiatric clinic
$ 270.00

Figure 6.9: Credit card record sample
capture the record’s primitive XML type. For example, CardNumber has record ID
Re2.1 and has no child record so we assign the appropriate XML type to it, which is
in this case character string. By applying these two relations on the credit card form,
we capture the data structure in terms of data relations and XML types as shown in
Figure 6.8. With regard to the data value part, we use a record instance to capture the
data value characteristics. Each record instance has a unique ID and must relate to
a record and be owned by a subject. For example, record instance inst2.1 is related
to record Rec1.2 and owned by the subject John. The record instance is either a parent
of other record instance(s) or a leaf (i.e. childless). For example, in Figure 6.8 record
instance inst3A is a parent of record instances inst3A.1, inst3A.2, and inst3A.3.
The data value is captured by a leaf record instance that corresponds to a leaf record.
For example, record instance inst2.1 is related to record Rec2.1 and captures the
account number value ‘123423451234321’.
Figure 6.10 represents the last part of our conceptual OR model. It shows the authorisation part that captures the subject’s privacy requirements. The subject’s privacy
policy consists of access authorisations that are modelled by an entity access policy.
Each access policy has a unique ID and must be set by a subject to authorise or restrict
the capabilities of certain employees. The access policy can be applied either on the
record level, which affects its instances that are owned by the subject, or on a particular
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subject

employee
… is set by ...

(AC1,John)
(AC2,John)

… controls ...
(AC1,Tom)
(AC2,Lee)

accessPolicy
(ID)
(AC1,N1,Rec2.2)
(inst3B.2,P2,AC2)
record
(ID)

... assigns...to ...

... Is assigned...by ...

... assigns...to ...

recordInstance
(ID)

...is assigned... by...

(AC1,N2,Rec2.3)

negativeLabel

positiveLabel

Figure 6.10: Conceptual model - authorisations
record instance.
We use positive and negative authorisation approaches to express the subject’s required authorisation [25]. In positive authorisation, we use a positive label to flag
a certain record or record instance and assign it to an employee. As a result, any employee who has the required positive label of a record or a record instance can access
its data, otherwise the employee is disallowed. For example, in Figure 6.10 John has
set an access policy AC2 to authorise only Lee to access his record instance inst3B.2
by adding a flag to the record instance and Lee. In negative authorisation, we use
negative labels instead of positive labels to restrict certain employees from accessing
a certain record or record’s instance. For example, in Figure 6.10 John has set access
policy AC1 to restrict Tom’s access to John’s credit card form. The access policy AC1
has two restrictions. One is set on record Rec2.2 and assigned negative label N1 and
the second is set on record Rec2.3 and assigned negative label N2. The access policy
AC1 implies that Tom cannot access the data in either record Rec2.2 or Rec2.3.
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Algorithm 6.1 Least-restricted resource allocation
Input: subjectId, taskId
Output: resourceId
Method:
{:: Find the resources that can execute taskId ::}
Find the role set RO that can execute task taskId
Find the resource set RE that can play any role r ∈ RO
for all s ∈ RE do
s.Weight ← 0
end for
{:: Calculate the restriction weight at the record level ::}
Find the record set RC that is accessed by taskId
SR ← number of positive labels that are set in RC by the subjectId
for all s ∈ RE do
SPR ← number of positive labels that are set by subjectId for s in RC
SNR ← negative labels that are set by subjectId for s in RC
s.Weight ← (SR − SPR) + SNR
end for
{:: Calculate the restriction weight at the record instance level ::}
Find the instance set IN that are accessed by taskId
SI ← number of positive labels that are set in IN by the subjectId
for all s ∈ RE do
SIP ← number of positive labels that are set by subjectId for s in IN
SIN ← number of negative labels that are set by subjectId for s in IN
s.Weight ← s.Weight + (SI − SIP) + SIN
end for
{:: Find the least restricted resource ::}
resourceId ← s, where ∀x ∈ RE • s.Weight ≤ x.Weight

6.6

Implementation

To implement these concepts we extended the YAWL environment [149] to accommodate the requirements in Section 6.4. Our implementation began by converting the
conceptual schema introduced in Section 6.5 to a relational schema. The resulting
privacy database tables were then created in the PostgreSQL server. YAWL’s Java
work-resource allocation framework allowed us to implement a new Java work allocator class that performs the secure allocation strategy. This class interacts with YAWL’s
and our privacy databases to retrieve information according to the work allocation strategy in Algorithm 6.1. This algorithm evaluates the restriction weight, that is calculated
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at the record’s and record’s instances’ levels, for each potential participant and then selects the participant who has the lowest restriction weight. This is accomplished by
finding participants RE authorised by the workflow to execute task taskId and records
RC that are accessible by taskId. Next, we count the number of positive labels SR set
by subject subjectId on records RC. For each participant in RE, we count its positive labels and negative labels that are set by subjectId. The participant’s restriction
weight at the record level is then calculated as the participant’s negative labels plus the
difference between positive labels SR and the participant’s positive labels. The participants’ restriction weight at the record’s instance level is calculated following the same
approach, but by considering the record’s instance object instead. The participant’s
total restriction weight is then calculated as the sum of the two restriction weights. In
this way, the selected participant with lowest restriction weight is able to access more
authorised information than other participants. The worst-case time complexity of the
algorithm is O(n) where n is the number of the workflow authorised participants RE.
To implement our auxiliary data properties (hide and generalise), we took advantage of YAWL’s form rendering framework [11] and implemented a new Java class
with some additional Java helper classes to receive the form from YAWL’s form engine. This class uses the subject ID and participant ID to determine those fields that the
resource processing the task is not authorised to access, by getting information from
our privacy database. The restricted field’s attributes are set accordingly to either hide
or generalise sensitive data as per the field’s privacy enforcement setting defined by
the healthcare privacy/security officer. When the form is returned to the YAWL form
rendering engine, it can either totally hide the existence of the restricted field or replace
the field’s content with generic text.

6.7

Case Scenario

Here we use a healthcare case scenario to demonstrate the functionality of our extended
workflow engine. For the scenario, we consider a patient’s visit to a hospital’s emer-
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Figure 6.11: The hospital’s emergency process model
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gency department. We modelled the emergency treatment process using the YAWL
editor (Figure 6.11). In this model, various data are retrieved from the patient’s Electronic Health Record that resides in an external database to be used in the Emergency
Room.
The process starts by taking the patient’s ID and then a receptionist verifies the
patient’s information to ensure that the patient is the person claimed. Afterwards,
a medical preliminary check is carried out for the patient and his current health information (e.g. temperature) are recorded by a nurse, followed by a medical diagnosis
performed by a doctor to determine the patient’s status. In this task, the doctor can
either proceed and close the patient’s case (e.g. by prescribing medications) or request
additional information that will be retrieved from the patient’s EHR. Once the doctor
has accessed the patient’s additional information, he can decide to either proceed to
close the patient’s case or request additional medical support (e.g. a medical consultation, a specific medical service, or both). The doctor, upon receiving the medical
report for his request, can either proceed to close the patient’s case, request additional
medical support, or wait until he receives other requested medical support to do his
review. In the model, we use a cancellation region that is triggered by executing the
close the ER process task. Once this task is executed, the workflow engine cancels the
tasks executing in that region. Finally, the doctor does the necessary check out tasks
(e.g. prescribing medication, making an admission request) in the composite process
checkout task, and then the patient’s revised medical data produced during this case is
uploaded to his EHR in the external database.
In order to execute the emergency room workflow model, we populated our privacy
database with data samples. We loaded several patients’ EHR data into our database,
and set our database tables to reflect the hospital’s emergency room employees list and
their roles (Table 6.1(a)). Each role is authorised to execute certain tasks as depicted in
Figure 6.11. As an example, we assumed that patient Frank has expressed his privacy
desire by setting his access control policies as in Table 6.1(b) by using the EHR system
that holds his EHR. In this case, he has denied access to his birth date to Jessica, Edith
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(a) Employees and their roles

Employee
Lisa
Jessica
Edith
Sara
Maria
Tom
William
Sophie
Mark

Role
Receptionist
Receptionist
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Doctor
Doctor
Lab technician
Specialist

(b) Frank’s Access Policy

Authorisation type
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive

Applied to
DateOfBirth record
DateOfBirth record
DateOfBirth record
Diagnosis instance ‘Chlamydia’

Assigned to
Jessica
Edith
Sara
William

Table 6.1: ER work place setup
or Sara, and has granted access to his Chlamydia diagnosis only to William.
Now let us follow the execution of the hospital’s emergency process by assuming
that Frank has appeared at the reception desk. Since there is no prior information
about the workflow subject, the task get patient’s ID is assigned randomly to one of
the receptionists. If the task is executed by Jessica then she will enter the workflow
subject ID, i.e. Frank’s ID. Afterwards, she needs to execute the verify patient’s identity
task. The form that is rendered by our extended workflow engine to Jessica is shown
in Figure 6.12(a). The DateOfBirth field is entirely hidden by the workflow engine
through setting the hide auxiliary data property, because Frank disallowed Jessica from
seeing this field. By contrast, if the two tasks were assigned to Lisa, the form will show
Frank’s DateOfBirth field as depicted in Figure 6.12(b) because Frank did not set any
restrictions for Lisa.
Once the receptionist has verified Frank’s identity, the workflow engine will allocate the task do preliminary medical check to an appropriate nurse. YAWL’s workflow engine uses our least restricted-user work allocation strategy (Algorithm 6.1) to
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(a) Frank’s form as presented to Jessica

(b) Frank’s form as presented to Lisa

Figure 6.12: Frank’s personal information form
determine the appropriate nurse. In Frank’s case, the workflow engine allocates the
task to Maria because her restriction weight (re) is the lowest among Sara and Edith
(re(Maria) = 0, re(Sara) = re(Edith) = 1).
The same allocation strategy is used by the workflow engine to determine a suitable doctor to execute the diagnosis task. This task is allocated by the workflow engine to William because his privacy restriction weight is lower than Tom’s. William,
as per Frank’s privacy policy, is able to access Frank’s recorded diagnosis of Chlamydia whereas Tom cannot. The form that is generated to William is depicted in Figure 6.13(a).
However, now let us assume that William is busy and cannot take Frank’s case. In
this situation, the task will be reallocated to Tom assuming there are no other doctors
available. However, the workflow engine knows that Tom is not authorised to know
about Frank’s Chlamydia diagnosis. Therefore, the workflow engine renders the form
so that the Chlamydia diagnosis is replaced by generic term Bacterial infection
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(a) Frank’s form as presented to William

(b) Frank’s form as presented to Tom

Figure 6.13: Frank’s medical history form
so that Tom does not know the specifics of Frank’s sensitive diagnosis as shown in
the form produced by YAWL in Figure 6.13(b). Thus, we have demonstrated how
an extended workflow engine is capable of recognising and using the subject of the
workflow to best preserve the subject’s privacy.

6.8

Conclusion

Workflow Management Systems enforce an organisation’s security policy while executing a workflow case to achieve the organisation’s security goals. However, they fail
to incorporate the security concerns of other entities. Privacy is an important secu-
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rity requirement that pertains to the subject of the data manipulated by the workflow
engine. Current WfMSs do not accommodate the subject’s privacy policies in their
authorisation mechanism.
In this chapter, we explained the importance of the privacy requirement and presented its implication for workflow functions. We introduced the workflow subject
notion and presented it as part of the workflow specification. This extension allows
the WfMS to be aware of the data subject’s identity and consequently to retrieve the
subject’s privacy policy using a workflow data pull pattern. In addition, we presented
a new secure work allocation strategy that uses the subject’s privacy policy to assign
the workflow task to the least-restricted resource from the privacy perspective. A conceptual OR model was designed to capture these extensions.
To demonstrate the practicality of the technique, we then extended the YAWL system’s workflow form rendering engine’s functionality to be aware of private data, using
auxiliary data properties, and enforce the appropriate concealment actions. We then
showed through a case scenario that our extended WfMS is capable of capturing and
enforcing a subject’s privacy policy.
To the best of our knowledge, our extended YAWL workflow system is the first
system that is able to capture and enforce the workflow subject’s privacy policies.
The workflow extension enhances the workflow’s privacy state to protect against any
privacy threat to the subject’s classified private data.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
This thesis has addressed the weak state of privacy and trust management in Electronic
Health Records that exists for currently proposed national EHR systems. Six requirements affecting the EHR system’s privacy and trust characteristics were introduced
and addressed, each having wide implications for patients’ and healthcare workers’
acceptance of an EHR system.
Linking patient’s existing lifetime medical records to the patient’s EHR was the
first requirement introduced. This requirement stems from the fact that each patient
has and maintains several medical records that are located in various data repositories.
In order to gain the touted benefits of EHRs these records must be aggregated. Privacy
and trustworthiness of the medical record linkage process are two important elements
that must be considered. Record matching techniques are commonly used to create
links between a patient’s medical records and the patient’s EHR by examining the patient’s identifiable data presented in either clear or encrypted text formats. However,
these techniques fail to satisfy patients’ privacy and trust requirements as patients’
medical records locations may be revealed to those who examine the patient’s accessible data. Moreover, the matching result may not be 100% accurate in cases of ambiguous identification data. To provide a solution to this problem, we extended a federated
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identity management architecture to allow patients to create the links between their
medical records and their EHR. This setup allows patients to create a link, by using a pseudonym identifier, between the local identifier used by a remote healthcare
provider and their unique EHR identifier. This process results in an accurate linking
outcome because patients can confirm their treatment at remote healthcare providers.
In addition, each patient’s privacy is satisfied because no other EHR users has gained
any information about the medical records’ locations. The necessary message interaction between the EHR system and the remote healthcare provider was defined by
a protocol that was validated using the Uppaal simulation tool.
Determining the trustworthiness of medical data was the second requirement is addressed in this thesis. In the current situation, all medical data are usually assumed
trustworthy a priori so, in the absence of a trustworthiness evaluation, all data will be
valued equally; however, this should not be the case. Reputation systems are commonly used to assist in deriving an agent’s trustworthiness or reliability. However,
although these approaches help to predict the expected future behaviour of an agent,
they do not provide a way to assess the trustworthiness of the agent at a given time in
the past. In this thesis we presented a Medical Data Trustworthiness Assessment model
to assess the trustworthiness of a given medical data item by evaluating the trustworthiness of its sources, i.e. a healthcare provider and a medical practitioner, and to take
into account the context in which the medical data was created. A network structure
and message protocol were presented to show how this model can operate. Beta and
Dirichlet reputation systems were employed to derive a reputation score about a given
agent. An EHR system using the MDTA service would employ the agents’ (i.e. the
healthcare authority’s and healthcare reputation centre’s) reputation scores in a subjective logic calculation to derive the EHR system’s trustworthiness in the medical data.
This model was implemented in a prototype and a case scenario was used to demonstrate the MDTA service’s functionality.
Giving patients control over their medical data’s accessibility was the third requirement addressed in this thesis. Security requirements such as confidentiality, integrity,
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and availability are usually considered when designing a system. However, the users’
privacy requirements are usually neglected or misunderstood. In an EHR system, privacy is a crucial requirement which if not satisfied will cause patients to not use or trust
the system. In order to provide the patients’ desired privacy, patients should have control over their medical data’s accessibility. Current access control models do not take
into account the subject of the data’s privacy needs. In this thesis we analysed three
well-known access control models: Discretionary Access Control, Mandatory Access
Control, and Role-Based Access Control. Their weaknesses and strengths with regard to supporting EHR privacy were discussed, and we concluded that none of these
models are able to satisfy privacy requirements on their own. We then introduced
a privacy-aware access control model that integrates the three existing access control
models. Through the resulting model a patient can express his privacy policy by labelling sensitive medical data and by granting their accessibility to trusted healthcare
workers. In addition, the model uses the healthcare context in its access evaluation
process to allow healthcare workers’ access to the patient’s sensitive medical data in
the case of life-critical emergencies.
The previous requirement aimed to provide patients control over direct accessibility
to their sensitive medical data. However, this requirement does not provide protection
against indirectly inferring private medical data from accessible medical data. This led
us to define the fourth requirement in this thesis as preventing privacy-violating inferences from medical data. An inference channel that can be created by using accessible
data should be minimised to a level where the observer’s certainty about a patient’s
private data becomes very low. Current inference channel detection techniques do not
consider the probability relation that exists between medical data (e.g. the probability
relation of exhibiting a symptom by having a disease) in their detection process and
thus fail to provide a solution for healthcare. In this thesis we presented a mathematical
approach that uses Bayesian networks and probabilistic relations in a medical knowledge base to calculate an inference channel’s capability of leaking information about
a private (protected) medical disease (from a set of symptoms and/or medications).
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The approach is executed by using one of two criteria: a Privacy Protection Threshold
or a Maximum Entropy Probability Distribution. To illustrate the approach’s functionality, we developed a prototype that implements our approach using Java.
Respecting patients’ privacy preferences in healthcare staff assignment and medical data presentation are the last two requirements introduced in this thesis. Several
current Workflow Management Systems were studied but none were able to capture,
understand, and enforce the patients’ privacy policies. This was because WfMSs do not
consider the security, including privacy, requirements of the subject of the workflow,
instead focussing on the organisation’s security policies. In order to solve this problem, we presented an extension to a WfMS by introducing the subject notion as a firstclass-part of the workflow specification, to be considered while designing a workflow
process. This extension allows the workflow to capture the subject’s (i.e. the patient’s
in our case) privacy policies. Also, a novel work allocation strategy was developed
to assign medical tasks to the least-restricted healthcare workers (as per the patient’s
policy). To implement this, the thesis introduced auxiliary data properties for use by
the workflow rendering engine, to satisfy the patient’s preferences in medical data presentation. These auxiliary data properties alert the workflow rendering engine to the
existence of private medical data and direct it to change its presentation in a way that
preserves privacy. These workflow extensions were captured by a conceptual model
implemented in the YAWL environment. A healthcare-related case scenario was used
to test the functionality of the extended workflow engine.
Of course, there are a number of further research topic possibilities that arise from
this work. These include: defining an identity management approach (Chapter 2)
for linking entire family trees to allow diagnosis of, and research into, genetic diseases; implementation of the EHR extended federated identity architecture (Chapter 2)
by using the well-established Identity Framework (ID-FF) from the Liberty Alliance
project [103] and the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML), a wellestablished OASIS standard [10]; defining an appropriate time period for the Medical
Data Trustworthiness Assessment model (Chapter 3) by considering the agent’s be-
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haviour stability; implementing a prototype for the proposed access control model
(Chapter 4) by using open source or commercial tools; extending the inference channel detection approach (Chapter 5) to accommodate dependency relationships between
diseases, and between medical events; and enhancing the workflow least-restricted
work allocation strategy (Chapter 6) by extending it to consider the constraints (e.g.
binding and separation of duty) that are set on the process execution path.
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Appendix B

EHR Request and Retrieval Process
Automata
In the following we show the automata that we modelled in Uppaal for the EHR request
and retrieval process (Chapter 2).
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WaitingforEHR
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Figure B.1: Doctor’s workstation model in Uppaal
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Figure B.2: Doctor’s EMR model in Uppaal
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Figure B.3: EHR access control model in Uppaal
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